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To: THE INDEPENDENT BROAD-BASED ANTI-CORRUPTION COMMISSION (IBAc)
On 30 October 201 41BAC published its report into the 'Operation Fitzroy' investigations. At the
conclusion of that report, IBAC made a number of recommendations, some of which were
directed at Public Transport Victoria.
Following the recommendation that PT\/ provide a report by 30 June 2015 on its progress in
implementing a range of changes concerning its procurement practices, I am pleased to provide
PT\/'s response to the IBAC recommendations.

IBAC made two recommendations in its report that invited corresponding actions by PTV. Details
of the actions taken by PT\/ in response to those recommendations are provided in the attached
report. PTV's actions are based on commitments I made in the course of giving evidence before
IBAC at the 'Operation Fitzroy' hearings, as well as the continuation of some of the reforms
referred to in this report which were underway before the 'Operation Fitzroy' investigation
commenced. Throughout this report there are also references to many of the IBAC findings or
observations, together with explanations as to how PT\/ has acted or is acting to address the
weaknesses identified in those findings and observations.
PTV has taken other actions in response to the circumstances investigated under 'Operation
Fitzroy'. While these actions were not under consideration at the 'Operation Fitzroy' hearings or
included by IBAC in its observations and recommendations, details of those additional actions
are also ' c ded in this report.

MARK WILD
CEO
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REPORT
PART I - EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

PT\/ and the former Department of Transport were indirectly the subject of IBAC's 'Operation
Fitzroy' investigation, its hearings, and ultimately its findings, observations, and
recommendations. Turning in particular to the IBAC recommendations, IBAC made two
recommendations that were specifically directed at PT\/. Those recommendations are set out in
this report, together with details of PTV's various actions in response to the IBAC findings.
PTV is a relatively new statutory authority. It was created by statute in 2011, however it did not
commence operations until2 April20,2. Most of the business functions of PTV were previously
performed by three separate entities comprised of:
the Director of Public Transport (a statutory body supported by the Public Transport
Division of the Department of Transport), The Director of Public Transport's primary
functions were to plan the services and infrastructure needed to meet the public demand
for public transport; to enter into and manage the contracts with providers of the public
transport system; and to manage the procurement of the essential infrastructure needed for
the system (assisted in most cases by the Transport Projects Division of the then
department);
the Transport Ticketing Authority. The TFA's primary function was to procure and manage
contracts for the public transport ticketing systems;
a private entity, Metlink (a companyjointly owned by the then train and train franchisees),
contracted to the State predominantly to provide the timetabling and marketing aspects of
the public transport system.
The personnel needed to perform PTV's functions were in large part inherited from each of these
three entities, and (at least in the earlier part of PTV's existence) it also inherited the three
diverse business systems used by those entities. As was highlighted by 'Operation Fitzroy', PTV
also inherited some inappropriate business practices. As a new statutory entity, it needed to
develop its own identity, and review and develop its own business practices. As was also
highlighted before IBAC, much of this review and development was already underway by the time

the 'Operation Fitzroy' covert investigations had commenced. Regrettably, PTV's efforts at the
time were not sufficiently progressed to enable it to identify these inappropriate business
practices. PTV accepts responsibility for that failure.

PTV's efforts in developing its own business practices are ongoing, but at the time of producing
this report are well advanced, and in many instances fully implemented. 'Operation Fitzroy' has

also resulted in PTV adding a range of other activities to improve its business practices, and
hastening the implementation of all of these activities. PTV has engaged relevant expert external
providers to advise and assist in the development of most of its reforms and new business
practices.
PTV's procurement reforms were underway before 'Operation Fitzroy' commenced. The
procurement reforms are now well advanced. PT\/'s policies and practices with respect to
procurement have been developed using external expert advice; have been independently
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reviewed; have been tested in a real world procurement environment; and are based on the
Victorian Government Purchasing Board guidelines. PTV has trained its staff on these new
policies and procedures. PTV also has monitoring and control processes in place to ensure
continuous improvement in its procurement policies and procedures.
PTV has implemented robust audit processes to ensure that its policies and procedures are
being adhered to; that it has the best first-hand information available regarding who it is that it is
considering contracting with; and to ensure that any suspect internal behaviour is identified and
dealt with.

PTV has proactive Iy undertaken to share its experiences and the expertise it has developed with
other parts of the public sector.
PTV is in the process of procuring a more comprehensive contract management system that will

address some of the shortcomings identified in 'Operation Fitzroy', and in the meantime has
robust systems in place to address those shortcomings until the new system has been deployed.
More robust supplier background checking is now conducted.

PT\/'s fraud and corruption controls have been enhanced and have been given a higher profile
within the organisation and PT\/ staff have received training in those controls. A skilled fraud and

corruption response team has been created, and fraud and corruption risks have been identified
and incorporated into PTV's risk management processes.
PTV has undertaken significant steps to reform its cultural environment. Staff are now required
to put proper process and procedure before expediency. Staff have been trained to identify
characteristics that might indicate underlying corrupt conduct; have been provided with
information regarding the lines of communication that they can follow to report suspect
behaviour; are encouraged to be vigilant; and are ensured of support if they do step forward to
report suspect behaviour. PTV management has been given training and enhanced
responsibilities and accountsbilities regarding procurement processes and management of
suspect corrupt behaviour, New PTV staff are in dusted into the organisation with training
session on PT\/'s procurement practices and fraud and corruption controls. PT\/ has a program
of ongoing refresher presentations concerning fraud and corruption, staff responsibilities, and
support mechanisms available to staff who report suspect conduct.
PTV has ended any business relationship with entities that were implicated in the 'Operation
Fitzroy' investigation. PT\/ has also implemented more robust processes designed to improve
the methodology used to identify any need for, and arrange for the procurement of, small scale
infrastructure. It also is examining whether small scale infrastructure needs might be delivered
under an entirely different model.
Importantly, PTV believes that all of its reformed business practices, audit controls, management
systems, and staff work cultures, address all of the system weaknesses identified in the
'Operation Fitzroy' hearings, and the subsequent IBAC findings and observations. PTV also
believes that all of these practices are indeed 'best practice' in each of the relevant areas, and
are subject to ongoing review and refinement as the need arises.
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IBAC RECOMMENDATION I

"The CEO of PTVprovides a deterledprogress report to 18AC by 30 June 2015 on
the implementation of its program of procurement reforms and cultural change to
address the issues identified throughout Operation Fitaroy, followed by a further
report demonstrating effectiveness of these reforms by 30 December 2075. These
reports will be published on IBAC's website. "

PART 2 - PROCUREMENT REFORMS

Pn/'s procurement practices
During the course of the IBAC investigation, and in the final IBAC report, a range of
weaknesses in PT\/'s procurement processes were highlighted. This Part of the report
commences with details of a number of reforms that have been undertaken by PT\/ to
address this, followed by some specific issues identified by IBAC and how the reforms are
intended to address those issues.
2.

Pn/ Procurement Reform

2.1. A three-month procurement reform pilot was launched on 30 Sept 2014. Across PTV,
450 people were trained on the revised policy and process framework.
2.2. In January 2015, PTV engaged a consultant to perform an independent review of the
procurement policy and processes to take into account feedback from PT\/ staff who
had participated in the pilot, and to ensure that the IBAC lessons learnt were also
addressed in the new processes. The revised procurement policy, which is based on
the Victorian Government Purchasing Board (VGPB) guidelines, was approved by the
CEO of PTV in March 2015, and is available to all PTV staff on the PTV intranet.
Copies of PTV's procurement policy, PTV's Procurement Quick Reference Guide,
and PTV's Procurement Procedures Manual are provided as annexures to this report.
The key procurement reforms comprise:
a. the requirement that there be an early engagement of Procurement Branch for

transactions above a threshold that are non-labour hire related ($25K GST
inclusive), i. e. business areas across PTV engage with Procurement Branch to
obtain Procurement Branch endorsement prior to PT\/ approaching the market.
b. the establishment of clear lines of responsibility and accountability for PTV
Divisions, the relevant financial delegates, and Procurement Branch.
c. the requirement for contract managers of 'strategic procurements' (i. e. complex
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and/or high value procurements) to conduct a "lessons learnt" review at the
conclusion of the contract.

2.3. PTV Procurement Branch has Iiaised with the VGPB regarding PT\/'s transition to its
new procurement model, and PT\/'s proposed transition was rioted at the VGPB
meeting on 16 April20,5. A formal submission of a Procurement Transition Plan to

the VGPB is scheduled to be made by PT\/ at the August 2015 VGPB meeting.
However, in the meantime, PTV will be conducting its procurements in accordance
with the revised policy and procedures.
2.4. An updated procurement training program has been developed, and all PT\/ Divisions
underwent training during April and May 2015.
2.5. PT\/ has implemented monitoring and control processes, including:
^!!!g
A regular reporting regime has been established in consultation with PT\/ Divisions,

as a result of which the Divisions receive monthly reports on each Division's
procurement activities. Items being reported on are:
a. where actual expenditure exceeds the pre-approved amount;
b. any contracts that are due to expire within the forthcoming 6 months;
c. contracts awarded in the three-month period prior to the report;
d. any purchase orders that have been raised with amounts just below delegation

thresholds ($25K, $250K, $500K and $10M); and
e. the frequency of purchase orders raised with respect to the same suppliers.
Identi in risk

PT\/ Procurement Branch is working closely with PT\/ Internal Audit Branch to identify
risk areas for investigation. A new resource has commenced in the Audit and
Assurance team, and the person in that role will regularly perform detailed audits and
review of selected procurements to ensure that procurement policy has been
correctly applied. The first of these reviews is currently underway.
Approval of the engagement (or extension) of any in-house contractors can only be
made by the CEO
In October 2014 PTVimplemented a policy requiring CEO approval of any engagement (or
contract extensions) of in-house contractors. PTV's Human Resources Division monitors
ongoing compliance with this policy,
4.

Robust Supplier Validation
PTV now subscribes to an online public database search service, Encompass. The service
provides relational analytics that are able to identify links between companies, and the
owners and office bearers of the companies. The service has been deployed across PT\/'s
Procurement, Legal, and Finance sections. It is a solution that will be used to detect critical
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supplier information relating to ASIC, bankruptcy searches and company director patterns
across suppliers. Training on this online system has been delivered to selected PT\/
officers,
5,

Sharing 18AC Lessons Learnt across Government
5.1. PTV has prepared a detailed presentation, focusing on the key IBAC findings and
lessons learnt, plus the procurement improvement initiatives implemented across
PTV.

5.2. The PTV 'lessons learnt' presentation has been delivered to the Department of
Economic Development, Jobs, Transport, and Resources; the Metropolitan Planning
Authority; Places Victoria; VicRoads; the Victorian Government Chief Procurement
Officers' forum; the inter-departmentsl meeting of Deputy Secretaries responsible for
procurement; and to an annual Australian Government Procurement Conference.
5.3. The presentations were delivered to Departments and Agencies by PTV's CEO,
Executive Director Corporate Services and Chief Procurement Officer since
November, 2014 and will continue when requested by other agencies. In addition,
discussions with individual senior procurement officers have occurred from time to
time.

5.4. Flowing out of the lessons learnt presentations, additional information was also
shared with Departments and Agencies around the structure of PTV's procurement
policy, risk management and fraud and corruption framework.
5.5. The overall feedback received to date has been extremely positive and recipients
have expressed their appreciation to PT\/ for sharing such important lessons learnt.
5.6. A copy of PTV's 'lessons learnt' presentation is provided as an attachment to this
report.
6.

How have Pn/'s Procurement Reforms addressed the 18AC findings?
IBAC made findings and observations regarding PTV's past procurement processes,
including:
ft, rq!t^cts that required three quotes could be submitted for approval by a financial
delegate without production of a CARR, supportng documentation or involvement of
the procurement team7
PTV's reformed procurement processes are designed to ensure that this will no
longer occur. These processes include regular monthly reporting, combined with
regular internal audits. Procurement reforms have also led to the implementation of
the following changes:
recommendation by the relevant contract manager, endorsement by

Procurement Branch ($25K) and approval by the responsible Divisional Director
prior to going to market;
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b. recommendation by the relevant contract manager, endorsement by

Procurement Branch ($25K) endorsement by responsible Divisional Director
and approval by the appropriate financial delegate Of above the responsible
Divisional Director's level of authorisation) prior to award of contract;
c. Additional reports: identifying the number of contracts awarded; the number of
contracts varied; the number of contracts awarded to the same suppliers
(broken down by delegation levels);
d. procurement reform training has been conducted across all PT\/ Divisions; and
additional basic procurement training is being developed.
Additional activities

e. advanced training: basic contract law training is made available to all staff and
contract managers (this has now been completed); contract specifications
writing training (this has now been completed); and contract management
training (in process);
f. engagement of a training provider to conduct further contract management
training, with the first session commencing in late June 2015 and additional
sessions scheduled for July 2015;
g. Use of Tenderlink: for the issue of tenders (mandatory for all public tenders)
and submission of tender responses;
h. Use of VendorPanel: quotation management system for panels. Guidance
notes are being drafted by Procurement Branch for contract managers to use
when engaging contractors on panels, and staff are encouraged to use whole of
Victorian Government panels.
6.2. fbenefits were built into quotes by agreement with contractors, and those amounts
were then included in the purchase order price and returned by some contractors as
kickbacks 7
The reformed procurement processes are designed to ensure that this activity is less
likely to occur and can be detected if it does. This includes the contract
award/approval process, monthly reporting to identify any multiple engagements with
the same suppliers, with anomalies identified to be referred to PTV Internal Audit.
Further strengthening of these controls include the conduct of regular internal audits
and use of software such as Encompass.

6.3. ratleast one tender threshold of $150,000 was avoided by 'bontract splitting'I
f'contractors could be engaged under a false identity for work such as evaluation
reports on low value contracts that ought to have been undertaken interna"y7
The new procurement processes are intended to ensure that this will riot occur.
These include enhanced staff training, regular monthly reporting (including a report
which specifically looks at the issue of 'contract splitting'); regular internal audits; and
use of Encompass,
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6.4. ITUnds left over from previous projects could be applied to later prey'ects, using the
same internal Contract Management System (CMS) numbery
This problem is being addressed by PT\/ by the planned introduction of a more
advanced contracts management system. See more details on this topic in Part 2
below.

6.5. IDOT and Pn/ favoured timely outcomes above compliance with procurement
process '1
The reformed procurement processes are designed to ensure that this will not occur.
These include tailored training on revised procurement policy and processes, and
training on contract law, contract management and fraud and corruption prevention.
Furthermore, a Procurement Activity Plan that is being developed in conjunction with
the various business areas of PT\/, has the primary purpose of identifying future key
projects, in turn enabling the planning of activities to ensure sufficient time is
allocated to the planning of projects and related procurement activities.
6.6, Ithe procurement team was inadequately resourced'I
PTV's Procurement Branch now comprises 9 FFE specialist procurement positions
(inclusive of the Chief Procurement Officer).
Considerable work has been done by PTV in the last half of 2014 and the first half of
2015 in developing improved procurement methods including:
development of a procedures/process guide to assist business users with key
procurement actMties;
development of additional procurement templates including template contracts
and guides to contract templates;
the implementation of a dedicated analyst who prepares procurement reports
(as detailed above) and analysis of spend data;
trial ling a workflow system to facilitate the approval of procurement
documentation;

implementation of Tenderlink and VendorPanel to assist with administration and
reporting.
These tools enable the procurement team to focus on providing assistance to
business areas by way of basic hands-on training and/or participating in tender
evaluations where necessary,
6.7. 117rocurement policy was generally not supported by management'j
I'mariagementlacked accountabiMy and deficiencies in procurement processes were
highlighted to senior management as at 30 April20f 27
In addition to specific directives and many meetings and conversations between the
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PT\/ CEO and senior managers, the approval by the PTV CEO of the Revised
Procurement Policy in March 2015 provides clear lines of responsibility and
accountability for PT\/ Divisions, financial delegates and members of the
Procurement Branch.

6.8. fstalf members were not properly, or at all, trained for risk identification associated
with fraud and corruption7
IFor the period 2008 to 2072, evidence could not be found that employees of DOT
and Pn/ were trained in relatibn to fraud and corruption. I
PT\/ Response: PT\/'s Fraud and Corruption Training Activities and the Fraud and
Corruption Lead Indicator monitoring process (both referred to in greater detail
elsewhere in this report) are intended to address these issues. Importantly, these
initiatives are comprehensive programs developed following PTV's procurement of
external expert advice on the subject matter. Application of the initiatives is also
mandatory. All PTV staff are required to undertake the training, whether as part of
PT\/'s induction package, or as part of PT\/'s program of refresher training that is
being developed.
6.9. The implementation of regular monthly reporting to Divisional Directors, together with
regular internal audits, in conjunction with the procurement policies (referred to
above), and the fraud and corruption framework which clearly identifies management
responsibilities, will:
a.

give greater visibility of procurement processes;

b. make PTV senior management more responsible and accountable; and
c. provide a more robust financial recording system.
7.

KPMG internal Audit Report
In May 2015 KPMG presented an Internal Audit Report into its audit of the outcomes of
PTV's Procurement Reform Program. The KPMG internal audit team had positive findings
in to the guidance provided by the Procurement team, and the conduct of the trial of the
procurement process.

"Internal Audit noted the following positive findihgs:
.

The efficiency and level of guidance provided by the Procurement team was
consistently praised by Prey^ct Managers surveyed as part of this Internal Audit,
Procurement had a robust process to conduct the trial of the Procurement Reform
process, including providrng jintia/ training to affected PTV personnel, keep^^g an
issue register for the trial, and having an independent review at the end of the trial to
identify lessons learned. "
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PART 3 - FINANCIAL CONTROL REFORMS

8.

Review of the Contract Management System (CMS)
18AC made a finding regarding PT\/'s use of its CMS system, being:
Ithe applicat!bn of CMS was not mandatory. PTV has indicated that confusing and
overlapping procurement polities have since been streamlinedy

PT\/ is taking steps to address these issues. PT\/ is sourcing a new contract management
system. Requirements for leading the system have been scoped and there has been a
market scan of appropriate suppliers, PT\/ to assess and reviewing two potential systems.
Next steps are the award of an appropriate contract and then the deployment of the
system, with a target deployment date of December 2015. The new system will have
improved monitoring and contract variation control processes and a significant
improvement in the provision of financial information on each contract.
In the meantime, PTV has instituted a range of manual checks and reconciliations between
the Accounts Payable and CMS systems to manage the current system inadequacies.

PART 4 - FRAUD PROTECTION SYSTEM REFORMS

9.

Fraud and Corruption Control Plan
PTV's Fraud and Corruption Control Plan (Policy and Procedure) has been updated in line
with best practice standards (As 8001- Fraud and Corruption Control). The policy was
approved for implementation by the PTV Board in September 2014. A copy of PTV's Fraud
and Corruption Control Plan (Policy and Procedure) is provided as an annexure to this
report.

10.

Fraud and Corruption Response Procedure
This procedure has been developed and implemented. It ensures that PT\/ has adequate
processes in place to respond to reports of fraud and corruption. The procedure was
tabled with the Fraud and Corruption Response Team (see further below) and was
approved for implementation by the PTV Board in November 2014.
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11.

Fraud and Corruption Response Team
11.1. PTV has established a Fraud and Corruption Response Team (FCRT) consisting of
PTV Executive representation across key Divisions. The training requirements of the
FCRT were also considered as part of the training program for 2014.
I, 2, Ernst & Young were engaged to deliver a workshop training session for members of
the FCRT, This workshop was delivered to the FCRT on the 20 October 2014, and
targeted the roles and responsibilities of the FCRT with focus on fraud and corruption
response and investigation activities. The session was delivered through the use of
case studies and interactive training session examples.
I. 3. Under the FCRT terms of reference, the FCRT must meet at least twice a year; has
additional meetings as required; and must meet should an issue arise between
routine meetings that requires immediate attention. The FCRT will have met 5 times
between 10 September 2014 and the end of June 2015.

12.

Fraud and Corruption Risk Workshop
A high level fraud and corruption risk assessment workshop was conducted by an expert
external provider in May 2014. The process consisted of interviews with PT\/ Divisional
Directors to identify key fraud and corruption risks (in each division) followed by a risk
assessment workshop. Identified risks have been referred to PTV Risk Management. The
workshop outputs included the following:
Eleven fraud and corruption risks were identified as part of the high level risk
assessment process,

Risk information was distributed to Risk Management for inclusion in the risk register
and key elements of the identified risks were factored into the register.
A follow up detailed risk assessment process will be undertaken at a future date.
This follow up process will serve as a post-IBAC refresher, and will focus on particular
divisions and key processes.
Procurement activities to source a service provider to undertake this follow up
process commenced in April20,5.
I3.

Review of, BAC transcripts
Ernst & Young was engaged to conduct a complete review of the IBAC 'Operation Fitzroy'
hearing transcripts. A report of the review findings was provided to PTV in September
2014. The report included recommendations directed at addressing the IBAC findings, in
particular focusing on procurement reform activities, delivery of fraud training and
maintenance/monitoring of the Fraud and Corruption Control Plan (Policy and Procedure).
Those recommendations are reflected in many of the reforms undertaken by PT\/ and
referred to throughout this report.
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I4.

Best practice in supplier background checking
14.1. PTV engaged Emst & Young to provide advice with respect to best practices in
undertaking supplier background checks and due diligence processes (procurement)
That advice was finalised and provided to PTV in October 2014.
14.2. The report identified 151eading practice standards which focus on due diligence and
background checking and 12 publicly available databases/intelligence tools available
to automate aspects of due diligence and background checking activities.
14.3. As a consequence, a supplier background checking process has been developed at
PT\/ which is conducted by representatives of Finance, Legal and Commercial
Divisions, using the Encompass online analytical search tool.

I5.

Specific weaknesses identified by IBA C and corresponding Pn/ actions
IBAC observed that there were weaknesses in the internal audit s stems:

15.1. PTV Response: PTV has now undertaken the following internal audit activities to
address this issue:

The Internal Audit Plan is signed off and approved by the PTV Audit and Risk
Committee.

Planned Internal Audit activities factor in key PT\/ risks as listed in the PT\/ Risk
Register.
An Audit Findings Tracking Process has now been developed and established
to track the status of audit findings and associated action plans emanating from
internal and external audits (by division)
Audit Contact points have been established in each division.
A centralised Audit and Assurance Officer has been allocated to control and

manage this process.
An audit tracking register has been developed and is being utilised to monitor
all audit findings, action plans and action due dates.
The status of audit actions is reviewed by the PT\/ Audit and Risk Committee.
Outstanding findings and corresponding actions are escalated through PTV's
Visualisation room reporting and discussed in the weekly Executive Meeting.
Clearance of Audit Findings is required to be approved by PTV's Internal
Auditors (KPMG).
Changes to action due dates requires approval by the CEO through PTV's 3 on
I Director meeting process.
KPMG has performed an Internal Audit Review of the procurement process.
A future post implementation review is planned for the future.
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IBAC also stated that:

15.2. I^t the public examinations, Mr Wild was asked to comment on the adequacy of
KPMG analy^hg only three contracts in what Mr Wild termed was a 'deep dive'
invest19atibn. Mr Wild conceded that knowing what we know now, clearly that should
have been a lot more thorough and maybe the sample size wasnt particularly large
but I do know from that report, major re^rin was instituted:
While not fti"y explored in the investigation or public examinations, the ad hoc
auditing process and the response to the KPMG audit also raises concerns about the
effectiveness of PTV's audit and risk management functions. 'I
PT\/ Response: PTV has taken the following steps to address this issue:
a. The PTV Procurement Team has appointed a full time Procurement Analyst to
review contract and procurement data,
b. Key procurement, supplier and contract data is being tracked through PT\/'s
Visualisation Room Reporting.
c. A Lead Indicator Monitoring Process has been developed. One of the lead
indicators relates to contract and procurement information.
d. The PTV Audit and Assurance Branch has established an Internal Controls

Review Program. This program of work will supplement the Internal Audit
Function (outsourced to KPMG). It will focus on detailed transactions and deep
diving of transactional information.
A full time Internal Control Reviews Advisor has now been appointed.
Interviews have been conducted with PT\/ Directors to identify key risk areas
and any processes requiring review.
An Internal Control Review Audit Plan is currently under development.
The Internal Control Review Advisor is currently performing a deep dive
transactional procurement review.
Reviews are planned by KPMG into procurement as mentioned under previous
topic,
IBAC also observed that:

15.3. fMr Wild also advised that PTV is working to establish an environment that welcomes
complaints being made, in accordance with the line of reporting to internal
management, but more broadly, to any employee at Pn/. I
Reference is made in various places in this report to the efforts that have been made
by PTV to provide an enhanced environment in which PTV staff are encouraged to
report suspect behaviour or make complaints with respect to perceived inappropriate
conduct related to procurement activities, and to provide support to any staff member
who does so. This encouragement has been provided through training, online

resources, in procurement documentation, and through the creation of a Fraud and
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Corruption committee.

PART 5 - CULTURAL REFORM

16.

IBAC observations regarding the Pn/procurement culture
IBAC characterised and highlighted the PTV cultural circumstances (including the culture
PT\/ inherited from the Department of Transport) in the following terms:
'I'The current focus for much of the procurement activity in DOT can be described as
ensuring compliance with the relevant government policies and department rules and
achieving the desired result as expediently as poss^^Ie. '
The driving ethos at DOT was to make sure we didnf bend - break any of the rules
too much, and if we did, don I worry about 11 andjust achieve the result, make it
happen'.
Mr Wild attributes the culture identified by him, and set out earlier in this section, to a
reluctance to follow proper procedures on the basis that this is how we have always
done business around here: According to Mr Wild^I was a case of the process was
getting in the way and the large volume of work had to be done, so it was almost
bypassing the process to exped^^e the works{
Mr Wild characterised the environment Ih 2072 in these terms:

'When PTV commenced operations in 2072, it inherited serious cultural problems.
The most significant of these can be summarised very simply. First, .... . ...... Second,
a work environment that some saw as robust and knockabout might more accurately
be perceived as a 'clubby environment' with its own unwritten rules and values. Third,
a reluctance to follow proper procedures was explained away, by some, on the basis
that 'this is how we have always done business around here.
'There wasnI support for procurement in that culture. It wasn I a priority. It was just an
advisory role and it was a management culture that didn I support procurement,
especially procurement rules or activities that I was trying to enforce. I"

I6.2. PTV has taken considerable steps to address these issues, including the changes
referred to in the remaining paragraphs of this Part.

Changing the old culture to encourage and equip staff to identify, report and act on
patterns of irregular conduct
The PTV Board endorsed a program of staff training around building values. This program

is reflected in a Change Management Plan (a plan that is presently in evolution), and the
staff training program component of this plan is being progressive Iy rolled out across
FY20,4120/5 and FY2015/2016.
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18.

Targeted Training and Education - IBAC training
In May 201 41BAC gave a presentation to a group of PTV Staff from various parts of the
organisation on the Protected Disclosure Act 2012 and on IBAC's role. Both these topics
form an integral part of our Fraud and Corruption training given to all staff (see below)

19.

Targeted Training and Education - Fraud and Corruption training
I9.1 . Emst & Young was engaged to develop a fraud and corruption awareness training
program for PTV. This program consisted of the development of fraud and corruption
awareness training material and physical delivery of training sessions to PTV staff
members.

I9.2. A total of six fraud and corruption awareness training sessions were delivered by
Emst & Young to staff between June and September 2014. Several internal training
sessions were also delivered to staff that were unable to attend one of the six training
sessions. A training session was also delivered by IBAC.
I9.3. Staff training attendance records were maintained and the Learning Management
System (LMS) was updated with these records, As at September 2014,
approximately 98% of all eligible PT\/ staff members had received fraud and
corruption awareness training,
19.4. A copy of PT\/'s Fraud and Corruption Control Staff Training presentation is annexed
to this report.
20.

Targeted Training and Education - Fraud & Corruption Training Activities - 2015
(Upcoming)
20.1. Following the initial rollout of fraud and corruption training that was conducted in late
2014, PTV recognised the need for ongoing training to ensure that new staff obtain
the benefit of the training and existing staff obtain regular updates and refresher
training.
20.2. To that end, the PT\/ Fraud and Corruption Control Plan (Policy and Procedure) has
been developed in line with Australian Standard As 8001 (2008) Fraud and
Corruption Control. The policy and procedure outline PTV's roles and responsibilities
for fraud and corruption, PT\/ is committed to delivering regular fraud and corruption
training to all staff in line with this policy.
20.3. On this basis PT\/ has identified a fraud and corruption training program for 2015.
The procurement of a service provider to deliver these services has recently been
finalised. It is anticipated that training will commence and be rolled out in July 2015.

The fraud and corruption training program for 2015 will consist of the following
activities:
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Development of fraud and corruption training material for use in an online
training module which can be used to train new starters or administer refresher
training.
d. Fraud and Corruption Training Workshops for staff members in specific high
risk business areas (i. e. procurement, finance, project areas).
e. Specific training for the FCRT.
f. Specific training for the PT\/ Executive.
21.

Targeted Training and Education - Professional Obligations
A Professional Obligations training and assessment module was created in 2014 and sent
to all staff to inform them of their professional and legal obligations and responsibilities at
PTV. The module was mandatory for all PTV staff, was sent out in September 2014, and
was completed by all staff. This content was then rolled into the PTV online staff induction
package so any new employee would be informed of their professional obligations (see
further below).

22.

Targeted Training and Education - PTV, riduction
22.1. A PTV online staff induction module is sent to all new PTV employees and
contractors within one week of their commencement date and they are required to
complete the training as soon as possible. If a new staff member has not completed
the training within the first week, the HR Capability Development Administration
Officer sends an email directly to the person advising them of the need to complete
this mandatory training module and also advising that the person's direct manager
will be contacted if it is not completed. An extract from the online staff induction
package is provided as an annexure to this report.
22.2. The PT\/ online staff induction module covers an overview of:
.

PTV's Purpose;
PT\/'s Strategic Intent and Vision;
PTV's Strategy Overview;
PTV's Strategic Theme;
PTV's Values;
the role of the PTV Board;

the role of the Minister for Public Transport;
PTV's organisational structure;
an overview of the PTV Divisions and Directors;

an overview of staff work plans and learning and development processes;
PTV behavioural expectations and key policies and procedures staff are
required to adhere to;
dealing with the media;
PTV's discrimination, harassment and bullying policy;
workplace security;
information security;
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safety at PTV;
risk management;
the enterprise agreement;
PTV delegations;
PTV's corporate style;
PTV's employee assistance program;
facilities;
staff benefits;

PTV procurement;
pay and leave; and
fraud and corruption prevention.
22.3. The Fraud and Corruption Prevention section of the module provides links to the
online Fraud and Corruption Control Plan (Policies and Procedures) and online Code
of Conduct for Victorian Public Sector Employees and the section includes the
following information:
'PTV is committed to maintaining high standards of ethical conduct but
recognises that fraud or corruption can occur even in organisatibns that aim for
high standards of legal, ethibal and moral behaviour.
Pn/requires all board members, directors, managers, employees, contractors,
consultants and other relevant third parties to act honestly, with integrity and to
safeguard the pubffc resources for which they and PTV are responsible.
PTV does not tolerate fraudulent or corrupt conduct under any circumstances and
any fraudulent or corrupt conduct will be investigated and reported as
appropriate.
You must be familiar with the Fraud and Corruption Plan and the Code of
Conduct for Victorian Public Sector Employees,
The following report^^g channels are avallable to all Pn/ staff should a suspicion
or event surrounding fraud and corruption arise.
Any Pry person who wishes to make a di^closure of corrupt or improper conduct
engaged in by Pry and/or its employees, should make such disclosure directly to
the Independent Broad Based Anti-Corruption Commission (IBAC). In essence,
where such a disclosure is made in accordance with the Protected Disclosures

Act, that person will be afforded protection from reprisals by the relevant public
body or any officer, member or employee of that pubffc body norotected
disclosure).
Reports of information that are not protected di^closures may be made to the
following:
. the Director - Finance

. the Director - Governance and Legal
. the Board of Directors, if the allegation involves senior management
For more informatibn on protected disclosures and for the contact deterIs for
18AC please click here to go to the Protected Disclosure Act page under policies
and procedures on the PTV intranet. "
22.4. A broader PT\/ staff induction package has been updated to include fraud and
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corruption information, details of PTV's internal reporting channels, information
regarding the protected disclosure regime, and information regarding PTV's
expectations as to roles and responsibilities. The program is run every six weeks,
and is delivered to all staff who have joined PT\/ since March 2014. It includes a unit
on ethics and fraud awareness.

Targeted Training and Education - Annual program of fraud and corruption training
PT\/ has developed a fraud and corruption training package to be delivered annually to
PTV staff members.

Targeted Training and Education - Contract Management training and Supplier
Management framing
. PTV Learning & Development branch arranged for training of selected PT\/ staff in
contract management and supplier management.
24.2. Contract management training was provided by an expert provider in February 2015
to 38 PTV employees, The employees were identified by the HR Division 'Business
Partners' in consultation with managers in various PT\/ Divisions, and also by
reference to specific requirements contained in the employees' work-plans,
24.3. The training content included: formation of contract; contract issues in tendering; key
parts of contracts; contract negotiation issues (liabilities, indemnity, warranties.
insurance); flexibility in contracts; contracts and legal risks; and breach and
termination of contracts.

24.4. Two other PTV staff members were provided with offsite contract related training
during February 2015 on the topics of 'preparing scopes of work and specifications'
and 'contract management fundamentals'.
Foster and promote a culture where employees actively safeguard the public purse
All existing PTV staff have been required to provide a conflict of interest declaration,
and the new starter package for the on-boarding of new employees contains a
declaration that the new employee must complete.
25.2. PTV now procures police checks for selected new and existing PT\/ staff who are in a
role which has a financial delegation or is involved in procurement.
25.3. PT\/ has implemented regular 'refresher' compliance training, including face to face
fraud awareness training delivered by the PTV finance/fraud team. The package also
includes a suite of online modules, including manager responsibility awareness,

conflict of interest awareness, and fraud and corruption awareness. The program
was rolled out in the first half of 2015.

25.4. PTV has delivered a Management Training Program to relevant PTV staff members
in early 2015.
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PTV staff to look for and highlight conduct which may reveal conflict of interest,
I^VCuritism, etcetera, and not to ignore signs Of irregular Conduct
26.1. PTV's fraud and corruption training program has educated staff on how to spot,
report, and deal with any potential corruption.

26.2. PTV has also developed an analysis tool containing fraud and corruption lead
indicators. Potential indicators of possible fraud or corruption include:
excessive employee annual leave balances and frequency of annual leave
requests;

Contract Approval Report Extensions;

number of repeat vendors and suppliers including data analysis of high spend
levels;

number of staff who have riot received fraud and corruption awareness training;
number of reported thefts and losses;
review of reported gifts, benefits and hospitality;
number of customer or supplier complaints ;
number of HR employee disciplinary events, complaints or formal warnings;
review of employee work hours including building access;
reported data and privacy breaches;
review of employee payroll data, duplicates addresses and financial data.

Having a primary focus on accountability and good governance (with a" prt^jests)
PTV has implemented a new fraud detection policy which has served as a template for
reform of PTVs management and accountability structures.

PART 6 - SOME GENERAL IBAC FINDINGS AND OBSERVATIONS

28.

What is PTV doing about other issues identified by ,BAC?
In various places throughout this report reference has been made to more specific findings

made by IBAC and to the programs implemented (or being implemented) by PTV to
address those findings. In this section, reference is made to findings and observations that
IBAC made of a more general nature, together with a description of the actions PTV has
made (or will make) to address those issues.
28.1. fDOT and PTV favoured timely outcomes above compliance with procurement
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process7
Infocurement pollby was generally not supported by managementj
rinanagement lacked accountsbiMy and de^clericies in procurement processes
were highlighted to senior management as at 30 April2072y
Ithe structure within the divisions at DOTand PTVprec/uded visihil^ty of noricompliance with procurement processes across W^ dintsion (and others) so that
corrupt conduct could be contained and covered up I
rindeed, it seems that positive steps were taken to dilute DOT^ ability to identify
corrupt practices. In the third quarter of 2072, the procurement team secured the
support of the risk management group to add to the DOTrisk register that fraud and
corruption was a strategic risk to the organisation. I
PTV Response: PTV has taken the following actions to address these issues:
PTV has embraced an anti-fraud culture which is supported by the CEO and
Management;
a Fraud and Corruption Control Officer (FCCO) has been nominated;
PTV has developed its Fraud and Corruption Control Framework in line with
best practice Australian Standard As 8001 (2008) Fraud and Corruption
Control;

the PTV Fraud and Corruption Control Plan (Policy and Procedure) has been
finalised and approved by the CEO;
a Fraud and Corruption Response Team (FCRT) has been established
consisting of Executive Level representation to respond to and investigate
instances or alleged instances of fraud and corruption;
a Fraud and Corruption Response Procedure has been developed;
PTV has delivered Fraud and Corruption Training to all staff and is committed
to continue to provide annual training for staff
in May 2014, a Fraud and Corruption Risk assessment was performed by
Ernst & Young;
Fraud and Corruption Risks identified through this risk assessment process
were distributed to the PTV Risk Management Team for inclusion in the PTV
Risk Register;
PTV plans to perform a follow up fraud and corruption risk assessment
process in 2015. This risk assessment is an update and refresher in light of
actions implemented after the use of the Operation Fitzroy Report. PTV is
currently in the process of sourcing a service provider to perform this work as
part of the Fraud Training Program for 2015.
28.2. f(in the context of a number of non-compliances with procurement rules identified
by 18AC) It would seem that there was no internal analysis of the problem to
understand the reason for repetitive instances of non-compliance, apparently
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because neither DOT nor Pn/ had the resources to allow for monitoring and
capturing of informat!bn to support any investigation. In that context Mr Wild, having
reviewed the evidence, sought to assure 18AC that': I make a clear and
uriambiguous commitment to pursue and deliver that cultural change and, above all,
signs of irregular conduct cannot simply be ignored, nor can they be dealt with by

senior officers doing no more than asking questions of the persons responsible and
then seekihg no independent verification. ' Furthermore, in admitting that irregular
conduct must be looked for and highlighted and that this will require a proactive
approach, Mr Wild said: 'DOT staff previously did not see it as theirjbb to pursue
patterns of irregular conduct. They were not encouraged to do so, they were not
resourced to do so. That must now change. I
PTV has taken considerable steps to address these issues, including the

procurement reforms, training, comprehensive audit controls, and cultural reforms
referred to in various parts of this report. PTV's programs are designed to

continually review and where necessary improve these processes, and to provide
PTV staff with ongoing encouragement and support in being aware of their
obligations, and their responsibility to report any suspect behaviour.
'Poor contract inaria ement'

fEvidence provided shows DOT and PTV paid little attention to preyects once a
tender process was fim^hed and a contract awarded. In this case, poor contract
management, including inadequate performance monitoring, clearly contributed to
corruption going undetected. I
PTV's reformed procurement processes, and project scoping and management
training will address these issues.
I^^I
IDue diligence was not conducted on suppliers being awarded contracts. '
PT\/'s due diligence, audit, and reporting processes are designed to address this.
ruinited trainin and ex ertisey
fit is clear many employees with procurement responsihilities at DOT and Pry did
not have relevant training, experience or adequate technical knowledge about the
goods or services being procured. I
PTV now has a well-resourced and well-trained procurement team, and rigorous
processes designed to ensure that the right expertise is provided to contract
managers across PTV. In addition, PTV staff across the business have received
training in procurement policy and process, and targeted contract principles and
practices training.
28.6. fPoorinaria ement of conflicts of interestI
Pry now pays considerable attention to any real or potential conflicts of interest,
and has robust processes designed to audit and identify if there are any such
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conflicts, including a comprehensive "conflicts of interest" employee declaration,
strengthened training, and clear reporting processes.
11nade uate inaria ement of rocurement staffy
IPOor!y trained managers contributed to corruption risks in DOT and PTV. In this
case, lack of managerial expertise resulted in inadequate supervision and checks
on staff activities and in I^inng to recognise fed flags: In turn, these resulted in
improper, noncompliant and corrupt behaviour going undetected. I
The appointment by PTV of a Chief Procurement Officer, and the various reforms
that PTV has made to procurement related activities, is designed to ensure that
these issues are addressed.

1/11^I
IThe imposition of tight timefr'ames and a culture of expediency created corruption
risks related to procurement planning, compliance and sorut!hy of deci^bns. The
end result was systemic non-compliance with procurement polities and
procedures. I
PTV continues to carry a heavy project workload, however it is in the process of
developing a project prioritisation tool to assist it to manage its tight timeframes.
Regardless of this heary workload, and regardless of any tight timeframes, PTV will
not compromise its efforts in implementing (and ongoing management) of proper
procurement processes, due diligence, and staff culture. This has been the subject
of extensive briefings and discussions by the CEO and Executive team.
28.9. I'18AC notes, in particular, that as part of this program PTV will need to consider the
establishment of appropriate. .
. processes for employees and contractors to raise concerns ipotent!^I and
actual) about procurement misconduct and corruptibn, and that these
processes are effectiveIy promulgated (in an ongoing manner and not as just
one'off activities

. controls over sub-contractihg arrangements, and that integrity and other risks
associated with subcontract!hg are effectiveIyidentified and managed)
PTV takes this very seriously, and believes that it has taken significant present and
ongoing steps to ensure that the conduct of any procurement by Pry will be to the
highest standards, will be appropriate Iy audited, and that PT\/ staff will be
encouraged to be diligent in their observations of fellow staff members' procurement
activities, and will be fully supported when reporting any suspect behaviour.

PART 7 - OTHER PTV ACTIONS
29.

infrastructure Audit

29.1. In July 2014 PTV engaged a specialist contractor to conduct an extensive audit of a
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broad range of bus stop infrastructure, particularly in regional Victoria, much of which
had been constructed under contracts between PT\/ and entities that were implicated
in corrupt conduct in the IBAC hearings.
29.2, As a result of the audit, PTV was advised by the auditor of the infrastructure that
(apart from some defects, and ordinary fair wear and tear) all of the infrastructure was
present and built to appropriate standards.
30.

Bus infrastructure procurement processes

30.1, Two PT\/ Divisions, Performance & Contract Management Division and Asset &
Project Management Division, have been developing systems designed to provide a
more rigorous process for identifying the need for, and implementing the creation of,
bus infrastructure.

30.2. Procedures and processes associated with the procurement of infrastructure works
have been significantly tightened to ensure there are more detailed specifications and
works inspections conducted during and at the completion of construction. To ensure
works have been completed to a satisfactory standard, far more stringent project
management disciplines have been implemented.
30.3. The Bus Stop Works Initiation Process defines the procedure to determine the scope
of the requirements for the construction of new and/or upgrading of an existing bus
stop infrastructure.
30.4. The process describes the roles and responsibilities under four main areas across
PTV Divisions thus separating the approval and authorisation accountability. In
summary, the process and substantive outcomes are as follows:
Works Initiation Performance &Contract Maria ement - Bus O erations Team

Comprising a description of the activities involved in analysing the request,
identifying the risk and approval by the Bus Operations Manager before
forwarding to the Bus Infrastructure Team for detailed scoping,
Review and Endorse the Works Initiation Bus Infrastructure Team

Comprising an outline of the activities by the Bus Infrastructure Team to review
and expand the scope Of required), estimate the funding, procurement model,
time frame for completion, endorsement of the request by the Bus Infrastructure
Manager and then forward to the Panel for approval.
A roval b the Panel P&CM - Bus O erations Team P&CM - Cor orate
Controller & Procurement Team

This panel consists of four members (Manager Bus Operations, P&CM
Corporate Controller, Procurement team member and GM Bus Operations and
Business Improvement) so as to avoid any conflict of interest in the approval
and authorisation process.
The process results in an output that sets out and leads to the activities
involved in the final approval of the works initiation request, The P&CM
Financial Controller verifies the availability of the funds and endorses the
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budget. The request is then forwarded to the Panel for agreement at which time
the completed document is approved by all members (the financial delegate
being the GM Bus Operations and Business Improvement) and approves for
the works to be undertaken in-line with the budget allocated.
Procurement and Delive Bus Infrastructure Team

On being approved by the Panel, the process flows to the next phase of
procurement and delivery of the request by the Bus Infrastructure Team.

IBAC RECOMMENDATION 2

"DTPLl and PTV take appropriate steps towards excluding third persons and entities
whose behaviour has been found to be improper or corrupt from obtaining contract
work in the future. "

PART 8 - PTV RESPONSE To RECOMMENDATION 2
31.

Ex'clusion of third persons and entities from contract work - suspension and
termination of contracts

PTV has taken appropriate steps with respect to a number of contracts that it was a party
to. and has previously advised IBAC as to what those steps were.
32.

Exclusion of third persons and entities from contract work - future contracts
32.1. PT\/ has taken appropriate steps to ensure that it does riot let contracts to various
parties, and has previously advised IBAC as to what those steps were.

32.2. PTV has also brought the attention of other stakeholders working within the transport
portfolio (both government and private) to the IBAC findings.

32.3. Any implicated entity that was registered in PTV's contract management system was
de-activated in the system to minimise any chance of a further procurement.
Procurement and Accounts Payable branches routinely conduct reviews to ensure
that the entities are riot contracted by PTV.
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PTV Procurement Policy
Summary
This document defines procurement at Public Transport Victoria (PTV) in terms of overall objectives,
guiding principles, and roles and responsibilities. It also sets out the associated procedures to be
applied.
This policy document describes the scope, procurement framework, fundamental principles, and
governance applicable to all PTV Procurement activities.
The PTV Procurement Policy ('the Policy') is based on the Victorian Government Purchasing Board
(VGPB) guidelines.

Scope
The Policy applies to the procurement of all goods, works and services across all PT\/. It will be
refreshed regularly to ensure currency and consistency with Victorian Government policies, and
monitor organisation-wide application,
Authorised employees include all full time or part time employees where their financial delegated
authority confers certain approvals to purchase, order, provide, and manage goods, works and
services for and on behalf of PTV.

Employees who are riot authorised employees (labour hire resources, contractors and consultants)
are riot permitted to procure goods, works and services for or on behalf of PTV. For instance, labour
hire resources, contractors and consultants are riot authorised to procure on behalf of PT\/,

Contacts
For further information on the Policy please contact Procurement either through
tv. vic. ov. au Isee PTV Procurement intranet for administrative contact)

email: tv rocurement

or through direct contact with the Procurement team (contact details available through PT\/
Intranet).
: tvintranet bu Ines an orl rocurement Pa e default, a
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Principles

1.1

Vision

The primary object of PTV under the Tronsport Integration Act 2010 is to plan, coordinate, provide,
operate and maintain a safe, punctual, reliable and clean public transport system consistent with the
vision statement and transport system objectives contained in this Act.
PTV's core functions include:

. managing the public transport network in a way which strives to achieve the highest levels of
safety and service delivery;
acting as the public face of the public transport network and an advocate for public transport
users;

interacting directly with customers through the PTV customer contact centre, PTV Hubs and
information technology platforms;
managing ongoing improvements to the network, through new rolling stock, signalling and
infrastructure projects;
. growing patronage and planning for the public transport needs of future generations; and
. ensuring that valuable public funds are spent prudently and efficiently.
With the customer central to our vision as an organisation, PT\/'s corporate vision is:
To provide o public tronsport service Victorions unlue ond choose to use.
Fully aligned to this, the PT\/ Procurement Vision is to:
^chieve strotegic procurement outcomes for PTV through the OPPl^button of effective sourcing grid
^o to in orket'initiotives designed to deliver volue odded outcomes o11^ned with Pn/ business
objectives. '
I. .Z

Mission

PTV Procurement's mission is:

To provide the Pn/ orgonisotion with o strotegic procurement cupob, Tity, consistent with
government procurement o12ject, lyes, levero91ng coinmerciolbest procticefor the procurement of
goods, works ond services. '

1.3 Purpose
The purpose of the Policy is to define the core objectives for PTV Procurement and the supporting
governance framework. The Policy is intended to:
ensure there is a consistent approach to procurement across PTV that reflects good probity
practice;
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provide a clearly defined procurement process that is fully aligned to business needs, and is
consistent across PT\/'s business units; and

. establish clear business accountabilities for procurement activity.

1.4 PTV Procurement Objectives
The key objectives for the procurement of goods, works and services at PTV include being able to:
. achieve Value for Money (VFM) for both financial and nori-financial business benefits;
. encourage sustainable competition;
. demonstrate probity, ethical behaviour, and accountability;
o make efficient and effective use of resources;

. allow early management and mitigation of risk;
. manage environmental and Occupational Health and Safety (OH&S) considerations;
. promote corporate social responsibility; and
. compliance with PT\/ and government objectives.

1.5 PTV Procurement and Business Roles and Responsibilities
Appendix A provides a summary of Procurement and business roles and responsibilities as they
relate to procurement activities.

I. 6 Statutory Requirements
Standing Direction 3.4.5 of the Minister for Finance under the F1honciolMonogement Act 1994
requires PTV to implement and maintain an effective internal control framework over the

procurement of goods, works and services to ensure that procurements are authorised in
accordance with business needs and the Policy and Procurement Procedures Manual ('the Manual'
In addition, Standing Direction 3.4.6 requires that expenditure transaction processing and
management is to be appropriateIy authorised and incurred in accordance with business needs and
captured in the financial records.
As a public statutory authority, PTV is also bound by the Project Development and Construction
MonogementAct 1994 which facilitates government development projects in Victoria and provides

for the responsible Minister to set standards and issue written directions in relation to public
construction. In accordance with this Act, 'public construction' means any matter relating to the
construction, maintenance, rehabilitation, alteration, extension or demolition of any improvements
on land by, or on behalf of, departments or public bodies and includes:
a. design and construction practices;
b. tendering processes;
c. project delivery; and
d. contract administration.
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I. 7 Procedural framework
The PTV Procurement framework is detailed through a hierarchy of documents - the Policy, and the
Manual.

The Policy defines the guiding principles, objectives, desired outcomes and governance structure
relating to PTV's procurement activities. Appendix D sets out the procurement process,
The Manual provides further details on PTV's minimum standards for the procurement of goods,
works and services.
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2. Procurement Objectives
As noted in paragraph 1.4, PTV must consider and achieve the following objectives.
2.1.

Value for Money GIFMj

The delivery of VFM outcomes must be a consideration in all procurement actions. VFM means
achievement of the lowest whole of life costs consistent with the PT\/ Procurement vision, mission,
core objectives and desired business outcomes.
VFM includes both financial and nori-financial outcomes and is to be determined by taking into
account factors such as:

. fitness for purpose;
. potential supplier's experience and performance history;
. flexibility (including innovation and adaptability over the lifecYcle of the procurement);
. environmental sustainability (such as energy efficiency and environmental impact); and
. whole-of-life costs.

VFM is achieved by:
. encouraging competitive and nori-discriminatory processes;
. fully engaging with all relevant stakeholders;
o using PT\/ resources in an efficient, effective, economical and ethical manner consistent with
the VGPB policies;
. making decisions in an accountable and transparent manner; and
. conducting a process coinmensurate with the scale and scope of the procurement.

2.2 Encourage sustainable competition
Attraction of the best and most capable companies to supply PTVis encouraged through activities
such as advanced supply planning, supply market analysis, clear and transparent market test
processes, appropriate allocation of business resources, local I regional supplier development,
industry communications, and probity and professional procurement action.
2.3

Demonstrate probity, ethical behaviour, and accountability

PT\/ staff must at all times:

. conduct themselves in ways that are ethical and of the highest integrity;
. adopt appropriate and competitive processes with clear selection criteria;
o treat potential and existing suppliers with equality and fairness;
. riot seek or receive personal gain;
. present the highest standards of professionalism and probity;
. ensure probity plans are used and applied where appropriate (in consultation with
Procurement). At a minimum, all high value high risk projects should have a probity plan; and
. dealwith suppliers in an honest and impartial manner that does not allow conflicts of
interest,
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Conflicts of Interest

PT\/ staff must at alltimes avoid situations in which private interests conflict, or might reasonably be
thought to or perceived to conflict, or have the potential to conflict, with their duties,
PTV staff involved in the procurement process must:
. avoid conflicts, whether actual, potential or perceived;
. declare that there is no conflict of interest in procurement in which they are involved; and
. observe prevailing PT\/ guidelines in accordance with the PTV's Conflict of Interest policy.
For all procurement activities a 'Conflict of Interest' declaration (available through PT\/ Intranet)
must be signed by individuals prior to participating in the formal evaluation of a tender/multiple
quotations.
Gifts and Hospitality
PT\/ staff must exercise the utmost discretion in accepting hospitality from contractors or their
representatives, or from organisations, firms or individuals with whom they have official dealings.
PTV staff must refuse all offers of gifts, benefits or hospitality from people or organisations about
whom they are likely to make decisions involving and tender processes and procurement activities.
PTV staff involved in the procurement process must comply with PTV's Gifts, Benefits and Hospitality

policy available through PT\/ Intranet. In addition, they must comply with the Code of Conduct for
Victorian Public Sector Employees in relation to integrity, also available through PT\/ Intranet.
2.4

Make efficient and effective use of resources

Achievement of effective and efficient business outcomes will require:
o selection of a procurement process that is coinmensurate with the scale, complexity, and
scope of the procurement; and

o provision of professional support, clear guidance and robust tools and templates to all staff
engaged in procurement.

2.5 Mitigate risk
Procurement decisions are to be fact based, taking account of current and forecast market
conditions, potential risks including financial, contractual, regulatory, relationship, supply, and
quality risks.

A key consideration of all procurement action is the mitigation or transfer of risks arising from all
areas of the business, and across the lifecycle of procurement.
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2.6 Manage environmental and 011&S considerations
Delivery of good practice environmental and OH&S outcomes is integral to all PTV Procurement
actions.

For environmental outcomes, this would include an understanding of suppliers' environmental
management policies, including reference to environmental and sustainability policies.
For OH&S outcomes, this would include an understanding of suppliers' OH&S policies and
management systems in place for both employees and contractors I sub-contractors, whether they
have OH&S certification, and performance in relation to OH&S statistics.
2.7

Promote corporate social responsibility

All procurement activities must promote socially responsible business practices and reinforce PTV as
a good corporate citizen.
2.8

Compliance with government objective and policy

Compliance with government objective and policy is a requirement for all authorised employees -

for example ensuring that procurement activities are consistent with applicable government
directions and policies, such as the Ministerial Directions and compliance with the Code of Conduct
for Victorian Public Sector Employees.
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3. Governance
Procurement conducted by PTV staff must be in accordance with the procurement objectives as
described in paragraph 1.4 of this policy.

3.1. Procurement Complexity Assessment
All procurement activities are assessed in collaboration with the business against a complexity
framework. The outcome of the complexity assessment will determine the level of PTV Procurement
involvement. The complexity assessment looks at the particular goods, works or services being
procured and considers the following questions:
o Is this a one-off purchase and how complex is it (simple procurement or something critical to
business operations)?
o What is the risk associated with the purchase?
. Are current business requirements being met?
. What is the value?

. How many suppliers can provide the goods, works or services?
Figure I summarises the procurement approach for 'Transactional' Iwhich are all purchases under

$25,000 GST inclusive) and 'Advanced Procurement', noting that the greater the complexity, the
more involvement from PT\/ Procurement.
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After the completion of High Complexity (Strategic Projects) procurements, the Contract Manager
must complete a lessons learned document, detailing both positive and negative learnings, for the
benefit of the business and to assist with future procurement activities.
Figure 2 provides more detail on the complexity quadrants and the typical characteristics for each of
the complexity quadrants, For example, a large customer focused project would be classified as
'Strategic' and would require key PTV Procurement involvement from the start of any proposed
procurement activity. Note that for simplicity, aside from 'Transactional', the other quadrants are all
termed 'Advanced Procurement'.
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Figure 2 - Complexity Quadrant Matrix

3.2 Procurement Approach
The procurement approach to purchase goods, works and services is based on the complexity of the
procurement activity. These are split between 'Transactional' (under $25,000 GST inclusive) and
'Advanced Procurement', with 'Transactional' procurement requiring no mandated endorsement I
involvement from PT\/ Procurement.

After consideration of what goods, works and services need to be procured the business considers
the elements as part of a checklist to determine the complexity of the procurement and the
involvement of PTV Procurement:

I, Does this type of procurement fall under an 'Exemption list'? 11f so the Policy does not
apply).
2. What services will the procurement purchase ('Labour hire', consultancy, civil/public
construction works, or goods and services)?
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3. Does this procurement fall under $25,000 (GST inclusive)?
4. Can the good or service be purchased from a State Purchase Contract (SPC), a Panel
Contract, or an existing agreement in place?
SPC'SIPanel Contracts have their own rules. These contracts have been established by PTV,
Department of Economic Development, Jobs, Transport Infrastructure and Resources or whole of
Victorian Government (through Departments of Treasury and Finance, Justice and Regulation and
Premier and Cabinet). Please speak to the Procurement team if you are unsure of the rules for the
specific panel that is proposed to be sourced from.
Refer Appendix B for further detail on procurement approach - for example listing of exemption
items from the Policy.
Table I details the different activity types, the internal consultation required to begin the
procurement activity, the documentation required to begin the activity, and market quotations
required.

^ Business Initiative
Purchasing
Activity

'Labour hire'

Is the

Is there an

acdvltv establlshed
less than
panel?
$25,000?
Yes

Ci IPubij
Co

Goods &

Procurement
Involvement?

HR

Complete Quotes Required
Approval

approval

to Procure

?

Form?

Complete
Recommendation
to Award?

No

Yes

No

As per panel

No

NO

No

Yes

No

Minimum 2 uotes*

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

As per panel

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Consult Procurement

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

As per panel

No

No

No

No

No

Minimum 2 uotes*

No

No

Yes

Yes

NO

Yes

As per panel

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Consult Procurement

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

As per panel

No

No

No

No

No

Minimum 2 uotes*

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

As per panel

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Consult Procurement

Yes

Yes

CtiO

Works", and

Require

Yes

No
Consultants

Policy Outcomes
Require

No

Se

Table I - Procurement PC"cy Outcomes

*In the scenario where there is only one suitable or capable vendor in the market, the business may
get a quote from only one vendor. The business must justify their decision and document their
market research (these business records may be called on for audit purposes).
# CiviVPublic Construction Works are bound by the Project Development grid Construction
MonogementAct1994, This Act does riot apply to facilities maintenance and management works,
signage, installation and branding works. However, procurement of these services must comply with
the Procurement Policy.

Purchase Order tracking and reporting by PTV Procurement for activities less than $25,000 (GST
inclusive) will highlight the same vendor being used multiple times.
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3.3 Procurement Governance
Procurement is conducted in accordance with this policy to ensure adherence to PTV's business
objectives and required probity framework. This does not replace or duplicate financial delegation
requirements; for these requirements refer to 'PT\/ delegations and authorisations' on the PTV
Intranet,

The governance applied to each of the procurement approaches is shown in Table 2.
Procurement Process

Procurement Approach

Governance Approval

Transactional' 1<$25Kj

financial delegate
Chief Procurement Officer (CPO)

Medium Complexity

or Procurement team member

Financial Approval
financial delegate
financial delegate

High Complexity 1strategicj

cPo

financial delegate

High Complexity IProjecrs)

Commercial Director I CPO

financial delegate

Table 2 - Procurement Governance Approach

All 'Transactional' procurement activities i. e. all procurements under $25K, are conducted by each
division and does riot require PTV Procurement endorsement. For all other procurement activities

(>$25K) PTV Procurement will work with business units to conduct a complexity assessment to
determine the level of PTV Procurement involvement. This allows PT\/ Procurement to lead and

support strategic and project specific thigher risk) procurements, whilst providing advice and
guidance to other 'Advanced' procurement (less risk/complex) activities.

The level of support provided by PTV Procurement will vary depending on:
. the risk and complexity of the procurement activity;
. the procurement skills and capability of each business unit; and

. the availability of PTV Procurement members to support or lead a specific procurement
activity.

Business specific support requirements should be agreed in advance with the CPO or Commercial
Director.

3.4 Compliance
All employees undertaking any procurement activity are responsible for complying with the Policy. In
addition, allemployees must comply with any specific obligations imposed under their contracts of

employment, other PTV policies, procedures and directives issued from time to time and any other
relevant legislative requirements.
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All executives, managers and supervisors are accountable for compliance (or non-compliance) with
the Policy within their area of responsibility, Compliance with the Policy and the Manual will be
monitored, reviewed, and managed using appropriate audit, risk and HR procedures.
All PTV staff must ensure that there is a valid contract/terms of contract that details the rights and
obligations of the parties in relation to the procurement activity.
Contract Managers are fully accountable for managing operational contract performance and
expenditure and ensuring contract spend do not exceed the original approved financial amount.
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Appendix A - PTV Procurement and Business Roles
and Responsibilities
Chief Procurement Officer CPO

The CPO is responsible for the operation of PTV Procurement, Additional key responsibilities of the
CPO include:

lead and monitor the delivery PTV's Procurement strategy and governance framework
aligned to the organisation's business objectives;
provide leadership, direction, advice and development opportunities for the management of
third party spend across PTV to achieve benefits and savings;
review, challenge and provide formal sign-off on project related procurement strategy;
raise the awareness and strategic value of procurement best practice across PTV; and
provide direction on the methodology of identification, management, and mitigation of risk
in procurement activities,

PTV Procurement Team

The key responsibilities of the PTV Procurement team include:
. provide leadership, direction, advice and development opportunities for allocated spend
focus areas or projects to achieve benefits and savings;
. engage with the organisation to understand and define medium to long term procurement
needs across spend focus areas;
. proactive use of data analysis tools to identify opportunities to aggregate expenditure driving
better commercial outcomes;
. conduct market research to identify suppliers, products, and innovative solutions;
. recommend a 'go to market' strategy based on research and understanding to deliver the
best value for money outcomes; and
. identify, manage, and mitigate risk in procurement activities,
Note, the PT\/ Procurement team does not create business specifications or scopes, obtain approvals

from financial delegates, or conduct contract management activities.

Finandal Dele ate

The financial delegate is located in the business and has the authority to incur expenditure on behalf
of PTV. The key responsibilities of the financial delegate include:
. approve Procurements that are classified as both 'Transactional', and 'Advanced
Procurement' (including that there is sufficient budget for the financial commitments), as
proposed by the Contract Manager I Project Manager;
. work closely with the CPO and PTV Procurement, as required; and
. review the Procurement needs identified and tasks to be performed for the business unit.
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Contract Maria er

The Contract Manager is responsible for the ongoing management of the contract once it has been
awarded, and is located in the business. The key responsibilities of the Contract Manager include:
. implement and support identified value for money and continuous improvement initiatives,
ensuring implementation is according to the terms of the contract;
. resolve operational issues raised by business users and suppliers;
o monitor supplier performance, raise purchase orders, confirm receipt of goods, works and
services and that they have been delivered in accordance with the terms of the contract,
manage spend under the contract and ensure that commitments do not exceed approvals;
o conduct supplier performance during the contract and at the end of the contract;
o create a 'lessons learned' document for High Complexity (Strategic Projects) procurement
activity; and
. conduct price reviews, if applicable.

Pro^Ct Maria er

The Project Manager is located in the business and is the initiator of the procurement activity. The
key responsibilities of the Project Manager include:
. creation of the business requirements, specification, and scope for the procurement activity;
. obtaining business approval for the procurement activity; and
. obtaining financial delegate approval for the awarding of the procurement activity tincluding
contract signing).
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Appendix B - Procurement Approach detail
Exemptions from the Policy
The following goods, works and services are exempt from the Policy requirement to obtain at least 2

offers (and to complete an 'Approval to Procure' form), however, current PTV policies/business rules
apply in relation to paying suppliers (e. g. financial delegate approves purchase order I payment
approval form), conflict of interest declarations, contract variations, and keeping business records:
. catering;

. payments for utilities and telephones
(mobile and fixed);

. conferences I professional
memberships;

. personal expenses;

. daily rate parking voucher;

. purchase/sale of real estate;

' donations;

. sponsorships;

. emergency management;

. stationery and office products; and

. operator agreements (e. g. franchisees
- where existing arrangements apply);

. travel costs (including taxi).

Table 3 provides examples of procurement across 'Transactional' and other procurement types:
Procurement Approach
What would you like to procure?
tall figures are IGST indusivej

Exemptions

Attending work conference ($800)

X

Caterin

X

Transactional

Advanced

*

Procurement

Web development services ($5k)

X

Stationery

X

Event Management for PTV promotion ($1k)
Consulting Services for desi n work ($60k)

X

Table a - Procurement approach examples

*Note - requirement to obtain at least 2 offers.

Procurement Approach additional detail
All 'Transactional' procurement under $25,000 (GST inclusive) will still be subject to targeted audit
checks, using a range of analytical tools. Copies of all offers (e. g. quotes) and associated paperwork
must be fully retained by the business unit responsible for the procurement.
Monthly reporting will be presented to the PT\/ Executive and Directors' For example, PTV
Procurement prepares monthly reports to PT\/ Directors containing information on all expenditure
that has exceeded approvals, upcoming contract expiry, and recent contract awards, This enables
PTV Procurement to specifically track instances of multiple contracts awarded under thresholds

(order splitting). Additional internal reporting is conducted on use of financial delegations and
compliance to policy, for example, 'Frequency of Supplier Engagement over, .2 months'.

To ensure robust supplier validation, PTV Legal, Finance, and Procurement will be validating the
suppliers via a software tool called 'Encompass'. Encompass allows users to conduct company and
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other searches, as well as to create diagrams based on those searches which show linkages between
companies, individuals, and assets.
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Appendix C - Labour Hire and Consultants Definition
'Labour hire'
An individual operating alone or as part of a firm engaged for a defined or temporary period as a
result of the need for professional expertise, where an internal workforce resource is riot available,
This includes an individual temporarily engaged through a Government panel contract (e. g. Hays,
Randstad) as a temporary replacement for an existing staff member on leave, back-fill a vacancy or
to provide additional short-term capacity to supplement an existing or additional function,

Consultants
An individual engaged (individually or through a firm) primarily to perform a discrete task for PTV
that facilitates decision making through the provision of expert advice and analysis and/or
development of a written report, review, audit or other intellectual output.
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Appendix D - Procurement process
Approval to Procure I'A2P'I
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ecommendation to Award ('RTA')
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I. . Quick reference guide
This Quick Reference Guide aims to provide an outline of the corporate policy and processes that are
described in PTV's Procurement Policy and Procurement Procedures Manual. It does not summarise
or refer to Divisional instructions as these are not organisation wide. The Procurement Procedures
Manual should always be consulted for detailed instructions or clarifications outlined in this guide.

1.1. . Fundamental principles of procurement
PTV Objectives and Functions
All procurement activities will to be undertaken in the pursuit of PTV's corporate vision:
To provide o pub"c tronsport service Vittorions volue grid choose to use.
Fully aligned to this, the PTV Procurement Vision is to:
^ch, ^ve strotegic procurement outcomes for PTV through the OPPlitotion of effective sourcing und
tjo to montet' initiotives designed to deliver volue odded outcomes o1/9ned with Pn/ business
objectives. '
PTV Procurement's mission is:

'To provide the Pn/orgonisotion with o strotegic procurement copobility, consistent with
government procurement o^Iectives, levero9ing coinmerciolbest proctice for the procurement of
goods, works ond services. '

1.2. Minimum procurement requirement
The following goods, works and services are exempt from the Procurement Policy requirement to
obtain at least 2 offers (and to complete an 'Approval to Procure' form); however, PTV

policies/business rules apply in relation to paying suppliers (e. g. financial delegate approves
purchase order I payment approval form), conflict of interest declarations, variations to contracts,
and keeping business records:
' catering;
. conferences I professional memberships;
. daily rate parking voucher;
' donations;
' emergency management;

. operator agreements (e. g. franchisees - where existing arrangements apply);
. payments for utilities, stationery, telephones (mobile and fixed);
. personal expenses;
. purchase/sale of real estate;
. sponsorships;
. stationery and office products; and
. travel costs (including taxi).
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If the activity is not on the exemptions list above, then the approach to procurement is dependant
on the procurement's complexity. The complexity of the goods and services to be procured will
determine the procurement process that will be used (classify either as Transactional' or 'Advanced
Procurement')

Project
Procu reinent
\

Strategic

\

,,,. G'e-"'
\<e, o\
C>'

C>' <0"' ,
,. 0"
,,*0 ,.,,,

Procurement

,., ,'c\' *6Q',
Procurement

^ ,.,* ,<. 1
,,, *.*o

Engagement

\$5

Transactional

1<$25K)

Medium

Low Complexity

Complexity
I. e. cragedI

Focus, edj

HighC", IPIexltv
1strateglc- Goods
a services I

High
Complexity
1strebelc Projectsl

Complexity
Figure ,. - inV Procurement Approaches

The initial check on complexity is dependent on three questions:
. What is the activity?
. Is it less than $25,000?
. Is there State Purchase Contract (SPC), a Panel Contract, or an existing agreement in place?
Assisting the decision making on the above this the PT\/ Procurement checklist, which is located on
the Intranet:
Self Assessment Procurement Checklist
mar cogki yon "*e to procure?
huh, ,,,",, a, con, ",",",,"",,"",, inn, ,. am, ,amph, ,, h",.,,,,"^",, b"*"L, fuda. ~","rat""hyw, mmt co"," "han, ", lint
rhus",. r, ,"""p""
Inn drip, ~, b".
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The answers to these questions detail the requirements of the procurement as below:
Table I - Procurement Policy Outcomes
Policy Outcomes

', nil"'!;;!;, e;

Require

Requ re

Procurement

HR

nvolvement?

approval?

Complete

Complete Quotes Required
Approval

Recommendat on
to Award

to Pro ure

Form?

Yes

No

Yes

No

As per panel

No

No

No

Yes

No

Minimum 2 quotes'

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

As per panel

No

NO

Yes

Yes

Yes

Consult Procurement

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

As per panel

No

No

No

No

Minimum 2 quotes*

.

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

As per panel

No

Yes

No

Ye

Consult Procurement

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

As per panel

No

No

No

No

Minimum 2 quotes*

.

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

As per panel

No

Yes

No

Yes

Consult Procurement

.,,

No

Yes

No

Yes

*In the scenario where there is only one suitable or capable vendor in the market, the business may
get a quote from only one vendor. The business must justify their decision and document their
market research (these business records may be called on for audit purposes).

# CiviyPublic Construction Works are bound by the Project Development ond Construction
Monogement Act1994. This Act does riot apply to facilities maintenance and management works,
signage, installation and branding works, However, procurement of these services must comply with
the Procurement Policy.
PTV Procurement Re ortin
.

,

.

All 'Transactional' procurement under $25,000 (GST inclusive) will be subject to targeted
audit checks, using a range of analytical tools.
Copies of all offers leg. quotes) and associated paperwork must be fully retained by the
business unit responsible for the procurement,
Monthly reporting will be presented to the PTV Executive and Directors. For example, PTV
Procurement prepares monthly reports to PT\/ Directors containing information on all
expenditure that has exceeded approvals, upcoming contract expiry, and recent contract
awards.

.

The reporting enables PTV Procurement to specifically track instances of multiple contracts
awarded under thresholds (order splitting). Additional internal reporting is conducted on use
of financial delegations and compliance to policy.

.

To ensure robust supplier validation, PTV Legal, Finance, and Procurement will be validating
the suppliers via a software tool called 'Encompass', Encompass allows users to conduct
company and other searches, as well as to create diagrams based on those searches which
show linkages between companies, individuals, and assets,
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Use of Re istors

Some suppliers may be included on a Government 'register'. The process of registration may riot be
as rigid as the process to become a panel supplier.
A procurement exercise involving an approach to suppliers on a 'register' must comply with the
minimum procurement threshold requirements (refer Table 2 below).
Table 2. Minimum proa. Irement requirements

Policy requirement

^ransactional' lurider $25K
GSTincj

'Advanced Procurement'

risk ratin

low risk

medium - high risk

registration in Contract
Management S stern (CMS)

not required*

required

approval documentation

In accordance with delegations
(e. g. purchase order)

'Approval to Procure' form

business unit

PTV Procurement

endorsement of
rocurement rocess

number of offers to be
obtained

minimum 2 or reason for riot

seeking minimum to be

as set out in procurement strategy

documented

method of issue invitation

no policy requirement but e-

and receive responses
evaluation anel (minimum

Tender recommended

documentation of outcome

I officer

3 officers

record to be made and retained

evaluation report and

b business area

'Recommendation to Award' form

'Recommendation to Award' 'Recommendation to Award'
form endorsed b :

e-Tender

form riot re uired

required approval

Procurement

financial delegate

* CMS is required regardless of spend when consultant is engaged, or where a SPC or other Victorian

Government Department panel is used. The existing 'established panel' CMS to be utilised.
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2. Procurement Process
Below describes the steps in the procurement process that this Policy or the Procedures Manual
relates to and the steps that PTV Procurement will be involved in :

Engage Market

^,

Recoin;lient!;1110/1
10 Awartj

Pollcv alld Procedures

^ .,, ^ .,, ^
Prorediire< M a rillR1 0 nlv

Procu reinein Consultation

Approval to Procure I'A2P') Process

i!

Co. ", reP. ,. d

N"d ideal, ". d

",,, Dim
Oir","h, dud

Complete inP

Approv" COPY
310, .d In TRIM

tsu. ,',"PI""

!I

OF\ F10? SPECIFICATION

Review A2P. rid

discuss

End"" kip

Status"pd. t. d

opportunity
,

,

rin. rice confirm

^

'"11. a. budget

.

.

Recommendation to Award I'RTA') Process
\.

PION, ."A, ICKh:

fur. HB. for
Dir", onbudg. ,

.CORDp^ A, ,.
FV, h"1.1"pm,

hobor .PDFoval

fur. HB. for
Dinc. or/bud. .,
hdd. r .pprov. I

St. to, upd. ,. a

St. ."."pd. I'd

fur. ,,,. ,or
Director/budg. ,
holder appi. 00.1

M. n. ,.
Contr. C.

rich" RTA .rid

amiU. t, "I

Fador" aTA

proc",

^

I

,

.
.

.

F, n. nc. confirm

CEO .pprov. 1/1

.nibble budget

required

,

.

=

^

*A2P = Approval to Procure
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For 'Advanced Procurement' r

Step
Actions

..

u, r,

PTV Procurement involvement

Planning procurement
o Define detailed business

need and requirements;
. Analyse supply market;
o Analyse any risks; and
. Develop approach to
market, evaluation

Evaluate responses
. Evaluate responses
against predetermined
evaluation criteria; and
. Recommend the

Establish contract
. Communicate the
decision to the

respondent/s; and
. Perform all tasks required

response that provides

to the final is ation of the

best value for PTV.

contract.

strategy and bid
documents including
service levels/KPl's.

Implementation
. Monitor performance of
the supplier;
. Manage contract
variations;

. Take receipt of
goods/services;
. Pay invoice against the
issued purchase order;
and

. Carry out contract
review.

Outcomes

. Register in CMS;

. RFX documents; and
, Detailed 'Approval to

. 'Recommendation to

Award' approved by
delegated officer.

Procure' form.

o Monitor spend against

Contract executed;

contract;

Issue purchase order;
Letters sent to

o Successful delivery of

unsuccessful tenderer/s
and debriefings; and
Update and maintain

. Contract variations

contract file.

goods/services;
managed;
. Contract performance
measured; and

. Manage supplier
performance and conduct
regular supplier reviews.
Templates

. 'Approval to Procure'
form;
o RFX document; and

o Evaluation template; and
. 'Recommendation to

. Letters to unsuccessful

tenderer/s.

Award'.

. Contract templates.
Available on PTV Intranet.

Available on PTV Intranet.
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3. Process description for 'Advanced Procurement'
3.1. . Plan Procurement
I, Estimate the size of the procurement need,
2, Define business requirements and objectives of the procurement exercise, e. g. lowest cost, fast
delivery etc. Document as required by Division.
3. Analyse business spend & budget:
. understand past spend and future requirements;
. assess risk and complexity of maintaining supply; and
, document in the 'Approval to Procure' Form,
4. Analyse supply market:
. analyse how market works, the direction in which a market is heading, the competitiveness
of a market and potential alternative suppliers;
. evaluate whether a potential supplier is able to meet PTV's requirements through the life
of a contract; and
. document in the 'Approval to Procure' form.
5. Conduct Complexity Assessment to ascertain activity positioning and approach.
6. Complete Approval to Procure form:
. complete the 'Approval to Procure' form in conjunction with the appropriate RFX
documents;
. the 'Approval to Procure', as a minimum, documents the procurement objectives, the
source of funding and the strategy for:
obtaining responses (including the specification, terms of contract and RFX
document);
evaluating and selecting responses (including the evaluation panel, criteria and
weightingSL
establishing the contract (including the nominated acceptance documentation and
financial delegate); and
reviewing the exercise (including the criteria for measuring the success of the
exercise).
7. Develop RFX document:
. complete the RFX document template in conjunction with the Approval to Procure form;
and

. forward the 'Approval to Procure' form and the RFX document to the PT\/ Procurement for
review and endorsement.
8. Issue RFX document:

. select the appropriate terms of contract to attach with the RFX document;
. issue the RFX document via to responders outlined in the 'Approval to Procure' form; and
. update the CMS
Refer to the Procurement Procedures Manual for details,

3.2. Evaluate Responses
I, Open and obtain responses from the delivery mode communicated to suppliers.
2, The evaluation panel evaluates the responses in accordance with the pre-determined
evaluation strategy and criteria established prior to the issue of the RFX document.
3. The evaluation panel documents the evaluation process.
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4. The evaluation panel recommends a supplier and completes a 'Recommendation to Award'
form.

5. The contract manager updates CMS once supplier has been selected and supplier selection
approved ('Recommendation to Award' form is finally signed by the financial delegate).
Refer to the Procurement Procedures Manual for details.

3.3. Award Contract
I. Establish contract:

. contracts only to be established following the approval of a Recommendation to Award;
and

. once the 'Recommendation to Award' form is signed by the relevant financial delegate,
CMS must be updated with the details of the approval process and a copy of the signed
'Recommendation to Award' form.
2. Create contract file to retain all relevant contract documentation.

3. Receive bank guarantee/security:
. where the contract requires the provision of a bank guarantee/security, the contract
manager is to verify that it meets the requirements of the contract. Assistance from PTV
Legal may be required; and
. no claims for payment shall be considered untilthe security has been lodged.
4. Advise unsuccessful respondent/s. Notify all unsuccessful respondents in writing immediately
after the contract has been successfully established (template available on PTV Intranet).
5. Debrief unsuccessful respondents. Refer any request for post tender debriefing to the contract
manager.

6. A purchase order is required to be raised prior to invoicing.
Refer to the Procurement Procedures Manual for details.

3.4. Manage Contract and Supplier
Monitor supplier performance:
I. Set supplier performance measures/KPls in the RFX documents and monitor actual performance
during the course of the contract.
2. Manage contract and monitor performance:
. manage the supply arrangement through its life;
. raise purchase order/s as goods or services are required;
. approve the received goods or services to allow payment of the invoice; and
. where dispute/s arise, refer to PTV Legal,
3. Receipt all goods received against the appropriate purchase order. Approve correctly rendered
invoices and credit notes,

4. Pay supplier:
. settle creditors' claims for payment in accordance with the terms of the contract; and
. ensure that all discounts tincluding discounts for prompt payment) are riot foregone.
5. Assess and exercise relevant beneficial options within the contract.
6. When contract completed, return any bank guarantee/securities received.
7. Carry out overallcontract review, and assess and summarise overallperformance of supplier.
Refer to the Procurement Procedures Manual for details.
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Appendix I. - I^. ACl
The following table provides an outline of the main tasks in the procurement lifecycle, together with
the roles forthe Business, PTV Procurement and PT\/ Legal.
'Advanced Procurement' can either be led by the business (Procurement Engagement) or by the
Procurement team (Procurement Led). This is decided by PTV Procurement using a Complexity
Assessment. For some activities, the RACl will change depending on who is leading the activity.
itiVity

iness

Procurement

Legal

Preparing to engage the market
A

R/C

Preparing the 'Approval to Procure' form

R/A

C

Preparing specifications

R/A

C

A1C

R

R/A

C

Procurement Engagement:

R

A1C

Procurement Led:

C

R/A

takeholder mapping

electing the sourcing strategy
Engaging the Market
Evaluation criteria
Invitation letter and documents

Evaluation Plan

R/A Is urnmary)

C

Procurement Led:

C

R/A

Liaison with suppliers
Procurement Engagement:

R

C

Procurement Led:

C

R

AIR

C

Procurement Engagement:

Evaluation
Clarifications

Procurement Engagement:
Procurement Led:

A

R

R/A

R/C

Procurement Engagement:

R/A

C

Procurement Led:

R/C

R

Evaluating submissions
Negotiation

Prepare the evaluation report
Procurement Engagement:
Procurement Led:

R/A Is urnmary)

C

C

R/A

Due Diligence IEncompass, etc)
Procurement Engagement:
Procurement Led:

Prepare the Recommendation to Award (RTA)
Post Award

Preparing the Contract
Terms and Conditions IT&CS)
Schedules

Debrief suppliers

R
R
R

Record Keeping

R/A

Creation of CMS Record

R/A
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CLIvity
Contract Management

Business

Legal

R/A
R/A

pend and Contract Reporting
Conduct Lessons Learned document

Procurement

R

C

C

Table 3. MCI

NOTES: 'Responsible' (Rj for the carrying out of the activity, 'Accountable' IAI for ensuring the task
is carried out, 'Consulted'ICjof the procurement activity, 'Informed' roof the procurement activity.
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Introduction

I.
1.1.

Purpose and Scope

The purpose of this document is to outline PTV's minimum standards for the procurement of goods,
stores, materials equipment, works and services. The intended audience is staff whose responsibility
is to purchase, order, provide and manage goods, works and services for and on behalf of PTV.
Employees who are not authorised employees (labour hire resources, contractors and consultants)
are riot permitted to procure goods, works and services for or on behalf of PTV. For instance, labour
hire resources, contractors and consultants are riot authorised to procure on behalf of PTV.
All procurement activities (other than those exemptions listed in paragraph 1.2) are governed by the
Procurement Policy and are described in this Procurement Procedures Manual.
The business may develop local instructions necessary to manage administrative workflow, risk
and/or process integration issues. However such instructions must be consistent with the
Procurement Policy and the processes described in this Procurement Procedures Manual.

1.2. Exemptions from the Procurement Policy
The following goods, works and services are exempt from the Procurement Policy requirement to
obtain at least 2 offers * tand to complete an 'Approval to Procure' form); however, PTV
policies/business rules apply in relation to paying suppliers (e. g. financial delegate approves
purchase order I payment approval form), conflict of interest declarations, variations to contracts,
and keeping business records:
o catering;

. conferences (professional memberships);
. daily rate parking voucher;
. donations;

. emergency management (defined below);
. operator agreements leg. franchisees - where existing arrangements apply)
. payments for utilities and telephones (mobile and fixed);
. personal expenses;
. purchase/sale of real estate;
. sponsorships;

. stationery and office products; and
. travel costs (including taxi).
*In the scenario where there is only one suitable or capable vendorin the market, the business may
get a quote from only one vendor. The business must justify their decision and document their
market research (these business records may be called on for audit purposes).
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Emergency management is defined as where any goods or services are required for urgent or
unplanned activities that pose a risk to public infrastructure of life. In such a situation any financial
delegate is authorised to procure the goods or services needed.

I. .3.

Staffinvolvemei, t

For procurements less than $25,000 GST inclusive ('Transactional' procurements), the financial
delegate is responsible for ensuring that all procurement activities optimise business outcomes for
PTV, while complying with the Procurement Policy and processes.
Subject to approval of a business case or funding, anyone within PTV may initiate a procurement
exercise. However, staff should ensure that PT\/ Procurement is consulted early during the
procurement planning stage - especially for 'Advanced Procurement' or complex procurement
exercises.

1.4.

Structure of the Procurement Procedures manual

This document contains the processes that will need to be followed to comply with the procurement
framework outlined in the Procurement Policy.
This document should be read in conjunction with the related documentation:
The Procurement Policy - outlining the foundation upon which all procurement processes are buil
consisting of fundamental principles and the governance framework.

Quick Reference Guide - brief outline of the main corporate policy points and an outline of the
instructions related to the processes,

I. .5. Fundamental principles of procurement
PTV corporate vision
All procurement activities will to be undertaken in the pursuit of PT\/'s corporate vision:
To provide o pub"c tronsport service Victorions volue und choose to use.
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Procurement Governance Framework
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Procurement Governance
Figure I. Principles of the procurement governance framework

The desired outcomes of applying the above are:
the accountable officer has developed a strategy, systems, policy, practices and processes to
monitor and benchmark performance;
the accountable officer is asking appropriate and regular questions about procurement
activity and procurement outcomes;
roles, responsibilities, authorities and accountabilities are clearly articulated and understood;
and

risks are identified, mitigated and/or improved.
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I. .6. Roles
I. .6.1. . Procurement

The role of PTV Procurement is to lead and guide the strategic procurement objectives of PTV. The
PTV Chief Procurement Officer (CPO) is responsible for providing strategic procurement leadership
and advice to ensure PTV's procurement objectives are achieved across the full procurement
lifecycle.
Chief Procurement Officer CPO

The CPO is responsible for the operation PTV Procurement, Additional key responsibilities of the CPO
include:

lead and monitor the delivery PTV's Procurement strategy and governance framework
aligned to the organisation's business objectives;

provide leadership, direction, advice and development opportunities for the management of
third party spend across PT\/ to achieve benefits and savings;
review, challenge and provide formal sign-off on project related procurement strategy;
raise the awareness and strategic value of procurement across PTV; and

provide direction on the methodology of identification, management, and mitigation of risk
in procurement activities,

Phi Procurement Team

The key responsibilities of the PTV Procurement team include:
. provide leadership, direction, advice and development opportunities for allocated spend
focus areas or projects to achieve benefits and savings;
. engage with the organisation to understand and define medium to long term procurement
needs across spend focus areas;
. proactive use of data analysis tools to identify opportunities to aggregate expenditure
driving better commercial outcomes;
. conduct market research to identify suppliers, products, and innovative solutions;

. recommend a 'go to market' strategy based on research and understanding to deliver the
best value for money outcomes; and
. identify, manage, and mitigate risk in procurement activities.

Note, the PTV Procurement team does not create business specifications or scopes, obtain approvals
from financial delegates, or conduct contract management activities.
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Financial Dele ate

The Financial Delegate is located in the business and is the holder of the budget to be spent on the
procurement activity. The key responsibilities of the financial delegate include:
approve Procurements that are classified as both 'Transactional', and 'Advanced
Procurement' (including that there is sufficient budget for the financial commitments), as
proposed by the Project Manager I Contract Manager;
work closely with the CPO and PTV Procurement, as required; and
review the procurement needs identified and tasks to be performed for the business unit.

Contract Maria er

The Contract Manager is responsible for the ongoing management of the contract once it has been
awarded, and is located in the business. The key responsibilities of the Contract Manager include:
implement and support identified value for money and continuous improvement initiatives,
ensuring implementation is according to the terms of the contract;
resolve operational issues raised by business users and suppliers;
monitor supplier performance, raise purchase orders, confirm receipt of goods, works and
services and that they have been delivered in accordance with the terms of the contract,
manage spend under the contract and ensure that commitments do riot exceed approvals;
conduct supplier perlormance during the contract and at the end of the contract;
conduct price reviews, if applicable; and
create a lessons learned document for High Complexity (Strategic Projects) procurement
activity.

Pro^Ct Maria er

The Project Manager is located in the business and is the initiator of the procurement activity, The
key responsibilities of the Project Manager include:
creation of the business requirements, specification, and scope for the procurement activity;
attaining business approval; and
obtaining financial delegate approval for the awarding of the procurement activity tincluding
contract signing),

I. .6.2. 'Transactional' v 'Advanced Procurement exercises

I. .6.2. ,.. 'Transactional' procurement
The procurement of goods, works and services where there are many sources i. e. off the shelf
products or required for everyday use are 'Transactional' procurements, A list of the process and
requirements for different purchasing activity is detailed in Table I below. 'Transactional' activity
can be managed by the business up to $25,000 (GST inclusive), provided at least 2 offers for each
activity are obtained,
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Business Initiative

Is the

Purchasing
Attivity

Is there an

activity established
less than

$25,000?

Consultants

Civil/Public

Require

Procurement

HR

involvement?

approval

to Procure

?

Form?

NO

Yes

No

As per panel

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Consult Procurement

Yes

No

No

No

As per panel

No

No

No

No

NO

Minimum 2 quotes*

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

As per panel

Yes

No

Yes

Consult Procurement

No

No

No

No

No

As per panel
Minimum 2 quotes*

Yes

As per panel

Yes

Yes

Consult Procurement

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

.

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No
Yes

Yes
No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Works'. and
Goods &
Services

to Award?

No

No

Construction

Complete
Recommendation

As per panel
Minimum 2 quotes'

Yes

Yes

..

panel?

Policy Outcomes
Complete Quotes Required
Approval

Require

No

Yes

Table I - Procurement Policy Outcomes

Business units will manage all 'Transactional' procurement exercises using tools, templates and work
instructions available on the PT\/ Intranet and in accordance with this Procurement Procedures
Manual.

All 'Transactional' procurement under $25,000 (GST inclusive) will still be subject to spot audit
checks. Monthly reporting will also be presented to the PTV Executive and Directors. Copies of all
offers (e. g. quotes) and associated paperwork must therefore be fully retained by the business.
vin the scenario where there is only one suitable or capable vendor in the market, the business may
get a quote from only one vendor however the business must justify their decision and document
their market research (these records may be called on for audit purposes).
# Civil/Public Construction Works - Note: As a public statutory authority, PTV is bound by the
Project Development ond Construction Management Act 1994. The Act facilitates government

development projects in Victoria and requires the responsible Minister to set standards and issue
written directions in relation to public construction.
In accordance with this Act, 'public construction' means any matter relating to the construction,
maintenance, rehabilitation, alteration, extension or demolition of any improvements on land by, or
on behalf of, departments or public bodies and includes:
a,

design and construction practices;

b.

tendering processes;

c.

project delivery; and

d.

contract administration.
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This Act does not apply to facilities maintenance and management works, signage, installation and
branding works. However, procurement of these services must comply withn the Procurement
Policy. Whilst it is understood that PT\/ will assign the large scale provision of the construction works
and services to transport operators, due to its complexities, PT\/ Procurement will provide the
required expertise and be closely involved in all procurement activities if these scope of works are to
be delivered in-house.

I. .6.2.1.1. . Use of State Purchase Contracts ISPC) or other
Government Department panels
Where State Purchase Contracts (SPC) or other Victorian Government Department panels are
proposed to be used, the relevant panel rules apply. Refer to the PT\/ Procurement Intranet link
below for a list of available panels that are able to be utilised by the business.
tvintranet business-su ort rocurement Pa es Panels-Available-to-PTV. as x.

Note: the business requirements/scope must be within the SPC/panel scope of works.

,.. 6.2.1.2. Use of Registers
Some suppliers may be included on a Government 'register'. The process of registration may riot be
as rigid as the process to become a panel supplier.
A procurement exercise involving an approach to suppliers on a 'register' must comply with the
minimum procurement threshold requirements Irefer Table 2 below).
Policy requirement

Transactional' lurider $25K
GSTinc)

'Advanced Procurement'

risk rating

low risk

medium - high risk

riot required*

required

In accordance with delegations
(e. g. purchase order)

'Approval to Procure' form

business unit

PT\/ Procurement

registration in Contract

Management System (CMS)
approval documentation
endorsement of

procurement process
number of offers to be
obtained

minimum 2 or reason for not

seeking minimum to be

as set out in procurement strategy

documented

method of issue invitation

no policy requirement but e-

and receive responses
evaluation panel (minimum)

Tender recommended

documentation of outcome

I office r

3 officers

record to be made and retained

evaluation report and

by business area

'Recommendation to Award' form

'Recommendation to Award' 'Recommendation to Award'

form endorsed by:
required approval

e-Tender

form not required

Procurement

financial delegate
Table 2. Mlnlmum procurement requlrements

* CMS is required regardless of spend when consultant is engaged, or where a SPC or other Victorian
Government Department panel is used. The existing 'established panel' CMS to be utilised.
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I. 6.2.1.3. Labour Hire
'Labour hire' engagements, no matter the value, need to have endorsement from Human Resources
(HR).

If the activity isless than $25,000, no PTV Procurement endorsement is required.
If the activity is greater than $25,000, and the 'Labour hire' is sourced off panel (e. g. Department of
Treasury and Finance Staffing Services panel), there is still no PT\/ Procurement endorsement
required. Otherwise, PTV Procurement endorsement and an 'Approval to Procure' form is required.

I. .6.2. ,.. 4-. Consultants
f the activity is less than $25,000, no PTV Procurement endorsement is required.
Consultants require Procurement endorsement and an 'Approval to Procure' form for all activities

greater than $25,000 (GST inclusive),

I. .6.2. ,.. 5. Order splitting
Order splitting involves the placement of multiple orders to one or more vendors for the same, like,
or related goods, works or services to avoid using the appropriate method of procurement or to
remain within delegated purchasing authority.
PTV Procurement prepares monthly reports to PTV Directors containing information on all
expenditure that has exceeded approvals, upcoming contract expiry, and recent contract awards.
This enables PT\/ Procurement to specifically track instances of multiple contracts awarded under
thresholds (order splitting). Order splitting is riot permitted.

I. .6.2. Z. 'Advanced Procurement'
PT\/ Procurement will work closely and collaborative Iy with the business unit representatives to
provide the most effective resourcing to achieve the outcomes of the procurement. The involvement

of PTV Procurement will be articulated within the procurement strategy. An 'Approval to Procure'
form is required for all 'Advanced Procurement' activities. Refer Appendix I for additional
information on roles and responsibilities.

I. 6.2.2.1. Complexity Assessment
For Advance Procurement activities, PTV Procurement will conduct a thorough Complexity
Assessment utilising the Detoiled Complexity Assessment Tool to determine whether the activity will
be PTV Procurement assisted, or led. The assessment will determine where the activity is positioned
on the Complexity Quadrant Matrix.
PT\/ Procurement will lead the activity for procurement activities that fall into the Strategic or
Focussed quadrants, as these are riskier activities. Where the activity falls on the border between
two quadrants, the activity will be deemed to fall into the riskier quadrant. For these activities, PT\/
Procurement will manage the procurement process, construct the tender documents (in conjunction
with the business), lead any negotiation, and chair the evaluation panel.
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PTV Procurement will assist the business for the less risky quadrants, Leveraged and Transactional,
as these are less risky activities. Activities that fall into this quadrant may include where there are
existing panels or contracts, or where there are a large number of suppliers, Note, the Leveraged
quadrant is a high spend category, but low risk. PTV Procurement will assist the Business in the
procurement process, assist the construction of the tender and any negotiation, and assist in the
evaluation.
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Figure 2. Complexity Quadrant Matrix

Where the capability of the business is low, PTV Procurement will further assist the business unit as
much as required, PTV Procurement will also educate the business unit in order to lift their
procurement capability for future activities.

I. .7. Capability
PTV Procurement will ensure that the organisation has an appropriate level of procurement
expertise, resources, systems and processes that enable procurement activities to be completed
successfully.
The assessment of capability will:
.

be carried out by PT\/ Procurement management;

.

identify the capabilities needed to carry out procurements; and

.

identify whether the capabilities in the organisation need to be developed or supplemented
to undertake procurement.
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An assessment of capability at the organisational level forms part of your annual procurement
planning process.
Assessing a higher level of capability at the business unit or individual level allows these areas of PTV
to carry out more complex procurements than would otherwise be permitted by the organisational
capability assessment, PT\/ Procurement will run training sessions with the business relating to
procurement on an annual basis to address any shortfalls in capability,

I. .8. Asset Disposal
As per the PTV Delegations of Authority disposal of any PTV assets (including write-offs) needs to be

authorised by the Executive Director, Corporate Services (up to $100,000 GST inclusive market
value), and the Chief Executive Officer for amounts greater than this figure - with the PTV Board to
be notified of any significant matters.
PTV assets are to be disposed of in a way that takes into account probity, security, sustainability and
transparency, as well as environmental and social factors (including consideration to recycling or
transferring a redundant asset to another entity or Non-For-Profit organisation).
Contact PTV Finance who are responsible for maintaining the PTV asset register should you have any
queries in relation to asset disposal.
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2. Process overview

.^.
.

Manage

^,

The Business

Contract

^.

Post Contract
Evaluation

rocurement Consult

Detailed descriptions for each of the processes can be found in the following sections:
Section A

Plan procurement, create and issue bid documents.

Section B:

Evaluate responses.

Section C

Establish contract.

Section D:

Contract management,

Section E:

Complaints management process.
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A. PLAN PROCUREMENT, CREATE AND ISSUE BID
DOCUMENTS

3. Planning Procurement
3.1.

Introduction

PT\/ Procurement will produce a PTV procurement strategy. This strategy provides an overview of

the PTV's procurement profile and includes the following components:
Procurement Activity Plan;
contract management planning strategy;
supplier engagement plan; and
capability development plan.
PT\/ Procurement will establish, in conjunction with the business, an annual Procurement Activity

Plan, which will be forward looking, The Procurement Activity Plan will be a rolling 15 month view of
procurement activities, and is to be updated quarterly in accordance with changes in business
strategy. In discussions with the Business, PTV Procurement will also alert them to the timings of
forecasted procurement adjvity Ibased off contract end dates and incorporated in the Activity Plan).
During the quarterly review, the CPO will confirm the progress of the Procurement Activity Plan
against plan KPls, and take action if required.
If required, PT\/ Procurement will establish category management plans for market segments
defined by the PTV CPO.

3.2.

Planning individual procurement activities

Plan procurement and create Invitation documents as per the following:
Plannin
Actions

. define stakeholders and areas of the business that need to

be consulted and engaged;
. define detailed business need and requirements including
contract performance measures;
. analyse supply market;
. analyse risks;
. determine contract term including options; and
, develop approach to market, evaluation strategy and
Invitation documents.
Outcomes

, detailed 'Approval to Procure' form; and
. Invitation documents.

Templates

. 'Approval to Procure' form and Procurement strategy;
. Invitation documents; and

. Evaluation plan ('Advanced Procurement').
Alltemplates are available through PTV Intranet.
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3.3.

Recordkeeping

At the outset of the procurement process, the initiator of the procurement exercise should arrange
for a TRIM workgroup to be set up for the procurement process, in which all relevant documents
may be stored. A hard COPY file should also be established to hold all hardcopy records. All signed
documents should be scanned into TRIM and saved to ensure all approvals are easily accessible in
soft-COPY format. All of the documents which relate to the engagement process, including
correspondence via email and letters, will be saved into the various TRIM folders within the
workgroup set up for the specific project.
TRIM security should be determined between the Records team and PTV Procurement, but during
the engagement process access should be restricted to the evaluation team in line with the security
controls in the relevant evaluation plan.
Once a contract has been signed, it and other documentation relating to ongoing contract
management should be saved in the contract management section of TRIM for ongoing
management, and the engagement folder locked out.

3.4.

Unsolicited Innovative Approach

On occasion, a supplier may present the business with an unsolicited innovative approach. The
approaches are by a supplier who has a plan to enact services in an innovative manner for PTV, but
which PT\/ has not sourced themselves, These approaches should be discussed with PTV
Procurement to ascertain whether they should be investigated or rejected. Factors to consider
include impact on budgets, whether there are alternate suppliers, and forward plans.
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4-. Create bid documents

4.1.

Define business requirements

The majority of procurement problems can be traced back to a lack of understanding of the business
requirements and outcomes. As such the person responsible for the procurement (the Project
Manager I Contract Manager) should engage with key stakeholders early in the procurement
planning process to define the business requirements that are to be met by the procurement
exercise and obtain agreement on the required outcomes.
Once the business requirements have been agreed by the relevant stakeholders, it may be
translated into a detailed specification.

4.2.

Estimate need

The first step in the procurement planning process is to estimate the monetary value of the
procurement need, Initial estimations can be based off past spend, but assessment of pricing in
submissions should be conducted based off accurate forecasted requirements.

4.3.

Specification definition

A specification is the basis of all offers, and therefore the foundation for a contract. When the
contract is in place, the specification becomes an essential contract management document which is
used to ensure that the chosen supplier provides what is specified. It must therefore be clear and
complete, and accurately define what is expected from a supplier - i. e. the outputs (for services) or
the functional and performance requirements (for goods and works).
Specifications should be based on a business or management plan, and the needs of a customer or
group of users' The specification is created by the business IProject Manager I Contract ManagerI.
Ensure that all stakeholders have input into the specification, in order for it to be as accurate and
encompassing as possible, The process for calling for offers should commence only after all
requirements are clear.

A well prepared specification assists:
. PTV to understand what it is funding and what it will get for its money in terms of cost,
quantity, quality and timing; and
. suppliers to understand tenders, to respond effective Iy, and to carry out their contractual
obligations.
Where possible, specifications should be written in terms of the outputs or functions to be fulfilled,
rather than listing specific technical requirements.
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The content of the specification should
. support standardisation and rationalisation of the end product;
. riot restrict competition;

. riot act as a barrier to the introduction of alternative products or new or advanced
technology; and
. encourage respondents to offer innovative options or solutions which contribute to PTV's
ability to carry out its business in a more cost-effective manner,
A completelist of specifications will maximise the opportunity to achieve the best possible value.
The more time spent getting the specification complete and concise, the more time is saved
throughout the remainder of the process. Additional, an incorrect specification will lead to
additional costs, delays to delivery, and damage in the market to the reputation of PTV.

4.3. ,..

Specifying services

When preparing specifications for the supply of services, the following points should be considered:
outputs Iservices) to be delivered must be me asurable and achievable within a specified
timeframe;
performance measures (e. g. quantity, quality, timeliness, cost, innovations) and targets;
contract management requirements (level of authority the Contract Manager will have,
reporting process, access to suppliers' records etc. ); and
transition process from/to another service provider (if applicable).

4.3. Z.

Specifying goods

When preparing specifications for the supply of goods, the following points should be considered:
. design and performance criteria Ie. g. functional, performance and technical characteristics,
reporting requirements, maintenance and training requirements, applicable standards,
compatibility and standardisation);
. acceptance testing; and
. trade-ins, and disposal (if applicable).
While the specifications may be drafted by the Project Manager I Contract Manager or by technical
experts it must be approved by the client or project sponsor prior to it being incorporated into the
Invitation document.

Where an external party is being engaged to assist in the development of the specification, the
terms and conditions of employing any such party must mitigate any potential risks such as probity,
intellectual property and confidentiality.
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4.4.

Analyse business spend and budget

Sound procurement planning is based on a thorough understanding of past and future spend and an
assessment of the criticality of the goods, works and services to be acquired.

4.4. I. .

Spend and budget analysis

The analysis of historical spend enables PTV to understand the past pattern of acquisitions so that
can size, scope and prioritise the savings opportunities available through the procurement action.
The analysis should provide a complete picture of what has been bought, from which suppliers, by
whom and what the baseline prices were.
Significant procurement opportunities may be found where:
. significant spend is riot under contract;
. compliance against existing contracts is poor;
. large numbers of suppliers are used to meet similar requirements;
. spend is recorded within the separate parts of the business without a master group contract
in place;
price volatility exists; and
problems with supply are experienced (e. g. reliability, quality, price, availability etc. ).

4.5.

Analyse supply market

The aim of analysing the supply market is to assess the capacity and willingness of suppliers to
provide goods, works or services to PT\/. The information gathered during this stage will assist the

Project Manager I Contract Manager in developing the optimum procurement strategy i. e. how to
engage the market and identify firms that are best suited to meet PT\/'s requirements.
The Porters Five Forces Tool is designed to assist with industry level analysis, The tool can be used to
analyse categories of spend or industries in terms of their overall competitive attractiveness, and
should be used for Advanced Procurement activities. The approach involves analysing the industry
in terms of:

intensity and nature of rivalry amongst existing firms;
threat of new entrants;
potential for and threat of substitute products;
bargaining power held by suppliers; and
bargaining power held by buyers.
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This model describes the five forces which determine PTV's attractiveness to new suppliers and the
level of competition of a market, and subsequently its power as a buyer.
Power of Buyers - the bargaining power of customers
Buyers are more powerful and the market less attractive if:
> there are few buyers;
> costs of switching suppliers is low;
> a single buyer consumes a large
portion of the output;

> buyers are sensitive to price; or
> buyers are riot dependent on

> buyers are able to buy sellers or

existing distribution channels,

rivals;

Power of Suppliers - the bargaining power of suppliers
The bargaining power of second tier suppliers and their ability to increase costs is increased
> there are only a few second tier suppliers;

> there are significant costs to changing suppliers; or
> there are negligible substitutes in the market.
Threat of Substitutes - the threat of using alternative products
Where buyers have the option of switching to alternative products the attractiveness of a
market is reduced for suppliers and buyers are in a stronger position. This refers to switching
to different products rather than the same product made by a competitor (e. g. switching
from Coke to bottled water, rather than from Coke to Pepsi).
Threat of New Entrants ~ the threat of new competition
Profitable markets will attract new entrants, which will lower profits for existing companies
(potentially lowering costs for buyers), unless there are significant barriers to entry. Barriers
to entry may include:
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> government regulation - restrictions on competition, licensing and permit requirements;
> the existence of large established firms with established economies of scale;
> set up costs;
> control of resources;
> customer loyalty and costs for customers to switch; or

> intellectual property (IP) - the requirement of specialist knowledge, and the use of
patents.

Market Rivalry - the level of rivalry amongst firms
A market is more attractive to suppliers if there are few existing firms, and the competition
is notintense. Information on the market, and suppliers, can be gathered from:
> research houses;
> the internet/online/news sources;
> internal sources. PTV has a wealth of experience, both within PTV Procurement, but also
amongst operations and the stakeholder base;

> asking a supplier! While overlooked, suppliers are a wealth of knowledge. Have
conversations with multiple suppliers, as this verifies the information presented, Ask
questions such as:
How big is the market?
How big are you in that market?
Who are Your biggest competitors? And what makes You better than them?
These questions allow a direct analysis of each supplier's position in the market,
and also PTV's position in the market as a consumer.
Analysing the above five forces in addition to other external factors such as government influence
allows us to understand the degree of rivalry amongst potential suppliers and hence relative
strength of the buyer,

4.5. ,..

Managing risk

An analysis of the risks may impact the development of procurement strategy and should be
undertaken while analysing the supply market.
The Project Manager I Contract manager should identify and assess the risks associated with the
procurement exercise. For complex projects this is usually best achieved in conjunction with the key
stakeholders and subject matter experts from PTV Legal and Insurance.

4.5. it. ,.. Risk assessment
Assess each of the risks by determining the likelihood of the event occurring, and the consequence
of the event. Determine the priority of each risk using the PT\/ Risk Matrix, available on the PTV
Intranet. 'High to Extreme' priority risks will need to be addressed when formulating strategy.
Note: If the procurement exercise involves outsourcing any work that is currently carried out inhouse the Project Manager/ Contract Manager must consult PTV Procurement.
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4.6.

'Transactional' procurement

'Transactional' procurement can be managed by the business up to $25,000 IGST inclusive),
provided the business obtain at least two competitive quotes for each activity. Refer section 1.6.2.
'Trotsoctionol' vs ^dvanced Procurement' exercises for more detail.

4.7.

'Advanced Procurement'

An 'Approval to Procure' form must be developed for all procurement exercises that are not
Transactional'. The aim of the 'Approval to Procure' form is to document the procurement
objectives and outline the procurement strategy that will best meet these objectives. The key areas
that need to be covered in the 'Approval to Procure' form are:
the market analysis (see paragraph 4.5);
the contract term for standing offer contracts. The maximum term of a contract is something
that needs to be assessed depending on the type and value of the procurement. Each type
of procurement will be different and should be discussed with PTV Procurement.
Some questions to consider in determining the contract term:
> how will VFM be accessed throughout the term of the contract;
> at what point should PT\/ retest the market to allow other companies the opportunity to
tender;

> is the type of goods, works and services likely to change in value (e. g. changes in
technology might result in the same services being delivered more economicalIy or
additional functionality being available for the same price);
> are there setup and contract establishment costs to recover;
> are there disposal/disengagement costs at the end of the contract;
> what is the lead time for delivery of goods;
> is the contract likely to take time to setup; (e. g. complexity of the relationship and start
up duration may be dependent on what you are procuring and the market/supplier); and
> what are the costs associated with establishing a new procurement process.
. risk analysis (including the identification, assessment and management of any risks that may
be posed by the procurement);
. strategy for obtaining responses;
. evaluation plan (including the evaluation panel, criteria and weightings);
. establishing the contract;
. advising unsuccessful respondents (including the nominated officer/s for providing
feedback); and
. managing the contract (including who has the responsibility for the management of the
contract and, where applicable, who has responsibility for vendor management and contract
performance review mechanisms),
The 'Approval to Procure' form must be developed in conjunction with the Invitation documents and
needs be endorsed by PTV Procurement prior to it being approved by the financial delegate. For
some 'Advanced Procurement' activities, a detailed sourcing strategy/approach to market may be
required. This will be prepared by Pry Procurement with assistance from business representatives.
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4.7. I. ,

Sourcing strategy

For some 'Advanced Procurement' activities, a detailed sourcing strategy/approach to market may
be required. This will be prepared by PTV Procurement with assistance from business
representatives.
The sourcing strategy will include, at a minimum, the following:
. objectives of the procurement;
. proposed sourcing approach (e. g. RFQ, EOl, RFr, use of panel, single source);
. risk assessment and risk mitigation strategies;
. insights from category/market review;
. public approach or proposed list of suppliers;
. statement of how this procurement is consistent with PTV Procurement objectives Ias
detailed within the Procurement Policy); and
. stakeholder engagement plan,
The sourcing strategy will consider the following procurement objectives when determining the
appropriate approach:
. achieve VFM for both financial and non-financial business benefits;
. encourage sustainable competition;
. demonstrate probity, ethical behaviour, and accountability;
. make efficient and effective use of resources;
. mitigate risk;
. manage environmental and Occupational Health and Safety IOH&S) considerations;
. promote corporate social responsibility; and
. compliance with government objectives and applicable polices.
The approved sourcing strategy will need to be followed when completing the procurement activity.

4.7. ,.. I.

Operational probity requirements

In developing the sourcing strategy, PTV Procurement may require the development of a probity
plan and the involvement of a probity advisor or auditor. At a minimum, all high value high risk
projects should have a probity plan.

4.7.2.

Evaluation criteria definition

The evaluation criteria must be established so that it will assist in differentiating the various offers
and facilitate the selection of the response that represents the best value for PTV.
Evaluation criteria fall into one of three types: mandatory, financial and technical.

4.7.2.1.

Mandatory criteria

Mandatory criteria are criteria that respondents must comply with before its offer can be considered
further. The commonly used mandatory criteria are:
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compliance with specific requirements which are crucial to the goods, works or services;
compliance with certain statutory requirements, Australian Standard, industry association
membership, qualification and certification which are crucial to the goods, works or services;
and

meeting specific technical specification of the required goods, works or services.
Using mandatory criteria must be considered carefully since this is a culling mechanism that cannot
be deviated once it is published in the Invitation documents. If a respondent is unable to meet a
mandatory criterion, its response cannot be considered under any circumstance,

4.7.2.2.

Financial criteria

The financial criteria aims to assess the costs associated with the goods, works or services to be
acquired. In many cases this may just be the price that is offered by the respondent, However
consideration may need to be given to other costs such as transition in/out costs, training costs,
maintenance cost, termination costs or whole of life cost assessments. The Invitation document

should highlight all costing elements that will be taken into consideration as part of the financial
assessment of any responses.

4.7.2.3.

Technical criteria 1110n-financial criteriaj

The aim of the technical criteria is to allow the evaluation panel to assess the competence and
capabilities of respondents,
There are a range of criteria* which can be used to assess the technical of a respondent such as:
. understanding of the project scope;
. resources capability;
. project methodologies and planning including capacity to perform;
. past relevant experience and performance;
. ability to meet project timeline;
. management systems related to quality, OH&S, environment and sustainability
requirements;

. management and technical skills;
. maintenance, support and warranty; and
o technical solution,

*the above listis a guide only.

4.7.3.

Evaluation method and process

The evaluation method chosen should allow PTV to identify the response that achieves the best
value for the money spent. Least cost, numerical scoring, and weighted scoring are some of the
evaluation methods that may be used. PT\/ Procurement is best placed to assist in developing the
best evaluation method and process for each procurement exercise.
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The evaluation plan sets out responsibilities, evaluation timetable and details the process that will
be followed when evaluating responses. The evaluation plan should be aligned with the Invitation
documentation so that the guidelines for evaluation are consistent with the evaluation criteria
specified in the Invitation documentation. The plan should not be changed after release of the
Invitation documentation without approval from the CPO.

4.7.3.1. Alternate Repoiises
On occasion, a supplier may present an alternate response to a tender. These are responses that do
not directly address the tender, but may provide an alternate solution to the problem. On
submission of an alternate response, PTV Procurement must be consulted, and the response may
only be considered with the approval of the CPO. If approved, together the Business and PTV
Procurement must evaluate whether the response fulfils the objectives of the tender.
Preferably, the supplier should submit a conforming tender in addition to the alternate response.
This allows an easier comparison to the other tenders.

4.74.

'Approval to Procure' documentation

The Project Manager I Contract Manager is responsible for documenting the opportunity, in the
'Approval to Procure' form. When completing 'Approval to Procure' form, it is useful to remember
that the document will be used:

to obtain approval from the authorised financial delegate. Therefore, provide sufficient
details to justify the strategies and actions being proposed; and
as a reference document for implementation. Therefore, clearly outline activities,
timeframes, resource requirements and responsibilities.
The level of detail required will depend on:
. the level of expenditure;
. the level of risk; or

. the complexity or sensitivity of the exercise.

4.8.

Develop Invitation document

Invitation documents should clearly convey PTV's requirements including performance measures
and the terms and conditions under which these requirements are sought. The key parts of the
Invitation documents such as the specifications, performance measures and terms and conditions
should be developed with the assistance of key stakeholders and subject matter experts such as PTV
Procurement, PTV Legal, the Insurance Manager, etc.
Information related to the complaints management process must be included in all tender
documentation.
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4.9.

Response period

Suppliers need sufficient time to prepare their submission taking into account the complexity of the
procurement, the scope of information sought from the market, the scope of information required
by the market and the operation of the market sector relevant to the procurement requirement.
Suggested submission periods are as follows:
. 8 working days for low-risk 'Transactional' procurement activity unless a lesser period is
supported by the CPO or during a period of critical incident;
. 15 working days for medium risk procurement activity generally of an 'Advanced
Procurement' medium level of complexity; and
o 20 to greater than 25 working days for higher risk procurement activity of an 'Advanced
Procu reinent' strategic level of complexity.
Note: The above periods are Department of Treasury and Finance suggested periods for each stage
of a multi-stage market approach.
All Invitation documents for 'Advanced Procurement' should be issued and received via PTV's e-

Tender service ITenderlink). Any alternative methods for issuing or receiving Invitation documents
must be approved by PT\/ Procurement well in advance of the Invitation document issue date.

4.9. ,..

Tender briefings

Tender briefings are recommended for procurement exercises which are particularly complex,
unusual or sensitive. The briefings assist in reducing the risk of respondents misunderstanding PTV's
requirements and the procurement process. Tender briefings provide a good forum to emphasise
key aspects of the requirement, clarify and resolve any concerns that potential respondents may
have, and improve the quality of responses.
An intention to conduct a briefing should be highlighted in the advertisement and the Invitation
document. Tender briefings should be scheduled so that there is sufficient time for potential
respondents to familiarise themselves with the Invitation document before attending the briefing
and adequate time must be allowed for issues to be raised and addressed.
A register of attendance must be maintained by the chair of the evaluation team and a record of all
questions and answers arising from the briefing should be circulated to all attendees. Any
amendments or clarifications to the Invitation document resulting from the briefing must be
recorded in writing and circulated to all potential respondents. Care must be exercised during
briefings to ensure that the probity of the procurement process is maintained at all times.

4.9.2.

Clarifications

Any clarifications or other correspondence relating to the Invitation, prior to the closing date, must
be dealt with in a timely manner with a written response. All prospective respondents who have
been issued Invitation documents are advised in writing of the clarification without identifying the
details of the party seeking clarification.
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Where it may take some time to resolve the matter, advise prospective respondents in writing
including an indication of when clarification can reasonably be expected. Under these circumstances

the evaluation panel chair should consider whether an extension of the closing time is warranted.
Where there is any concern that a response may impact upon parties' rights to confidentiality the
issue must be referred to PTV Procurement.

4.9.3.

Extension of closing date

Closing dates should only be extended where the Project Manager I Contract Manager considers
that it is in the best interests of PTV. The revised closing date must be communicated to all suppliers
who have received copies of the Invitation document.

4.94.

Receipt of responses

Responses to 'Transactional' procurement exercises may be received in a manner considered
appropriate by the Project Manager I Contract Manager but they must at all times ensure the
control and confidentiality of the responses.
All responses to 'Advanced Procurement' exercises should be received via PTVs e-Tender system.
Any alternative methods receiving responses must be approved by PTV Procurement well in advance
of the Invitation document issue date.

4.9.5.

Cancellation or suspension of a procurement
.

exercise

Any decision to cancel or suspend a procurement exercise should be discussed with PTV
Procurement, Should PTV Procurement agree that a suspension or cancellation Is warranted,
approval must be sought from the same officer who approved the original procurement activity.
Once a cancellation has been approved, the Project Manager I Contract Manager must terminate
the process immediately by informing all respondents and/or recipients of Invitation documents.
Respondents should be given the opportunity to have their response documents returned. Should
any respondents riot require the return of their response documents, these should be destroyed and
the procurement exercise file rioted accordingly.

Where a procurement exercise has been suspended after the opening of responses the Project
Manager I Contract Manager must arrange for all responses to be placed in secure storage until a
decision is made to cancel or proceed. Under no circumstances should any PTV representative
discuss the decision to cancel or suspend a procurement exercise with any respondent or other
interested parties, nor make any public statement, until the matter has been fully resolved. In all
instances the fulldetails of this nature must be placed on the relevant official record.
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4.10. Update CMS
All contracts formed as a result of an 'Advanced Procurement' exercise will be created in CMS.

Details of contracts that are above $10 million should be fully disclosed on the Victorian Government
Contracts Publishing System, unless the contract material is excluded from disclosure for satisfying
one or more of the criteria contained in Part IV of the FOI Act.
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B. EVALUATE RESPONSES

5.1ntroductioii
The actions and outcomes for the evaluation process and the supporting templates can be
summarised as follows:

Evaluate responses
Actions

evaluate

the
responses
against
predetermined evaluation criteria; and
recommend the response that provides the
best value for PTV.

Outcomes

approval to award a contract.
evaluation template;
evaluation report ('Advanced Procurement');

Templates

and
'Recommendation to Award' form.

5.1. .

Open responses received

After the published closing time, the Project Manager I Contract Manager (Transactional'
procurement) or PT\/ Procurement I'Advanced Procurement') will be able to access the responses
that have been lodged forthe relevant procurement exercise.
Responses should be opened and recorded in the presence of at least 2 PTV officers,

5.2.

Evaluate responses in accordance with evaluation plan

The evaluation process is a complex activity with substantial legal and ethical implications. It is

therefore good practice to seek advice from PTV Procurement on any issues or concerns raised
during the evaluation stage.
Prior to the commencement of the evaluation process, the chair of the evaluation panel will arrange
for 'Conflicts of Interest' declarations to be completed and returned by each member of the
evaluation panel. Any actual or potential conflict of interest at this stage of the procurement process
should be declared to PTV Procurement and the evaluation of response should be suspended until
further instructions are received from PTV Procurement.

5.2. ,..

Eval"ation process

The evaluation of responses must be:
. conducted in a fair, unbiased, and competent manner while maintaining confidentiality and
probity (e. g. no evaluation of tenders received after the closing date/time. Should this issue
arise, please contact PTV Procurement);
based on the evaluation criteria; and
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conducted in accordance with the process documented in the 'Approval to Procure'
form/evaluation plan and should:
> involve an evaluation of the information submitted in the response/s submitted and
responses to clarification questions only;
> determine the capability of the supplier to meet the criteria;
> identify potential risks;

> assess the relative strengths and weaknesses of different suppliers; and
> identify key issues which should be addressed in negotiations.
Unless otherwise identified in the approved evaluation plan, each response must be assessed for
each criterion and the results integrated to produce a combined assessment. Stakeholders need to
be involved in the evaluation, as they will be aware of operational issues that PTV Procurement will
not be aware of.

5.2.2.

Clarifications

Where required, the evaluation panel should seek clarification to remove any doubt as to what is
actually offered. This should be done as early in the evaluation process as possible and be in writing.

5.2.3.

Communications with respondents

Communication with respondents:
.

must riot indicate any degree of acceptance of any response;

.

makeit clearthat other responses are also under consideration; and

.

advise that if the respondent was to be successful, this will only be indicated by formal
means.

Document Evaluation Process

5.3. I. Evaluation documentation
The evaluation process must be fully documented by the evaluation panel and kept on the contract
file, This information will be relied on when writing up the 'Recommendation to Award' form and
may also be used to audit the procurement process. Signed 'Conflicts of Interest' declarations, score
sheets, evaluation panel minutes, cost analysis, reference checks etc. are some of the documents
that will form part of the evaluation documentation,

5.3.2.

Foreign eXchange exposure

Any foreign eXchange exposure identified during the contract evaluation process must be reviewed
by Finance, so that any decision on hedging can be made prior to execution of a contract.
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5.3.3.

Conduct due diligence checks

This step is necessary in evaluating the risk in doing business with an entity prior to establishing a
relationship,
Company searches are done to verify the company's registration with the Australian Securities and
Investments Commission, the office and shareholders of the company and associated companies.
To ensure robust supplier validation, PTV Legal, Finance, and Procurement will be validating the
suppliers via a software tool called 'Encompass'. Encompass allows users to conduct company and
other searches, as well as to create diagrams based on those searches which show linkages between
companies, individuals, and assets.

For long term/high risk contracts, ongoing due diligence checks may be required - this is the process
of periodically evaluating each relationship to find links between current business relationships and
ties to activities that may have a detrimental impact on PTV's reputation or linked to corruption.
This process will be performed for as long as a relationship exists.

5.4.

Recommending a supplier

Having identified the best value-formoney option:
. for 'Transactional' procurements, proceed to finalise and sign the contract with the
recommended supplier; and
. for 'Advanced Procurements', a 'Recommendation to Award' form must be completed and
endorsed by PTV Procurement ICPO and approved by the budget owner and the financial
delegate,
The above endorsements and approvals must be obtained prior to execution of any contract.
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C. ESTABLISH CONTRACT

6.1ntroduction
A contract can only be executed if relevant approvals have been obtained in accordance with
paragraph 5.4 above.
Award contract
Actions

communicate decision to the respondents; and
perform all tasks related to the finalis at ion of the contract.
signed contract;
letters to unsuccessful respondents and debriefings,
required;
update and maintain contract file; and
update CMS.
letters to unsuccessful respondents.

Outcomes

Templates

6.1. .

Award contract

The awarding of the contract will involve the execution of the contract by both PTV and the
successful supplier. Contracts can only be executed by the authorised officer (refer 'PTV delegations
and authorisations' on PT\/ Intranet), Legal advice must be sought for any contracts that vary from
the approved conditions of contract; also refer to PT\/ Intranet for details.
On contract execution, one copy of the original executed contract must be retained by the Project

Manager I Contract Manager, All documents are to be registered in TRIM in accordance with
appropriate record handling and retention processes.

6.1. I.

Establish contract in CMS

The contract registration process involves updating CMS from the current Procurement Number to a
Contract Number,

The Business must create the CMS record in the system. Once a contract number is issued by CMS, it
can now be updated with information on the vendor, details of the contract period including options
to extend contract and any reminders such as expiry date of insurances etc.

6. ,.. 2.

Create Contract File

A contract file should be created to maintain all documents, correspondence and notes relating to
the contract. This file should be regularly updated and kept in order as it will be the source of all
information relating to the procurement exercise, The contract file will be valuable source of
information for developing future procurement strategies for similar needs and will also be used to
manage or address any disputes that may arise in the future.
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6.1. .3.

Receive security or bank guarantee

Where the contract requires the provision of security, an Australian bank guarantee shall be taken
for the due performance of a contract.
On receipt of a bank guarantee, the Project Manager I Contract Manager is to verify the form
provided meets the requirements of the contract and may include verifying its authenticity with the
originating bank. Once satisfied, the security is lodged immediately with PTV Legal. When providing
the guarantee to PT\/ Legal, the contractor manager will ensure the contract number and the name
of the responsible officer is recorded with the guarantee.
The security should be provided before any payments are made under the contract.

6.2.

Advise unsuccessful respondents

Immediately after the contract has been executed, the Project Manager I Contract Manager should
notify all unsuccessful respondents in writing.
Should a decision be made to riot award a contract, all respondents should be notified of this
decision by letter.

6.3.

Debrief unsuccessful respondents

Any request for post tender debriefing should, in the first instance, be referred to PTV Procurement
who will assist in developing a debtiefing strategy, including identification of the most appropriate
PT\/ representative to conduct the debriefing. Only authorised officers may carry out post-tender
debriefings of unsuccessful respondents.
Where a probity advisor was appointed, PT\/ Procurement may also require attendance of the
probity advisor at debriefing sessions.
It is important to remember that when debriefing unsuccessful respondents:
. all information provided to a respondent can be justified;
. the discussion is being carried out for mutual long term benefits;
o ensure that the discussion is just about the response of the particular respondent; and
. a record of the debriefing meeting must be made by the Project Manager I Contract
Manager and placed on the appropriate registered file. This record should not be sent to
respondents.
The following information should be conveyed:
PTV's key objective is to obtain VFM, that is, the highest evaluated response, not the lowest
price response; and
details as to the areas where the response fell short in comparison with the successful
response.

The following information should riot be conveyed:
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the commercial conditions (including pricing) of any other response or any details marked
'commercially sensitive'/ 'commercial-in-confidence'; and
any details of other unsuccessful responses, other than the name of the particular
respondent.
Should a Freedom of Information application be received in respect of procurement matters, this
should be referred to PTV Legal for advice and guidance.

6.4.

Contract Disclosure

PTV Procurement will:

. ensure contracts are disclosed in accordance with Government requirements; and
. enable the disclosure full contract information for contracts with an estimated value

exceeding $10 million tincluding 65T) and will ensure only trade secrets or genuinely
confidential business information will be withheld from voluntary disclosure, along with
material which if disclosed would seriously harm the public interest.
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CONTRACT MANAGEMENT

D.

7. Manage contract and supplier
7.1.

Introduction

The responsibility for the management of contracts rests with the relevant business uni
Procurement is available is to provide advice and guidance where required.
Managing the contract involves:
Manage contract and supplier
Actions

. identify the risks associated with the contract;
. monitor and manage performance of the supplier in accordance with

contracted performance measures/KPls;

Outcomes

7.2.

manage contract variations;
take receipt of goods or services procured;
make payment of goods, works and services delivered;
assess and exercise options; and
manage spend under contract review (actual amount spent against
approved contract spend).
successful delivery of goods, works and services procured;
payments verified and made in a timely manner;
desirable options exercised; and
contract variations managed,

Identify and manage risks

The risks to the management of individual contracts include:
Sources of risk

Examples of risk

Contract management . failure to have sufficiently skilled/experienced resources to
effective Iy manage the contract;
capability
. underestimating the importance of contract management; and
. failure to act on contractor under performance.
Contractor
. failure to achieve contract deliverables, to the agreed quality
standards;
performance
. failure to adhere to the agreed price;
. failure to comply with all contract provisions (e. g. privacy, security,
and recordkeeping); and
fraud and/or unethical conduct by the contractor.
Changes in
contract changes not dealt with as contract variations i. e. compliance
with
PTV approval process, legal compliance;
requirements
failure to reach agreement with supplier on variations to
accommodate changes to PT\/ requirements; and
. changes in circumstances riot managed in a timely manner.
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Stakeholder

.

stakeholders not consulted/kept informed about contract
performance;
changes in stakeholder expectations not communicated to Contract
Manager; and
differin and/or conflictin stakeholder expectations.

relationships

7.2. ,..

Contract management plan

A contract management plan is a useful tool to assist in managing and administering the contract,
including help identify risks to the success of the contract. Much of the work required to develop the
contract management plan can and should have been done at the time the contract was being
developed, with the intensity of management reflective of the contracts status in the Complexity
Quadrant Matrix (Figure 2). Leveraged and Transactional contracts require less management than
Focused or Strategic contracts. The amount of management must be discussed between the
Contract Manager and PTV Procurement. The plan should be routinely reviewed and updated.

Monitor supplier performance
7.3. ,..

Performance assessments

Relationship management underpins overall successful contract management. It is important to
understand the background of the relationship and be aware of any problems/issues that may have
arisen in the earlier stages of the procurement process.
The type of contract, its size and duration as well as the culture of the parties and the personalities
of the people involved will influence the relationship between the parties. It is important to establish
and maintain a constructive relationship and regular communication. Providing positive and
constructive feedback will assist in maintaining such a relationship.
Supplier performance measurement should be assessed annually or if necessary, earlier for standing
offer agreements and prior to the executing an option to extend the contract. For 'one off' contracts,
performance should be reviewed at the end of the contract.
Conducting supplier performance measurement:
. provides an objective measure to ensure PTV gets what it is paying for on time and within
budget;
. assists with supplier development and communication;
. identifies any performance problems early;
. creates and maintains a record on supplier performance for future use; and
. provides a benchmark from which to measure improvement.
Typical performance indicators include:
' quality;
o timeliness of delivery;
. customer relations;
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. responsive ness to change;
. competitiveness;

. technical knowledge or applicable);
. professional knowledge; and
. innovation.

An example of a supplier performance measurement matrix is given below:
KPl

Factors

Score

Delivery 35%

o Have the goods, works and services been delivered on

1-10

time?

. Has goods, works and services been completed in full?
. Are the goods, works and services delivered the correct
items?

. Has the work been completed to acceptable quality
standards?

Compliance 20%

. Have variations been kept to a minimum?
. Have contractual terms and conditions been complied
with? To what extent have defaults occurred?

. Has the supplier adhered to relevant OH&S legislation?
o Has the PTV environmental o1ic been coin lied with?
Cost 35%

Relationship 10%

. Has the work been delivered with the lowest possible
overall cost? I. e. have non-cost factors impacted on
price?
. Did the supplier adhere to the re uired s ecifications?
. Did the supplier seek to unreasonably claim payments?
Did PTV have to apply liquidated damages?
. Has the company threatened or instigated industrial
disputes or union involvement?
. Was the business relationship enhanced during the
project?
. Was the supplier's contribution to the project under the
prescribed budget?
. Were innovative solutions provided that added value to
the project and in a add value to future pro^Cts?

Input should be sought from end users and stakeholders when conducting supplier performance
measurement. In some cases, it may be appropriate for the Contract Manager and supplier to
conduct the rating jointly; this encourages the supplier's involvement in monitoring their own
performance and reduces the likelihood of disputes when ratings are discussed.
Supplier performance measurement should be communicated and contract review meetings should
be held with the supplier to consider the results and agree action plans, where necessary, for
improving performance.
Assessing performance should be a two way process. Having a mechanism for suppliers to assess
PTV means PTV has a mechanism to improve purchasing performance and enables the supplier to
provide feedback to PT\/.
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A systematic approach to recordkeeping at the beginning of a procurement process and throughout
the contract will:

. provide evidence of business conducted and decisions made; and
. manage legal and other risks.
As such, good record keeping is an integral part of contract management. All records that are
created and received in conducting procurement activity, whether paper based or electronic, should
be captured in TRIM in accordance with existing policies and procedures,

7.3.2.

Escalations

Disputes and escalations should be referred to the PT\/ Procurement team in relation to Contract
Management issues.

7.4.

Manage contract and monitor performance

Keeping communications between PT\/ and the supplier open and constructive should assist in
preventing problems arising and also with resolving them in a timely manner should they arise.
Having a constructive relationship will assist the effective management of performance and underperformance. Maintaining a good relationship will enable issues to be resolved in a cooperative
manner.

A well-defined contract management strategy will address issues such as:
. performance me asu res, pertormance monitoring , unsatisfactory performance and disputes;
. inspection and testing;
' payment;

. disengagement procedures;
. communications with the supplier, the client and other stakeholders;
. record management; and
. transition arrangements.
When developing the contract management strategy, it is important to consider the terms of the
contract. In developing strategies for managing these issues the Contract Manager should consider
factors such as:

the value and importance of the contract to the organisation;
the degree of risk;
the capabilities of the supplier; and
the resource implications of the management strategy,
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74.1. .

Contract variations

A contract variation is an agreed change to a term/s of the contract (or its scope). As such it is
important to review any proposed change within the context of the whole contract and access if the
proposed change will impact other terms and conditions of the contract or introduce any new risks
to the contractual relationship. This assessment should be carried out by the Contract Manager with
the involvement of key stakeholders and specialists in the area of Procurement and PT\/ Legal.
Once the variation has been appropriate Iy assessed and prepared for implementation, it must be
approved by the authorised financial delegate, through the use of a Variation to Contract form
(except for Franchisee Agreements, where financial delegate approval is via memo). This process is
not required when the variation has no financial impact on PTV. The approving financial delegate
must approve the entire aggregate value of the contract, notjust the value of the additional spend.
A contract variation letter must be created by PTV Legal whenever a variation to the contract is
required, and signed by the supplier,

74.2.

Increase to the value of the contract

In instances where PT\/ has the need to purchase more items under the contract than what was
originally planned or approved in the 'Recommendation to Award' process, the following
endorsement process must be followed:
. where the increasein requirement does not result in an increase in approved value of the
contract - PT\/ Procurement endorsement is riot required prior to approval by the financial
delegate; and
. where the increasein requirement exceeds the approved value of the contract documented
in the 'Recommendation to Award' form - PIV Procurement endorsement must be obtained

prior to approval by financial delegate. A 'Variation to Contract' form must be completed,
Note: variations based on clear criteria agreed to in the original contract tsuch latent conditions,
price variations) do riot require these endorsements prior to approval.
When reviewing contract variations, the Contract Manager will:

. justify/provide a valid reason for variation under the contract (relative to the original scope
of the contract; and within the conditions governing the contract Ie. g. time bars for
notification of variation claims);
include an assessment of the performance of the supplier;
assess and justify the reasonableness of the value of the variation (e. g. is the basis for the
price variation based on rates in the contract, if riot, what is the basis and is it reasonable);
prepare justification in sufficient time to allow for the required endorsements/approvals to
be obtained; and
once approved, advise the supplier of acceptance or rejection of any contract variation
writing and in accordance with the terms of the contract. If the variation is rejected, advise
the reasons forthe rejection (seek assistance from PTV Procurement).
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74.3.

Contract Spend Review

The Contract Manager is responsible for ensuring that contract spend does not exceed the approved
value,

The Contract Manager is required to conduct regular reviews of spend against all contracts under
their management, including:
. actual commitments against approved contract value; and
. forecast expenditure until contract expiry.
To allow payments to be made against a contract, a purchase order must be raised for each separate
requirement under the contract.
PTV Procurement will monitor emerging risks associated with contract spend through interrogation
and reporting on CMS and Oracle information (e. g. purchase orders) using a range of analytical tools.

7.5.

Managing claims for payment

Goods must be checked for quantity and quality on delivery and the goods delivery note signed and
dated. Any faulty goods should be returned to suppliers using the supplier returns procedure.
Any services that are received will be authorised through the relevant business area and the use of
supplier times heets, work completion documents or cost tracking reports.
All goods received by PTV must be immediately receipted against the appropriate purchase order in
Oracle. All services received by PTV must be receipted as soon as the correctly rendered invoice is
approved by the nominated Contract Manager. Suppliers must be directed to include the PTV
purchase order number on their invoice to facilitate this process.
Approval of supplier payments can only be made according to the authority levels for ordering
goods, works and services. Invoices will only be paid following appropriate approval and provided
that thereis sufficient funds available under the contract.

Pay supplier
7.6. I.

Payment of creditors

Settlement of creditors' claims for payment arising from contracts, or purchase orders placed, will be
in accordance with the terms of the contract. Care should be taken to ensure that all discounts

tincluding discounts for prompt payment) are not foregone.
Note: standard Victorian government payment terms are 30 days from receipt of a correctly
rendered invoice.

If an invoice is received late as a result of being wrongly addressed, the supplier should be notified
immediately.
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If an amount on an invoice has been disputed, the supplier and PTV's Accounts Payable staff should
be notified immediately. The disputed amount will riot be paid until the dispute has been resolved.
Payment of suppliers will be made upon complete provision of goods, works and services Iunless
there is an express provision for stage payments). To allow PTV Finance Operations sufficient time to
process payment of invoices, ensure that approved invoices are hand delivered to PTV Financial
Operations at least 5 business days before the expiration of 30 days (or earlier if required under the
terms of the contract). Payment of invoices should comply with PTV requirements.

7.7.

Assess Options

An option is a legal right within a contract or standing offer deed IPanel) arrangement to unilateral Iy
extend the term of the contract or panel by a specified period. Changes not provided for in the
contract are variations (as opposed to an option).
Where an option is provided for in the contract, that option may be executed with the approval of
an appropriate authorised delegate in accordance with the PTV delegations policy,

7.7. ,..

Exercising options for contract extension

Key issues to consider when deciding to exercise an option to extend a contract include:
. the comparative VFM of exercising the option and continuing the contract versus reapproaching the market under a new procurement process, including the costs of tendering;
. the performance of the supplier and the management of the contract;
. the timeframes involved (e. g. is there sufficient time to run a new procurement process?);
. the current market conditions; and

. the changing needs or requirements of PTV (since the commencement of the contract).
Where a decision has been made to exercise the option to extend the contract, it must be managed
in accordance with the terms of the contract i. e. by notifying the other party of the intention to
exercise the option.
Tip: consider possible contract extensions at least six months before the contract end date to allow
sufficient time to consult with relevant stakeholders, conduct a VFM assessment and go out to the
market if required.

7.8.

Evaluate contract and lessons learned

Contract evaluation should encompass the overall performance of the contract and PTV'S
management of the contract. The evaluation of the operation of the contract and of contract
outcomes can be very useful in understanding and improving the practice of contract management,
jin proving supplier performance, and can assist in future stakeholder decision-making. An evaluation
should be undertaken at the end of all contracts and should be planned for in advance.
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When a transition from one contract to another is to occur, it is advisable to conduct an evaluation
before the contract ends so that any problems with the contractual arrangement are identified and
improvements made in the future contractual arrangements.
Some things to consider when developing the (contract) evaluation plan are:
. an evaluation plan that sets out clear terms of reference, sources of data collection and
analysis, clear timeframes and reporting arrangements;
conclusions of the evaluation need to be supported by the data; and
recommendations that provide an indication of their likely benefits.
The evaluation should be a thorough and objective review that is informed by those involved in
establishing, using and managing the contract.
To get the best out of the evaluation, the Contract Manager should:
. review all aspects of contract performance and its management
. provide feedback to the contractor;
. report to stakeholders; and
. identify lessons learned,
The following sources of information may be used to inform the evaluation - meeting

notes/minutes; performance data; interviews with management and the supplier; stakeholder and
end-user feedback; quality assurance reports; complaints and history of resolution; and reports of
any disputes.

The findings of any evaluation should be analysed :
.

to provide lessons learned to inform both continuing and future contracting activity; and

.

documented and provided to the appropriate parties.

7.9.

Contract completed

Upon completion of a contract, security may be released only when it has been established that the
contractor has complied with all conditions of the contract, including, without exclusion to other
rights and remedies of PTV, the contractor's obligations against defects liability and warranties. The
release of security deposits should not be unduly delayed.
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E.

COMPLAINTS

8. Complaints management
PT\/'s complaints management system provides suppliers with a mechanism to raise complaints.
The process will be managed in a fair, consistent and transparent manner, including where
appropriate, consultation with Probity:
Complaints nunagement
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9. Glossary
CMS

Contracts Management System.

CPO

Chief Procurement Officer.

Expression of Interest (EOl)

Used mainly when there is no solid idea on the type of
product or service required (e. g. the business may
have a high level understanding of the business
problem or requirements, or type of product required,
but are unsure of the market's ability or desire to meet
the need). An EOl may provide some additional
information to enable some procurement decisions.

Invitation document

Request for Proposal (RFP)

Request for Quote (RFQ)

Suppliers shornisted by an EOl may progress to a RFT
(Request for Tender).
Documents to be issued to the market to respond (the
EOl/RFP/RFT including the specification, contract terms
and conditions and response schedules),
Used when there is a clear understanding of the
business problem or need and is aware that there are
potential options available in the market, but is open
to suggestions for solutions to their problem. Often
used where the exact physical deliverables cannot be
defined or where there are multiple solutions to a
business problem.
A project brief may be prepared and released to
market participants and responses will be evaluated in
accordance with the published evaluation criteria.
The responses shoal isted from this process may
progress a second stage with applicants requested to
submit responses under a RFT process. Responses will
be formally evaluated in accordance with the
evaluation plan,
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Appendix I. - RACI IResponsible, Accountable,
Consulted, Informed) - Advanced Procurement
The following table provides an outline of the main tasks in the procurement lifecycle, together with
the roles for the Business, PTV Procurement and PTV Legal.
'Advanced Procurement' can either be led by the business (Procurement Engagement) or by the
Procurement team (Procurement Led). This is decided by PTV Procurement using a Complexity
Assessment. For some activities, the RACl will change depending on who is leading the activity.
Business

Procurement

A

R/C

Preparing the 'Approval to Procure' form

R/A

C

Preparing specifications

R/A

C

A1C

R

R/A

C

Procurement Engagement:

R

Procurement Led:

C

A1C
R/A

R/A (Summary)

C

C

R/A

Procurement Engagement:

R

C

Procurement Led;

C

R

AIR

C

A

R

R/A

R/C

Procurement Engagement:

R/A

C

Procurement Led:

R/C

R

c. Ivity

Legal

Preparing to engage the market
takeholder mapping

electing the sourcing strategy
Engagin. the Market
Evaluation criteria
Invitation letter and documents

Evaluation Plan

Procurement Engagement:
Procurement Led:

Liaison with suppliers

Evaluation

Iarifications

Procurement Engagement:
Procurement Led:

Evaluating submissions
Negotiation

Prepare the evaluation report
Procurement Engagement:

R/A tsummary)

C

C

R/A

Procurement Led:

Due Diligence (Encompass, etc)
Procurement Engagement:
Procurement Led:

Prepare the Recommendation to Award (RTA)
Post Award

Preparing the Contract
Terms and Conditions IT&CS)

R

Schedules

R
R

Debrief suppliers
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CLIvity

Business

Record Keeping

R/A

Creation of CMS Record

R/A

Contract Management

R/A

Procurement

Legal

C

C

pend and Contract Reporting
Conduct Lessons Learned document

R
Table 3. RACl

NOTES: 'Responsible' IRj for the carrying out of the activity, 'Accountable' IAI for ensuring the task
is carried out, 'Consulted' IC) of the procurement activity, 'Informed' (1) of the procurement activity.
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Welcome and Introduction

Operation Fitzroy
The Background and Investigation Process
Key Findings and Lessons Learnt
Moving Forward
Final Summary
Questions
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Operation Fitzroy
Public the biggest losers in corruption
case, IBAC chief says

Corruption watchdog investigates Transport
Department

Potentially prejudicial

PUBLIC
TRANSPORT

VICTORIA

Background
:^: I bac ^,.^

Initiated by IBAC in September 2013
Investigated matters which revealed

serious corruption around at least $25
million worth of DOT and PT\/ contracts

Undetected for at least seven years

until overt action was taken by IBAC in
I ate 2 0I 3

Occurred largely because of poor
controls, an organisational culture with
pockets of nori-compliance, and
inadequate supervision across DOT
and PT\/

*^

Operation Fitzroy
Ariaw^^don intonecor"undlorner^ Dine DBpanmmn o1TnmporU
PIibkTiam^rlVic!oria ^yfohn Wells arc FhaQi" un^10^ aad o1^,

October 2014
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The investigation
Undertaken as a formal investigation under subsection 60(I )(c) of the IBAC Act
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Impact on P V
Extremely time consuming - significant managerial effort over many months to
gather important documentation and prepare for the IBAC hearing
Stressful - witness summons under confidentiality

Fear and uncertainty - experienced across the organisation during the investigation
Raised awareness - the importance of effective business controls and systems
Culture - Don't ignore red flags

Negative publicity and reputation - perception across both internal and external
stakeholders
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Involved a network of multiple entities
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Key Findings

Management

Manipulation

Accountability
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Procurement
Process

Lac k of

Visibility

.
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Controls

Culture
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Manipulation of procurement processes

Potentially prejudicial
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Poor controls and training

^

>

Reluctance to fully investigate or adequately discipline instances of irregular conduct

>

Under-resourced procurement function

Procurement policies not actively supported by management
Staff members not trained to assess fraud and corruption risks
Confusing and overlapping business policies
Rich data to mine information but lack of awareness about what to actually look for
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Org nisational culture of nori-compliance
>

Historic cultural issues

>

Internal complaints processes not clear

'... process was getting in the

'...(don'O bend or break any of

way and the large volume of
work had to be done, so it was

the rules too much, and if we did,
don 't worry about it andjust

almost bypassing the process

achieve the result, make it

to expedite the works'.

happen'.
The) got the job

'this is how we have

done and cut a

always done business

few corners '

around here'

a 'clubby environment' with its
own unwritten rules and values
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Insufficient procedural controls
> Tick and flick approach - full document trail not always sighted
Approval processes followed but this did not focus on supplier patterns
No delineation of controls

Segregation of duties unclear
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Audit processes
Audit and risk management generally focussed on fraud, not corruption
Limited sharing of information from external audits

Looking at the wrong things/ not knowing what to look for
Relationship to audit and risk functions

PUBLIC
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Lack of visibility across organisations
>

Information often taken at face value with limited due diligence or checks
Information not shared with other divisions, departments or across the public sector
Many people may have part of the picture but riot the full picture
Policies and functions not joined up (e. g. how does procurement link to recruitment
screening, declareble associations, gifts and benefits etc. )
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Lack of management accountability
> Irregular conduct brought to the attention of management but not always fully
investigated

Need to proactiveIy look for irregular conduct

DOT/PTV staff previously did not see it as theirjob to pursue
patterns of irregular conduct. They were not encouraged to do so,
they were not resourced to do so. That must now change. '
- PTV CEO Mark wild
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Fraud and corrupt'on improvements
Fraud & corruption policy review and risk assessment
Awareness training deployed across the whole organisation
Updated fraud and corruption control plan (policy and procedure)
What is your role and where to report any suspicions, allegations or concerns
Developed a fraud & corruption response procedure
Conflict of interest declarations across all staff
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Robust supplier validation
LEGAL

Prior to signing contracts, supplier disputes
When a contract is assigned I novated to
another party

When conducting an investigation

A Three Way,
Fully Integrated
Process

(Triangle of Truth)
FINANCE

Request to change supplier
name/ payment/ address
details

PROCUREMENT

Audit spot checking across
all levels of expenditure
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Procurement Reform

^

OLD

o

Threshold based model

key changes
NEW

Complexity assessment, based on business
requirements and marketenvironment

Greaterilexibffky'@Ii^redtoensure that procure^tprocee-sasa, e efficientandthe approachto market, ^
the most app, ornate, based onPTV^require, rentsandma, !etconditions

@

Centralised procurement

Business Padrersupport

Proactive collaboration between P, o6u, errrentandthe business, I^Giftati, ^improvedspeed to marketand
sourcing outcomes

^

Unplanned procurement events

Planned andleveraged procurernamevent

Early engagerne, it with Procurermutenablesthedevel^, rentofa strategicapproad, , designedto
maximi;setove, ageopportunitbs andachiere valueadd

^

Limited resources

Fullsuite of procurement enablers

Deploy, rentofclearerandmore userh. fondlytoolsandtemplatos, supported bye flintsining, o11-0, Itincluding arenashedProcurementlnb, anetto actasi7, stportofca"forprocurernatneeds

P
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Final summary
Never ignore red flags
Organisation culture and core values are always key
Regular reporting and monitoring are necessary measures to drive compliance

Ongoing training for all staff/contractors regarding policies, procedures and
associated corruption risks

Controls to ensure suppliers have the requisite skills and financial viability to deliver
the required goods/works and services
Process for regularly screening employees/contractors to highlight conflicts of interest
Understand your supply chain, in particular sub contracting arrangements

PrvPn06RESS REPORTi"RESPONSE To RECOMMENDAnoNS
MADEBv, aACFOL, OWING 'OPERAnON FITZROY',"VEST, 6A710"

ANNEXURE 5

PTV FRAUD AND CORRUPTION CONTROL PLAN (POLICY & PROCEDURE) [REDACTED]

Fraud and Corruption Control Plan
(Policy and Procedure)
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I. General
I. , Introduction
PT\/ is committed to maintaining high standards of ethical conduct but recognises that
fraud or corruption can occur even in an organisation such as PTV that aims for high
standards of legal, ethical and moral behaviour. Accordingly, this Plan has been
developed to mitigate the risks to PTV of fraud and corruption and how PT\/ is to
respond and recover where instances arise,
Under the F1hancialManagementAct 2004 ('FM Act), there are Standing Directions of
the Minister for Finance ('Directions') which require monitoring and reporting of instances
of thefts and losses. These requirements are specifically outlined (Direction 4.5.4). This
Direction is supplemented by a set of rules to assist agencies in meeting these
requirements and has been incorporated into the Plan.
There are other legislative and governance requirements to which PTV needs to comply.
For example, the Code of Conduct for Victorian Public Sector Employees, the Public
Administratibn Act 2004 ('PA ACf ), the Publ^b Sector Management and Employment
7998 Act, the Independent Broad-based Anti-corruption Commission Act 201f ('18AC
Act), and the Protected DJ^closure Act 2012 ('PD ACf) which replaced the Whistleblower
Protectibn Act 2001.

I. 2 Purpose
This Fraud and Corruptibn Control Plan (Policy and Procedures) ('FCCP' or 'Plan')
outlines the mechanisms for preventing and detecting fraud and corruption and
responding to any instances if they occur. It explains fraud and corruption so that
employees, contractors, and consultants can recognise the warning signs.
The objectives of this Plan are to:
. Confirm senior management's responsibility and accountability for:
o Putting measures in place to identify exposure to any risk of fraudulent and
corrupt activities; and

o Establishing, maintaining or enhancing PTV's system of internal controls and
procedures for preventing and detecting such activities.
. Reinforce that employees, contractors, and consultants are riot to participate in
fraudulent and corrupt activities or improper conduct;
. Mandate the reporting of any such activities;
. Ensure that all employees, contractors, and consultants are aware of their
responsibilities regarding their own ethical conduct; and
. Put in place regular fraud and corruption risk assessments and implement prompt
and appropriate responses to any suspected fraudulent or corrupt activity, or such
risk assessments.

, .3 Scope
The FCCP applies to all PTV employees, contractors, and consultants and complements
PT\/'s Code of Conduct Policy and Princjoles.
Pry adopts the definitions of fraud' and 'corruption' from AUStral^^n Standard (}As) 8001
- 2008 Fraud and Corruption Control ('As 8001 - 2008').
This Plan is to be maintained by the Fraud and Corruption Control Officer ('FCCO') (see
later in this Plan) who will ensure that this Plan is reviewed annually with appropriate
input by the PTV Audit and Risk Committee ('Committee') for its ongoing effectiveness at
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PT\/. The Plan also requires endorsement by the Chief Executive Officer ('CEO') and the
PTV Board of Directors ('Board'),
I. 4 Definitions
I. 4. , Bribe

Bribe' - is the act of paying a secret commission to another individual. It is also used to
describe the secret commission itself,

I. 4.2 Control (also 'internal control')
c
tj2
't' process,
, I',policy,
ddevice,
, t'
th
t' action
tht
ttto
Control
- is an existing
practice
or other
that acts
minimise negative risks or enhance positive opportunities.

I. 4.3 Corruption
Corruption' - is a dishonest activity where a director, executive, manager, employee,
contractor or consultant of PTV acts contrary to the interests of PTV and abuses his/her
position of trust in order to achieve some personal gain or advantage for PTV, him or
herself or any other entity. The concept of corruption within this standard can also
involve corrupt conduct by the entity, or a person purporting to act on behalf of and in the
interests of the entity, in order to secure some form of improper advantage for the entity
either directly or indirectly.

I. 4.4 Entity
Entity' - is a corporation, government agency, not-for-profit organisation or other entity
engaged in business activity or transacting with other entities in a business-like setting.

I. 4.5 Effective (in the context of internal control effectiveness)
Effective (in the context of internal control effectiveness)' - is one that is considered to
be effective in preventing or detecting fraud or corruption and therefore contributes to
enabling PTV to achieve its overall goals and objectives.
I. 4.6 Fraud

Fraud' - is dishonest activity causing actual or potential financial loss to PT\/, any
person or any other entity including theft of money or other property by employees or
persons external to PTV and where deception is used immediately before or immediately
following the activity, This also includes the deliberate falsification, concealment,
destruction or use of falsified documentation used or intended for use for a normal

business purpose or improper use of information or position for personal financial
benefit. The theft of property belonging to PTV by a person or persons internal to PTV
but where deception is not used is also considered fraud.

I. 4.71mproper conduct
Improper conduct'-is defined to mean corrupt conduct or specified conduct.
The Independent Broad-based Anti-corruption Commission's ('IBAC') Guidelines for

making and handling protected disclosures' set out that the types of improper conduct of
' Australian Standard As800f - 2008 Fraud and Corruption Control
' Australian Standard As800i - 2008 Fraud and Corruption Control
' Australian Standard As800f - 2008 Fraud and Corruption Control
' Australian Standard As800f - 2008 Fraud and Corruption Control
Australian Standard As800f - 2008 Fraud and Corruption Control

' Australian Standard As800f - 2008 Fraud and Corruption Control
' Protected Disclosure Act 2072, Section 4
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a public body or public official (e. g. , Victorian public sector employees) may include one
or more of the following:
. Dishonest performance of public functions;
. Knowing Iy or recklessly breaching public trust;
. Misuse of information obtained in an official capacity;
. A conspiracy to commit or attempt to commit the above conduct;
. Substantial mismanagement of public resources;
. Substantial risk to public health or safety, or to the environment;
. Injury, loss, or damage;
. Intimidation, harassment or discrimination; and

. Action that adversely affects employmenVbusiness.

I. 4.8 Investigation
Investigation' - is a search for evidence connecting or tending to connect a person
(either a natural person or a body corporate) with conduct that infringes the criminal law
or the policies and standards set by PT\/,
I. 4.9 Protected Disclosure

Protected disclosure" - is a report made by a person about improper conduct of public
bodies or public officers to any of the organisations specified (e. g. , IBAC). A disclosure
can also be made about detrimental antion against a person by public bodies or public
officers in reprisal for the making of a protected disclosure by any person. A complaint or
allegation that is already in the public domain will not normally be a protected disclosure.
1.4. ,0 Secret Commission

Secret Commission" - A payment in money or in kind which will or is intended to cause
a person to act in a way that is contrary to the interests of PTV, is contrary to the PTV's
policy on a given issue or is against the public interest. Secret commissions, by
definition, will typically be paid without the knowledge or express or implicit agreement of
PTV and include payments intended to influence the outcome of a specific action or
event as well as the actions generally over a period of time.

I. 4.1 I Examples of Fraud and Corruption
Fraud and corruption can include, but is riot limited to":
Table , : Examples of fraud, corruption and improper conduct

ype of Frou

Examp e

Ticketing (myki) froud

. Skimming and theft of revenue

procurement fraud13

.
.

Bid rigging
Conflicts of interest with suppliers

8

Refer to: WWW ' CMC, ov. au/docs default sour e uidelines dellnes-for akin -and
hndln-roec d i I r 'n

Australian Standard As800f - 2008 Fraud and Corruption Control

'' protected Disclosure Act 2072, Section 3 and Part 2

Australian Standard As800f " 2008 Fraud and Corruption Control

'' Association of Certified Fraud Examiners ('ACFE") Report to the Nat, bns 2074
'' Transparency International's Procurement Anti-corruption Handbook
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. Kickbacks

. Unauthorised gifts and favours
Security breach of systems, data and

Unauthorised release/use of data and

documents

documents

Fraudulent, corrupt or intentional

privacy breaches
Corruption

Abuse of power or breach of legislation

Payroll fraud

Times heet fraud such as an employee
claiming for hours not worked
Ghost employees

Financial statement fraud

Overstating assets/understating
liabilities

Timing differences
Fictitious revenues such as budget
manipulation
Concealed liabilities

Insider information trading fraud

Unauthorised release of market

sensitive information such as public
transport routes or new services that

can have a positive impact on property
prices

Accounts payable fraud

Billing fraud such as billing by
unauthorised vendor and personal
purchases
Cheque tampering such as forged
maker, forged endorsements

Human resourcing fraud and corruption

. Fraudulent or corrupt hiring/promotion
of employees

Inventory and all other assets theft, loss or

. Theft of PTV/government assets

misuse

. Unauthorised use of assets such as

cab charge vouchers
Accounts receivable fraud

. Government grants fraud

I. 5 Glossary
Throughout this Plan, unless otherwise stated, the following references (as described)
apply.
Table 2: Glossary of abbreviations and terms
Refer a c

Description

As 4811 - 2006

Australian Standard As 4811 - 2006 Employment Screening
and the Australian Government Protective Security Framework
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C

Australian Standard As 8007-2008 Fraud and Corruption
Control

Board

Board of Directors

CEO

Chief Executive Officer

CIO

Chief Information Officer

Committee

Audit and Risk Committee

Directions

Standing Directibns of the Minister for Finance

FCCO

Fraud and Corruption Control Officer

FCCP

Fraud and Corruptibn Control Plan (Policy and Procedures)

FCRT

Fraud and Corruption Response Team

FM Act

rinancial Management Act I994 and Financial Management Act
2004

IBAC

Independent Broad-based Anti-corruption Commission

18AC Act

Independent Broad-based Anti-corruption Commission Act 207 I

PA Act

Publ^b Administration Act 2004

PD Act

Protected Disclosure Act 2012

VAGO

Victorian Auditor-General's Office

I. 6 PTV's statement on fraud and corruption
PTV management recognises the risk of fraud and corruption and is committed to
implementing and maintaining an effective FCCP, The FCCP is designed to assist
management in preventing fraudulent and corrupt activities whilst protecting PTV's
resources, operations and reputation.
PTV requires all Board members, directors, managers, employees, contractors,
consultants, and other relevant third parties to act honestly, with integrity and to
safeguard the public resources for which they and PTV are responsible.
PTV does riot tolerate fraudulent or corrupt conduct under any circumstances and any
fraudulent or corrupt conduct will be investigated and reported as appropriate, as
outlined in this document.

, .7 Code of conduct
All PTV employees are required to adhere to the principle behaviour prescribed in the
Code of Conduct for Victorian Public Sector Employees, The Code of Conduct Pollby
and Princfy, !es builds upon the values contained in the PA Act. This forms the basis for
PT\/' s Code of Conduct Pol^by and Princj?/es.
The Code of Conduct Policy and Princ4, Ies covers areas such as:
o Personal and professional behaviours;
. Use and release of information;

. Financial probity and accountability;
o Outside employment; and
. Employment after leaving the public sector.
Fraud and Corruption Control Plan (Policy and Procedure)
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To comply with the Code of Conduct Policy and Princjoles, all parties interacting with the
Victorian Public Sector are expected to exhibit high standards of professionalism;
provide sensitive positive role models to others by their courtesy, openness, integrity and
impartiality; and make decisions that are based upon transparent processes and a full
consideration of the issues involved.

1.8 Relationship with other PTV policies and procedures
PT\/'s FCCP adopts a best practice approach based on As 8001 - 2008, Standihg
Directions of the Minister for F1hance under the FM Act and government best practice
guidelines.
The policy should be read in conjunction with the following PTV policies and procedures:
. Code of Conduct Policy and Princj:)Ies
. Financial Code of Practice

. Making Protected Disclosures
. Protected Disclosure Well^re Management Policy
. Coni7ibt of Interest Policy
. Gifts, Benefits and Hos^tanty Pollby
. Procurement Procedures and Approval
. Financial Authorisatibns

o Risk Management Policy and Framework
. Management of Misconduct (Procedures)
. Managing Unsatisfactory Work Performance
The above policies and procedures can be accessed via PTV's Intranet.

I. 9 Roles and accountabilities for fraud and corruption control
Table 3: Fraud and Corruption Control Roles and Responsibilities
Role/ ridiv dua

Responsibilit as

Chief Executive

. Sets the tone at the top and establishes and maintains an

Officer ('CEO')

ethical culture

. Responsible for reviewing, endorsing and implementing the
FCCP

. Approves the FCCP
. Decides on the disciplinary action to be taken, based on
recommendation from the Fraud and Corruption Response
Team (' FCRT')
. Responsible for appropriate reporting to law enforcement
and IBAC, after considering the recommendations of the
FCRT

. Approves the reporting of thefts and losses to the Minister
for Finance and the Victorian Auditor-General's Office

('VAGO'), in accordance with the Standing Directions of the
Minister for Finance under the Financial Management Act
1994

PTV Board of

Directors ('Board')

. Understands fraud and corruption risks
. Maintains oversight of the fraud and corruption risk
assessment b ensurin that fraud and corru tion risk has

'' A1cpA and ACFE - Managing the Business Risk of Fraud: A Practical Guide
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been considered as part of PTV's risk assessment and
strategic plans. This responsibility is addressed under a
periodic agenda item at Board meetings when general risks
to the organisation are considered
Reviews the relevant actions and activities relating to fraud
and corruption control as recorded by the Audit and Risk
Committee which include obtaining assurance that the
controls are effective

.

Establishes mechanisms to ensure that the Board is

receiving accurate and timely information from
management, employees, the internal auditor (as managed
by the Manager, Audit and Assurance), PTV's external
auditor, Victorian AuditorGeneral's Office ('VAGO'), and
other stakeholders regarding potential fraud and corruption
occurrences
.

Provides the external auditor, VAGO, with evidence

regarding the Board's antive involvement and concern about
fraud and corruption risk management
PTV Audit and Risk

.

Committee

('Committee')

.

.

.

Executive Director,

Corporate Services

.
.

.

.

.

Has an understanding of how internal and external audit
strategies address fraud and corruption risk
Facilitates an open and candid dialogue where required
between the Committee and the external auditor (VAGO)
regarding the Committee's knowledge of any
fraud/corruption or suspected fraud/corruption affecting PTV
as well as how the Committee exercises oversight activities
with respect to PT\/'s assessment of the risks of fraud and
corruption, and the programs and controls PTV has
established to mitigate these risks
Should seek legal advice from the Director, Governance and
Legal whenever dealing with issues of allegations of fraud
and corruption. Fraud and corruption allegations will be
taken seriously since there may be a legal obligation to
investigate and/or report them
Annually reviews and endorses the FCCP to the Pry Board
Has oversight of the FCCP
Leads the PTV Fraud and Corruption Response Team
('FCRT') with the assistance and coordination of Director.
Governance and Legal
Approves the scope and purpose of investigations where it
does riot cause significant detrimental financial or
reputation al damage or issues that involve allegations of
wrongdoing by senior management, including the
establishment of the terms of reference and appointment of
an investigator, including external resources
Responsible for deciding as to whether a matter under
investigation is one that ought to be reported to the relevant
law enforcement agency
Reviews the reporting of thefts and losses to the Minister for
Finance and the Victorian AuditorGeneral's Office
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('VAGO'), in accordance with the Standihg Directions of the
Minister for Finance under the Financial Management Act
1994

Fraud and Corruption

.

Implements disciplinary action, when necessary

.

This role is held by the Director, Finance, who may delegate
tasks as appropriate
Maintains the Fraud and Corruption Incident Register

Control Officer

('FCCO')

.
.

Receives disclosures and Iiaises with the Director,

Governance and Legal (the coordinator of the FCRT) to
engage necessary resources to investigate any fraud and
corruption allegations

Ensures disclosures are handled compliant with PT\/'s
procedures under the PD Act as appropriate
Performs periodic fraud and corruption risk assessments
Assesses the FCCP annually with appropriate input by the
Committee for its ongoing effectiveness at PTV
Delegates fraud and corruption responsibilities as
appropriate. and with close monitoring
Is PT\/'s FCCO and a member of the FCRT

Director, Finance

Provides consultation to the FCRT from a financial and

accounting perspective
Is responsible for implementing strategies for the prevention
and detection of fraudulent and corrupt activities and
improper conduct
Provides input into PT\/'s Fraud and Corruptibn Risk
Register following an investigation, as relevant
Drafts (or delegates drafting) for the Executive Director,
Corporate Services, the reporting of thefts and losses to the
Minister for Finance and the Victorian AuditorGeneral's

Office ('VAGO'), in accordance with the Standng 017ections
of the Minister for Finance under the F1hancia! Management
Act 1994

Director, Governance

and Legal

.

A member of the FCRT

.

Coordinates fraud and corruption response procedures and
investigations

Receives disclosures and Iiaises with the FCCO to engage
necessary resources to investigate any fraud and corruption
allegations
Provides or sources legal input as required
Supports the FCCO in the performance of periodic fraud and
corruptbn risk assessments following an investigation, as
relevant

Director, Human

Develops and maintains appropriate Human Resources

Resources

internal controls, including employment screening prior to,
during as relevant, and on promotion or transfer to another
PT\/ area
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Rol I

. Is a member of the FCRT and assists in the investigation
process as relevant, e. g. participating in internal disciplinary
processes and managing employee welfare
Chief Information

Officer ('CIO')

. Attends FCRT meetings as and when required
. Provides support from an information systems perspective

Internal Auditor I

. Member of the FCRT

Manager. Audit and
Assurance

. Assists in the deterrence of fraud and corruption by
examining and evaluating the adequacy and the
effectiveness of internal controls

. Considers PTV's assessment of fraud and corruption risk
when developing their annual audit plan and review
management's fraud and corruption management
capabilities periodically
. Communicates regularly with the Director, Finance
. Offers advice to the CEO and the Director, Finance

regarding the assessment of fraud and corruption controls
Fraud and Corruption
Response Team
('FCRT')

. Led by the Executive Director, Corporate Services;
coordinated by the Director. Governance and Legal
. Other members of the team include:

FCCO (if this is not the Director, Finance)
Director, Finance
Director, Human Resources

Manager, Audit and Assurance
Others as deemed appropriate
. Responds to and investigates alleged incidents of fraud and
corruption, compliant with all relevant legislation, the
principles of natural justice and the rules of procedural
fairness

. Makes recommendations to the CEO for disciplinary action
to be taken, at the conclusion of an investigation

Line Management . Has a basic understanding of fraud and corruption and be
aware of the red flags
. Understand their role within the internal control framework.

PT\/ employees should understand how theirjob procedures
are designed to manage fraud and corruption risks when
non-compliance may create an opportunity for fraud or
corruption to occur or go undetected
. Read and understand policies and procedures (e. g. , the
FCCP, Code of Conduct Policy and Princfy:>tos. etc. )
. Participate in the process of creating an effective internal
control environment and designing and implementing fraud
and corruption control activities, as well as participate in
monitoring activities
. Report suspicions or incidents of fraud and corruption to the
FCCO

. Cooperate in investigations
Fraud and Corruption Control Plan (Policy and Procedure)
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Required to embrace public sector values and contribute to
an ethical workplace culture

contractors and
consultants

Understand the ramifications for improper conduct

Recognise the value and importance of personally
contributing to fraud and corruption control
Have an understanding of good work practices, systems and
controls

Understand the different types of fraud and corruption that
can occur in the workplace and how to detect and report
activities that appear irregular or suspicious

2. Planning and Resourcing
2.1 PTV's program for fraud and corruption control planning and
.

review

PT\/'s fraud and corruption risk management program is supported by the following
activities:

Table 4 : Fraud and Corruption Risk Management Program
Ib

Enterprise risk management

Director, Governance and Legal

Fraud and corruption risk assessment

FCCO

Development and implementation of FCCP FCCO
Development and implementation of fraud FCCO; and Director, Governance and
and corruption response plan
Legal (as coordinator of the FCRT)
Delivery of fraud and corruption awareness FCCO
training
Internal audit review of fraud management Manager, Audit and Assurance
policies and processes
Annual review and endorsement of FCCP The Board and Committee

2.21nternal audit activity in fraud and corruption control
The internal audit function, which is managed by the Manager, Audit and Assurance, is
responsible for assisting in the deterrence of fraud by examining and evaluating the
adequacy and the effectiveness of the system of internal control, coinmensurate with the
extent of the potential exposure/risk in the various divisions of PTV's operation. In
carrying out this responsibility, the internal auditor should determine whether:
o PTV's environment fosters control consciousness.

o Realistic organisational goals and objectives are set.
. Written policies (e. g. Code of Conduct Policy and Princ^, Ie) exist that describe
prohibited activities and the action required whenever violations are discovered.
. Appropriate authorisation policies for transactions are established and maintained
Fraud and Corruption Control Plan (Policy and Procedure)
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Policies, practices, procedures, reports and other mechanisms are developed to
monitor activities and safeguard assets, particularly in high risk areas.
Communication channels provide management with adequate and reliable
information.
Recommendations need to be made for the establishment or enhancement of cost-

effective controls to help deter fraud and corruption.

3. Fraud and Corruption Prevention
3.1 Implementing and maintaining an integrity framework
PT\/ maintains a healthy and sustainable ethical culture through the implementation of
an integrity framework, which includes a process of benchmarking and continuous
monitoring underpinned by a program of example setting by senior management.

The elements of PT\/'s integrity framework include":
Table 5: Fundamental Elements of a Fraud and Corruption Integrity Framework
a

I. Integrity Framework

PTV's integrity framework has been
developed using a participatory approach
which builds commitment from all

employees and is subject to ongoing
monitoring and maintenance.
2. Example setting

PTV's senior management is committed to
maintaining an effective integrity
framework at PTV, by demonstrating the
highest standards of integrity in carrying
out their duties on behalf of PT\/, and by
observable adherence to the provisions
and "spirit' of PTV's policies.

3. Senior management

PT\/'s senior management group
recognises the need for establishing and
maintaining an ethical culture and actively
promotes such a culture.

4. Codes of behaviour

PTV has a comprehensive Code of
Conduct Pollby and Princfy?tos
incorporating a high level aspiration al
statement of values.

5. Allocation of responsibility

The CEO, Executive Director, Corporate
Services, FCCO and Director, Governance

and Legal have responsibility for ensuring
PTV's integrity initiatives are implemented
and monitored. They have direct lines of
reporting to the Board, which has overall
responsibility for PTV's ethical culture. In
addition to this, it is expected that every
person associated with PTV has a role to
Ia in drivin inte tit and ethical

'' Australian Standards As800, - 2008 Fraud and Corruption Control
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behaviour in the organisation.
6. Ethical Issues

The CEO and FCRT are the final arbiters

on issues of apparent misconduct and
ethical dilemmas that cannot otherwise be

resolved at line-management level. The
CEO and FCRT also oversee the operation
and maintenance of PT\/'s integrity
framework.
7, Communication

PTV has a program for communicating its
Code of Conduct Policy and Princj:lbs to
all employees, contractors and
consultants. The importance of ethical
standards is communicated through
regular dissemination of materials via
newsletters and PT\/'s web and intranet
sites.

8. Training

PTV provides ongoing training in the use of
codes of behaviour and ethical tools for

decision making, as part of its fraud and
corruption awareness training to

employees including senior management.
9. Reinforcement

PTV incorporates an integrated ethical
standard into performance management.

IO. Benchmarking

PT\/ has a program for continuous
benchmarking of ethical standards aimed
at identifying improvement in its ethical
standards over time and between different

elements of PTV. This is achieved through
this Plan and associated PT\/ policies and
procedures.
I I . Reporting of complaints

PT\/ has internal and external reporting
channels for complaints.

I2. Compliance

PTV requires all directors, managers,
employees, contractors, and consultants to
sign an annual attestation to the effect that
they have complied with all necessary PTV
policies and procedures.

3.2 Senior management commitment
PTV fosters a culture of risk consciousness and ensures that senior management has an
observably high level commitment towards controlling the risks of fraud and corruption
within the organisation.
All PTV directors and managers are expected to lead by example and behave in a way
which reflects positively on the organisation, their colleagues and government. In
addition, directors and managers are expected to:
. Participate in the fraud and corruption risk assessment process;
. Ensure reports of suspected fraud or corrupt conduct within their area are
investigated thoroughly, impartialIy and in a timely manner; and
Fraud and Corruption Control Plan (Policy and Procedure)
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. Attend fraud and corruption awareness training as required.
PT\/ provides fraud and corruption awareness training to employees including senior
management, relating to the risk to PT\/ of fraud and corruption, This awareness training
should be covering, at a minimum, the following fraud and corruption issues:
o The incidence of fraud and corruption generally in Australia.
o The types of fraud and corruption common within the government sector and the
losses typically associated with such conduct.
. The robustness of PTV's internal control environment in terms of its ability to prevent
and detect the types of fraud and corruption likely to occur.
o Awareness of relevant case study examples.
. Awareness of IBAC.

. PTV's fraud and corruption control framework.
. Awareness of new technology tools for detecting and preventing fraudulent and
corrupt activity.
o Awareness of new types of technology that may be used for the commission of fraud
or corruption, and technological measures that can be used by PTV to minimise new
types of fraud and corruption.
PTV will review the effectiveness of the training. and consider including fraud and
corruption awareness at least once annually through random surveys or self-assessment
checklists seeking information on key fraud and corruption framework aspects. This will
allow PTV to monitor senior management's awareness and commitment to controlling
the risks of fraud and corruption within the organisation.

3.3 Line Management accountability
PTV should ensure that line managers are aware of their accountabilities for the
prevention and detection of fraud and corruption.
PTV provides appropriate training on fraud and corruption control to allow line managers
to perform their duties.

3.4 Maintaining a strong internal control system and culture
In compliance with the FM Acts Standihg Directions of the Minister for F1hance,
Direction 3 - Financial management structure, systems, policies and procedures, PTV's
system of internal controls is underpinned by the financial management structure,
systems, policies and procedures that contribute to reliable financial information and to
the safeguard of assets, including prevention and detection of fraud.
PTV's internal control process is designed to provide reasonable assurance that error,
fraud and other irregularities are prevented and promptly detected if they occur. To
assist in detecting fraud and corruption, the internal control system aims to ensure:
. Proper segregation of functional responsibilities;
. A system of authorisation, recording and procedures to provide accounting controls
over assets, liabilities, revenue and expenses;
. Effective practices in each area's performance of their duties and funstions; and
. Documented procedures so that employees, contractors, and consultants
throughout PTV understand the expectations of them.
Management and internal audit reviews of internal processes will include appropriate
scrutiny and awareness of key internal control principles so that irregularities can be
detected.
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3.5 Fraud and corruption risk assessment
Fraud and corruption risk assessments for PTV are undertaken in accordance with
As/NZS ISO 31000. '2009 ('Risk Management) and PT\/'s Ri^k Management
Framework. The aim of the periodical assessment is to:
. Gain an understanding of the inherently high and significant risk of fraud and
corruption to which PTV may be susceptible; and
. Provide an assessment that PTV's fraud and corruption controls are adequate for
mitigating the risk of fraud and corruption.
Any high or significant fraud and corruption risks, where the residual risk controls have
been identified as inadequate, are to be reported to the Committee detailing appropriate
action to be taken, including timeframes and person responsible for implementing the
planned action, to ensure that adequate controls are in place.

3.6 Communication and awareness of fraud and corruption
PT\/ seeks to maintain the general level of awareness of the risk of fraud and corruption
in the minds of directors, managers, employees, contractors, and consultants specifically
by:

. Including PTV's FCCP in the induction package for all new employees, contractors,
and consultants.

. Mandatory annual attestation by each employee, contractor, and consultant
confirming their compliance with all PTV policies, including the FCCP.
. Ensuring all appropriate employees, contractors, and consultants receive training on
PTV's Code of Conduct Pollby and Princfyi/es and other elements of PT\/'s integrity
framework at induction and throughout the period of their employment.
. Providing regular fraud and corruption awareness training to all employees,
contractors, and consultants appropriate to their level of responsibility. For instance.
all employees, contractors, and consultants in high fraud and corruption risk areas
(e. g. employees who manage payments, procurement and contracting processes)
should receive regular mandatory fraud and corruption awareness training.
. Communicating updates and changes to fraud-related policies, procedures, the
Code of Conduct Policy and Princ^)Ies and other ethical pronouncements to all
employees, contractors, and consultants. Changes may be communicated through
email announcements, weekly updates from executives, or at employees meetings.
. Raising awareness among all employees, contractors, and consultants of the
alternative ways in which they can report allegations or concerns regarding fraud,
corruption or improper conduct, including awareness of IBAC's role in receiving
protected disclosures.
. Encouraging employees, contractors, and consultants to report any suspected
incidence of fraud or corruption.

3.7 Specific initiatives to control the risk of fraud and corruption
3.7. , Employment Screening
The screening of employees, contractors, and consultants is an integral part of PTV's
fraud and corruption prevention strategy. PTV adopts particulars in respect of
employment screening contained within As 487 1-2006 Employment Screening and the
Australian Government Protective Security Framework ('As 4811 - 2006') which
includes a documented process that provides for the effective screening of entrusted
persons:

a) Before appointment;
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Upon promotion or change of employment circumstances particularly if the person is
being promoted to a senior POSitbn or to a position involving higher risk of fraud or
corruption; and

Prior to completion of the probationary period.
Further, the employment screening process should also include systematic and regular
reviews of

. Those positions with particular risk exposures; and
o Any changes in an employee's personal circumstances.
As 481 I - 2006 provides leading practice on the key elements of employee screening
including:
o Identity: verification of identity and other personal details such as address history,
o Integrity: checking of Curriculum Vitae for unexplained gaps, performing character
reference checks, police records checks and other similar checks.
. Credentials: verification of academic qualifications, as well as conducting reference
checks.

o Employer notification: communication of grounds for the failure to meet employment
screening standards with the entrusted person.

3.7.2 Supplier and customer vetting
Confirming the identity and reputation of suppliers and customers is important in
managing fraud and corruption control within PTV. This is the responsibility of the
Director. Finance, with the support of others as appropriate.
Practical enquiries to ensure the bona fides of both new and continuing suppliers and
customers could include:

a) Search of a company register;
by ABN confirmation;
c) Verification of the personal details of directors;
d) Director bankruptcy search;
e) Disqualified director search;
f) Assessment of credit rating, where accessible;
g) Search of legal proceedings pending and judgments entered;
h) Telephone listing verification;
i) Trading address verification; and
j) Media searches on the supplier or customers and its directors.
PTV performs vendor audits of high risk providers as a consistent ongoing program, as
outlined in As 8007 - 2008.

Also refer to PTV's Procurement Procedures and Approval Pollby (available on PTV
Intranet).
3.7.3 Personnel
All PT\/ financial employees are required to have the appropriate qualifications,
capabilities and training necessary to fulfill their functions. This is achieved through:
. Recruitment of appropriateIy qualified and experienced employees;
. Employment screening;
. Clearly defined roles and responsibilities; and
. Ongoing training.
Fraud and Corruption Control Plan (Policy and Procedure)
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Refer to PTV's Recruitment Policy and Police Records Check Policy for detailed
employee screening procedures.

3.7.4 Annual leave and job rotation
PT\/ has an expectation that all employees take annual leave within I2 months of the
leave being accrued, or in compliance with relevant PTV policies and procedures.

3.7.5 Segregation of duties
PTV aims to ensure that the same employees, contractors, and consultants are not
assigned the responsibilities of recording transactions, authorising transactions and
maintaining custody of assets.

3.7.6 Authorisation and approval
PTV has a F1hancialAuthorisations Pollby that covers financial delegations.

3.7.7 Safeguarding of assets
Adequate controls in safeguarding assets include:
. Physical protection by having locked storage areas for stationery, electronic
equipment, petty cash, cheque books and cab charge vouchers;
. Restriction of access to assets and accounting records to assigned employees,
contractors, and consultants; and

. Locked and secure rooms for computer servers with appropriate systems back-up
procedures in place - this is covered by a Service LevelAgreement ('SLA') with the
Department of Transport Planning and Local Infrastructure ('DTPLl').

3.7.8 Tracing transactions
All transactions are traceable from original documentation through to accounting records.

3.7.9 Arithmetical and accounting control
PTV has review processes in place in record-keeping functions to reduce the risk of
transactions being omitted, fictitious transactions being processed, and to ensure that
transactions are accurately recorded.

3.7. , 0 Probity and contracting procedures
PTV has a Financial Code of Practice (which can be found on the PTV Intranet) that is
consistent with the Code of Conduct for the Victorian Public Sector Employees'
Further, PTV has a Procurement Procedures and Approval Pollby.

3.7. , I Managing conflict of interest
PT\/ complies with the Conflict of Interest Policy Framework developed by the State
Services Authority. Consultants providing advisory services to PTV are required to
declare any conflicts of interests prior to engagement. Other initiatives and policies
implemented by PTV include:
. Makihg Protected Disclosures document;
. Protected Disclosure Well^, re Management Pollby; and
. Gifts, Benefits and Hos^fairty Policy.

3.7. , 2 Conflict of interest and private interests
The following definitions underpin the development, promotion and review of conflict of
interest policies and procedures.
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Conflict off"torest - In the public sector are conflicts between public duties and private
interests. These can be actual, potential or perceived:
. An actual conflict of interest is one where there is a real conflict between an

employee's public duties and responsibilities and their private interests.
. A potential conflict of interest arises where an employee has private interests that
could conflict with their public duties.
. A perceived conflict of interest can exist where a third party could form the view that
an employee's private interest could improperIy influence the performance of their
duties, now or in the future.

A conflict of interest can arise from avoiding personal losses, as well as gaining personal
advantages - whether financial or otherwise.
Private interests - An 'interest' in this context means anything that can have an impact
on an individual or group. The term 'private interest' includes riot only an employee's
own personal, professional or business interests, but also the personal, professional or
business interests of individuals or groups with whom they are closely associated. This
can include relatives and friends. Private interests can be divided into two types:
pecuniary and nori-pecuniary.
. Pee""fary interests - involve an actual, potential or perceived financial gain or loss.
Money does riot need to change hands for an interest to be pecuniary. A pecuniary
interest exists where a person (or relative or friend) own property, hold shares, have
a position in a company bidding for government work, or receive benefits such as
concessions, discounts, gifts or hospitality from a particular source.
. Non-peeu"jaryinterests - do not have a financial component. They arise from
personal or family relationships, or involvement in sporting, social or cultural
activities. They include any tendency toward favour or prejudice resulting from
friendship, animosity, or other personal involvement with another person or group.

4. Fraud and Corruption Detection Program
4.1 Fraud and corruption strategies
Fraud and corruption can be detected by establishing effective accounting and internal
system controls, and by recognising variations from standard proofice.
PTV has implemented a range of detection strategies in identifying and reporting fraud
and corruption incidents, including the following:
. Provide protection to the individual under the PD Act.
. Undertake investigations that are consistent with the requirements of the PD Act.
. Ensure that all PTV employees have a clear understanding of what constitutes
fraud, corruption and improper conduct regarding fraud and corruption through
training and general awareness.
. Encourage an environment where reporting improper fraud or corruption
incidents are the norm and riot the exception.
PTV had identified, developed and implemented effective fraud and corruption data
detection based on risk profile. This includes PTVs focus on areas of high financial risk
such as the Procurement function and the myki division, and includes as a minimum:
. Post-transactional data review;

. Data mining and real-time computer system analysis; and
. Analysis of management accounting reports to identify trends.
The Director, Finance is responsible for PTV's program for fraud and corruption
detection.
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4.2 External auditor's role in the detection of fraud
VAGO is the external auditor for PTV. VAGO has an obligation to consider the risk of
material fraud and corruption when performing the external audit.
PT\/ will engage with VAGO in an open and collaborative manner to assist VAGO in
discharging its duties including sharing the findings of PTV's fraud and corruption risk
assessments and any results from investigations conducted into fraud and corruption
incidents. PTV will provide VAGO with any relevant documentation as required.

4.3 Mechanisms for reporting suspected fraud and corruption
incidents
It is important that all instances of suspected or alleged fraud or corrupt activity within
PTV are reported appropriate Iy. Internal and external reporting arrangements, both of
which allow for anonymous reporting, are available to all PTV employees. Reports of
suspicious or alleged fraud or corruption can be communicated in a number of ways:
PTV reporting channels:
Your line manager or director, or any manager or director, who will then Iiaise
with the FCCO ;

Directly to the FCCO;
Directly to the Director, Governance and Legal (as coordinator of the FCRT)
Directly to the Board. if the alleged fraudulent or corrupt activity involves the
CEO or a member of the senior management team; or
Internal alternative reporting channel (i. e. hotline)
External avenues of reporting:
Directly to IBAC, as outlined in the Making Protected Disclosures document.
Contact details:

The Independent Broad-based Anti-corruption Commission (IBAC)
Level I North Tower

459 Collins Street

Melbourne Vic 3000,
PO Box 24234, Melbourne, Vic 3001
Telephone: 1300 735.35

Website: 16^ (Email, via the above website under the
'Contact us' tab)
It is widely accepted that reports from employees, contractors, consultants and
anonymous sources are the most common and effective method of detecting fraud and
corruption. PTV has put in place support mechanisms to encourage those people who
may have information regarding fraud, corruption and improper conduct to report such
matters under the protection of the PD Act.

4.4 Whistleblower protection program
The PD Act "enables people to make disclosures about improper conduct within the
public sector without fear of reprisal. The Act aims to ensure openness and
accountability by encouraging people to make disclosures and protecting them when

they do"16.

16htt ,/ .j
.Vl
r
. rr I. .I
n
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Under the PD Act, PTV does riot meet the definition of an organisation that can receive
protected disclosures, PTV employees who wish to make anonymous reports of
suspected or alleged fraudulent or corrupt activities or improper conduct involving PTV
or any of its Board members, directors, employees, contractors, consultants or
associates may do so by contacting IBAC directly.
IBAC's Thinking of making a protected disclosure? information sheet provides guidance
to PTV employees thinking of blowing the whistle. This document can be found on the
IBAC website. In summary, the information sheet sets out the following:
. People who make genuine disclosures about improper conduct in the public sector
can seek legal protection under the PD Actfrom reprisal.
. All complaints made directly to IBAC are assessed to see if they should be treated as
a protected disclosure. If the complaint is detennined to be a protected disclosure
complaint, the affected person will receive protection.
. A protected disclosure may be made about the improper conduct of a public body or
public official (e. g. , Victorian public sector employees).
. Disclosures can be made to IBAC or another organisation in person, in writing or by
telephone.
. IBAC, the Victorian Ombudsman, Victoria Police and the Victorian Inspectorate are
the only agencies that can investigate a protected disclosure complaint.
. Guidance on important aspects during the period 'before' and 'after' an employee
makes a disdosure as well as 'how to report' suspected fraud and corruption.
See also PT\/'s Making Protected Disclosures (Procedures) and Protected Disclosure
Welfare Management Pollby.

5. Responding to Detected Fraud and Corruption
Allegations
PTV maintains fraud and corruption response initiatives including the following,

5.1 Procedures for the investigation of detected or suspected
incidents
PT\/ has implemented a fraud and corruption response procedure by which PTV
appropriate Iy responds to and investigates suspected or alleged incidents of fraud and
corruption.

Should the FCCO and Director, Governance and Legal (as coordinator of the FCRT)
deem that a reported activity or incident warrants further investigation, both will
determine whether the investigation can be conducted internally, whether external
resources are necessary and whether relevant authorities (including IBAC) should be
notified. The Director, Governance and Legal (as coordinator of the FCRT) will nominate
a competent and independent senior employee to conduct the investigation and oversee
any internal investigations.
If external consultants or law enforcement agencies, including IBAC are engaged to
assist with the investigation, then this will require the approval and direction of the
Executive Director, Corporate Services. External consultants should be appropriateIy
qualified and experienced.
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Any investigation will comply with the following:
I . Code of Conduct for Vitrorian Public Sector Employees'
2. Publ^b Administration Act 2004
. Part 2 Section 7: Public sector values

. Part 2 Section 8: Public sector employment principles
. Part 3 Division 4 Section 22: Dealing with unsatisfactory performance,
misconduct and serious misconduct

. Part 3 Division 8 Section 33: Termination of employment (non-executives)
. Part 3 Division 8 Section 34: Termination of employment (executives)
. Part 3 Division 8 Section 35: No compensation on termination of employment,
etc.

3. Relevant Enterprise Agreements
4. Principles of natural justice and rules of procedural fairness:
. Hear all relevant parties to the matter;
. Make reasonable inquiries and check facts;
. Voluntary participation in interviews or voluntary agreement to requests from
investigators at all times;

. An absence of any bias or perception of bias in the investigation; and
. The transparency of the investigation process (subject to confidentiality, privacy,
and not compromising the investigation).

5.21nternal Reporting and Escalation
5.2. , Collating information in relation to fraud and corruption
incidents
The Director. Governance and Legal (as coordinator of the FCRT) is responsible for the
preparation of any brief of evidence. and will retain investigation documentation
securely.

The Executive Director. Corporate Services (as the leader of the FCRT) shall
communicate the results of the completed investigations to the CEO, the Board and the
Committee.

5.2.2 Fraud and Corruption Incident Register
The FCCO maintains a Fraud and Corruption Incident Register, which is used as a basis
for reporting to the CEO, the Board, the Committee, and other stakeholders as required.
The Fraud and Corruption Incident Register captures all incidents of alleged fraud,
corruption and improper conduct that occur at PT\/.

5.2.3 Analysis and reporting program of fraud and corruption
incidents
The FCCO undertakes a regular analysis of the incidents reported and periodically
reports trends to the Board and the Committee. Annual reports should indicate what
action has been taken to reduce the level of fraud and corruption overall.

5.3 Disciplinary procedures
Disciplinary procedures will comply with Pry's Management of Misconduct and
Managing Unsatisfactory Work Performance policies and the Enterprise Bargaining
Agreement. The decision for disciplinary action is made by the CEO, after considering
the recommendations of the FCRT at the conclusion of the investigation.
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5.4 External reporting of fraud and corruption
5.44 Reporting to Minister for Finance and the Victorian AuditorGeneral
The reporting of thefts and losses to the Minister for Finance and the Victorian AuditorGeneral's Office ('VAGO'), in accordance with the Standing Directions of the Minister for
Finance under the Financial Management Act 1994 is drafted by the Director, Finance or
histher delegate, reviewed by the Executive Director, Corporate Services, and approved
by the CEO.
In compliance with the FM Acts Standing Directions of the Minister for Finance,
Direction 4.5.4 - Theft and losses, PTV is required to report all cases of suspected or
actual theft, arson, irregularity, fraud or corruption in connection with the receipt or
disposal of money, stores or other property of any kind under its control to the Minister
for Finance and VAGO as follows:

Where the receipt or disposal of money is:
. Equal to or exceeds $1,000, the incident must be reported at the time of the
occurrence and an incident report submitted within two months; or
. Less than $1,000, the incident must be reported annually for the period ending 30
June together with an incident report.
For stores and property of any kind with a value:
. Equal to or exceeding $20,000, must be reported at the time of occurrence and an
incident report must be submitted within two months; or
. Less than $20,000 must be reported annually for the period ending 30 June together
with an incident report.

An incident report prepared must state, in addition to any other information that it
appears appropriate to include:

. Whether internal controls and systems have been reviewed;
. Whether any weaknesses in internal controls and systems have been identified and
have or will be rectified;

. The status of any proceedings, investigations or disciplinary actions; and
. What has been recovered, whether by way of money, stores, other properly or
Insurance.

The minimum reporting requirements by the Department of Treasury and Finance
include:

. Date of incident;

. Location of incident (facility, region, or Division);
. Cause of loss (theft, arson etc. );
. Estimated value of asset/money;
. Background/detail of incident;
. Action taken; and

. Outcomes of investigations and recovery of assets/money.

5.4.2 Reporting to IBAC and law enforcement
The CEO is responsible for appropriate reports to IBAC and any law enforcement
agencies, after considering the recommendations from FCRT and in compliance with
any legislative requirements.
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5.5 Civil action for recovery of losses - policy for recovery
action
PTV will seek to recover any dishonest benefit obtained, based on the recommendation
received from the FCRT.

5.61nternal control review following the discovery of fraud
In each instance where fraud is detected, a review of internal controls will be conducted.

This review is undertaken by the internal auditor (as managed by the Manager, Audit
and Assurance) or a consultant appointed by the Executive Director, Corporate Services
(refer section 2.2 - External assistance to the Fraud and Corruption Control Officer).
Recommendations emanating from the review are endorsed by the Committee, prior to
being implemented by PTV management.

5.7 Maintaining and monitoring of fraud or improper conduct
.

Insurance

Where relevant, a fidelity guarantee insurance cover may exist for the risk of loss arising
from internal fraudulent conduct, which would require regular monitoring for adequacy of
the cover.
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Fraud and Corruption Prevention
PTV is committed to maintaining high standards of ethical conduct but recognises
that fraud or corruption can occur even in organisations that aim for high standards of
legal, ethical and moral behaviour.

PT\/ requires all board members, directors, managers, employees, contractors,
consultants and other relevant third parties to act honestly, with integrity and to

safeguard the public resources for which they and PT\/ are responsible.
PTV does not tolerate fraudulent or corrupt conduct under any circumstances and

any fraudulent or corrupt conduct will be investigated and reported as appropriate.
Fraud and corruption can occur at ^.!I^! level in the organisation.
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Fraud and Corruption Control Framework

PTV is committed to implementing and maintaining an effective fraud and corruption
control framework.

PTV have engaged Emst & Young to assist with the development and enhancement of
the fraud and corruption control framework.
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IBAC Enquiry
Middle ranking employees.
Small amounts repeated often.
Collusion.

Processes followed.

Control environment weaknesses.
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Fraud and Corruption Control Awareness Training
Welcome to our training session facilitators (Ernst & Young).
Roger Dan, all-Stovens
Partner - Fraud Investigation & Dispute Services
Adeline Shelley
Manager - Fraud Investigation & Dispute Services
Please sign the training attendance register.

.

Training content
> Defining fraud and corruption
> Fraud and corruption information, theory and detection methods
> An internal fraud and corruption classification system
. Fraud triangle - opportunities, pressure, rationalisation
> Consequences of fraud and corruption I why focus on fraud and corruption
> Fraud/corruption prevention, detection and response (investigation)

> Governance requirements for PTV
> IBAC awareness

The PTV fraud and corruption control plan (policy and procedure
What is your role and where to report any suspicions, allegations or concerns

Examples and case studies
Used throughout this training

Training evaluation
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Fraud/corruption in the news
Canberra public servant who gambled away defence
career sentenced for $25k credit card fraud
Undam FtilO Jan 2014 t2 ,GalAEDT

massive annual loss, blaming the costs of an
ongoing restructure and poor weather as it

confirms ssible accounting fraud within its

A public servant who stole $25,000 using a
del^rice force credit card to fund his gambling
habit has received a suspended jail sentence in
the ACT agistra, es Court.

Rural services company Elders has posted a

live exportteam.
VICTORIA'S new anti^orruption commission will investigate serious crimes real
than small "tea money' thefts, the State Government saya.

New report shots more than $23million in
public sector fraud and corruption in Govt
^

.

.

.

.

agencies Is Increasing

.

inP . Ju"E 19.20,32=asp"

Ian Macdonald, Eddie Obeid facing
charges after being found by ICAC to
have acted corruptly
ILO SII. *,, Art^N The AISti'allan July 31.20,3510P"

,

MyIn mobile fraud delivers tree ride
DCbotahGoi^

Publi^: Nth:^. 21,2013 - 7:35AM
Bus pa^EU's hare fix^d new ^,^,^ to ride free on ^yki. .

Schoolboy hacks Public Transport Victoria website
Ariam Care}'
Publi. I, ", I: Jamary 8,2014 - 5:36P^,
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Defining fraud and corruption
Fraud

"is dishonest activity causing actual or potential financial loss to any
person or entity including theft of moneys or other property by employees
or persons external to the entity and where deception is used at the time,
immediately before or immediately following the activity"
ISOurce: Australian Standard As 8001:2008 Fraud and Corruption Contro^
Or more concisely "dishonestIy obtaining a benefit, or causing a loss, by
deception or other means"
[Source: Australian Commonwealth Fraud Control Guidelines 2077]

Corruption
"is dishonest activity in which a director, executive, manager, employee or
contractor of an entity acts contrary to the intentions of the entity and
abuses his/her position of trust in order to achieve some personal gain or

advantage for him or herself or for another person or entity"
tSource: Australian Standard As 8007:2008 Fraud and Corruption Contron
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Association of Certified Fraud Examiners

(ACFE) 2074 Global Fraud Study - key findings
Estimates that the typical organisation loses 5% of its annual revenues to
fraud

Fraud median loss $1 45k, lasted a median of I8 months before being
detected

Asset misappropriation (85% & the least costly with median loss $1 30k),
financial statement fraud (9% & most costly with median loss of $1 in),
corruption schemes (in the middle at 379^"', & median loss $200k)
Tip is most likely method of detection than any other (over 40% of all
cases)

Organisations with hotlines had 41 % less costly
fraud & detected 50% faster

'ORT To THE NATio
..

Most common victim industry sectors of banking &

financial services, govt. /public admin. , manufacturing
Perpetrators with higher levels of authority tend to

cause much larger losses
Anti-fraud controls correlate to significant fraud

^.~.^

.

.
.

..

.
.

,

.

ACFE I"'

decreases in cost and duration
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An internal fraud/corruption classification
Asset

Corru ption

Conflicts of
Into ros,

Illegal Gratuities

Fina ncial
Statement Fraud

Misa p propriation

Asset!'Rovenu
Ovo, state 1.10nts
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U ridorsta, cmonts

Purchasing
Schcrr. I'S

In VCIco
K. ckbncks

Duller", cos

Differences

Salts
Salemes

a;d R, goirqj

Froa, uous
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Under stared
Ravem, CS

Concealor!
Unbilitias and
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Ova, stared
Limbihi. CS and
Expertses

Improper
Asset
Valua t. one

Valuations

T, in Ing

jin, rig

Inn, ,oper
Asset

In, proper
Disclosuros

1.1vcn, Dry and All
01hor Assets

Fra u d. ,IC rin
D' burscmonts

elt of Cash

Theft o1 Cash
on Hand

Receipts

Asset

Skim, rung

'"Vrol'
Schemes

Cash Larceny

9.0n
Roco, vabies

Urineorded

Udo, stated

unit^ff
Sets, rias

Loon, r, .
Sera, ,,

U"Green, ed
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Rolunds
and 011.0t

Company
.
^r>

acos.
Employee

Check
Torn;, Grrr, g

Mrs. ""crimed
Expi, SOS

Fund M. k"r

Fats, VC, ds

.

.

.

Pure, Dong
and Recoinn.

Forced
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.
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.
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Sc, ", T's
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::^q^:^
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Reinbu, 30/1/@n.
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RDO, star
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a, a Shipp, rug
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.

.
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.

.
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tSource: Association of Certified Fraud Examiners (ACFE) 2074 Global Fraud Studyj
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Perceptions of corruption in Victoria: types
COR^UpTrek TYPES, ACTNITIES. SECTORSAND PLACES(TASP)'MODEL
Types

Activities

.

. Bribery

Appointing personne

. Transport

. Conrr!ries

. E;toriion

Baying things(procurementj

. Community services

L Reg ons

. Misapproprlation

Delivering programmes

. Justice

. oca ities

. Self-dealing

or services

. Constru^ion

. Wo ,<places

. Conf irt of interes~

Making things

. Arts & culture

. Abuse of discretion

. Patronage

(construction/manufacturing)
Con:rol ing activ ties

Tax administ^tion

uncensing/regulation/

. Nepot^in

issuing of permitsj

L Cronyism

Administering qustice,

. Trading in influence

for example)

. pay to play

Heath

Energy
Environment and water

Forestry
Agri^11ture
Urba plann rig

tSource: Independent Broad-based Anti-corruption Commission (IBAC) and the Australian National
University (ANU) Research paper: Perceptions of corruption in Victoria, September 20131
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Example fraud, corruption & improper
conduct risks for PTV
Ticketing (myki) fraud
Procurement fraud

Security breach of systems, data and documents
Corruption

Payroll fraud
Financial statement fraud

Insider information trading fraud

Accounts payable fraud
Human resourcing fraud and corruption

Inventory and all other assets theft, loss or
misuse

Accounts receivable fraud

Page I2
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Case study - what can we learn?
Corrupt conduct by public officers in procurement
Between 2009 and 201 0 the toner-for-kickbacks affair involved

public officers of the Victorian Public Sector purchasing printer
toner cartridges from a nori-authorised government supplier
Public bodies involved: a Victorian government entity, several
Victorian Government schools, and a prison

crib"a"i^^^I^
>.

The investigation identified the following issues of concern:
> Purchasing outside the State Purchase Contract
> Improper expenditure of public money
P Acceptance of gifts
> Destruction of public records

Nine government bodies purchased goods outside the State

COR, , con. ", by ribk one'.
h procu^, 18
"" 2.11

Purchase Contract
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Case study - what can we learn?
Toner cartridges were inappropriateIy purchased through:
Paying inflated prices which were 2-4 times higher than the price of genuine
cartridges
Purchasing toner cartridges not required sufficient to supply the Victorian
government entity mentioned in the Victorian Ombudsman's report with black toner

cartridges for the next 40 years even though the shelf life was only 24 months
Splitting invoices to ensure that total amount of each invoice would not trigger
further enquiry
Public officers accepted gifts from supplier for personal benefit including prepaid Visa
cards and Coles Myer vouchers
Several public officers also breached their obligations under the Public Record Office
Disposal schedule by destroying documents relating to inappropriate purchases

Total damage to taxpayers amounted to $1.2m
tSource: Victorian Ombudsman publicly released report June 20
Page 14
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Case study - what can we learn?
Postage stain ps

Victim? Department of Transport (DOT)
How? A former employee of the then Department of Transport ("Mr T") purchased
large numbers of stamps using the Department's Australia Post charge account. Mr T
had access to the Department's charge account number, and used this together with a
false name to complete order forms for the transactions which were conducted over the
counter at an Australia Post branch. The size of the transactions grew over time as Mr
T became greedier
When? Between April2008 and February 201 O
How detected? Reported by a DOT employee who became suspicious following an
encounter at the Australia Post branch where Mr T committed his fraud

. How much? > $100k

> Opportunity? Weaknesses in the internal control environment at the time
> Result? Mr T was charged by Victoria Police, convicted and sentenced to a term of

imprisonment. The Department was able to recover part of the monies lost

Page I5
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18 ,I, "~ ^"^,. *",

$6 in ro rt

Case study - what can we learn?

on bus
tickets

Bus ticket revenue - cash collection fraud

nun
NULL, DNS of "b. . I.

^:^.^."' b . rid^

add. b. ""","
Ib I. .. ,., ,

Victim? Department of Infrastructure (Do I)
How? Bus operators utilised cash collection companies to deposi
funds from ticket sales. Not all cash collected was deposited into
the bank account

," ., ."""", b
,^" ""L

,^.
a^^^^
." .,. P. by ,...
^ ,."",,.
~.^ a, . to by .bud
,^" a. ", 10 ",.
rind

^",~ on

pb, ,. ."" ^."
.

"~^

,".,~
mm, ., 11. *,. ""
to"~ ".**" . Or

When? 2004 to 2007

How detected? A discrepancy between revenue and cash deposited
into the bank was identified during the performance of a revenue audit
How much? Up to $6m

:^:^:; ~"~^:^

I^^ ,.^ "

b"..." ,t""G, b. .Ib.
I". "~ IL
",,^. r. " "..,"
a. ,. ". I. . ",,; ^
rindi. ,.,^.'

^!^,^^
.". "". , " ^,.
^I^',^'be^
"-^ ^^7, ...,, b.
-, .-",, " C. .b.

Opportunity? Weaknesses in the internal control environment

.- ^ "".", .,"
.. ^ ",, ".. e,

Result? Key perpetrators were prosecuted. The Department was able to recover
some of the misappropriated funds
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. Rq;=,, u<:q, , jc, I. , ^L, .=^^ ,!ju^L b. .,, r. g ,..,
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, ^Ik. ,", 10 e^-^-.. u"^ 1.1, e ^., c. I. ^=-, r, ^
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tSource: Doriald R. Cressey's 'Fraud Triangle': Incentive/Pressure, Opportunity and Rationalization are
resent when fraud/corru tion occurs
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Motives of fraud from criminology research
[Note: these are in order of prevalence as motives]
I G reed

2 Gambling
3 Financial strain - personal
4 Financial strain - business

5. Maintaining own/family business

6 Influenced/implicated by others
7 Desire to ensure the viability of the corporation
8 Pleasing others
9. Addiction to drugs/alcohol

Io. Financing new business interests
I I . Terminal illness

I2. Dissatisfaction with employer
tSource: Australian Institute of Criminology (A1C) 2003, Serious Fraud in Australia and New Zealand, A1C
Research and Public Policy Series No. 48, p, 44, and validated since by a number of studies/surveysl
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Figure 711 : Behavioral Red Flags Displayed by Perpetrators
Living Beyond Means
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Financial if!icidties
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Consequences of, & why focus on, fraud and
corruption control
Crimes as a percentage of total costs
Drng offerIces 9

Risk to reputation, public confidence,

Homicide 4

and associated harm to an organisation.

Assault 7
Sexual assault

Robbery

airglary I O

Fraud (all categories) in Australia costs
an estimated $8.5 billion (was $5.9
billion in 2003).

Thefts of v^Its16s 3

Fraud 40

Tl^to from vehiclc0 3

Fraud accounts for 40% (was 31 % in
2003) of all identified crime.

Sirrop theft 4

Other theft and I^adjirg I
Criminal dantage 7
Arsd'I 8

Certified Fraud Examiners estimate that

5% of revenue for an organisation can
be lost due to fraud.

tSource: Australian Institute for Criminology

(A1C) 2005 update published in 20081
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tSource: Association of Certified Fraud Examiners
(ACFE) 2074 Global Fraud Studyl

Prevention: Holistic fraud/corruption reduction
models examples
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Detection: How fraud/corruption is detected
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Recognising the warning signals
Behavioural and system based clues and unusual aspects of documents and
business processes that may be picked up by managers, colleagues, internal
auditors or subordinates which put them on notice that the employee
concerned may be engaging in some form of fraudulent or improper conduct
Look at them collectively and with caution

Fraud and corruption red flags
> Changes in behaviour (mood swings)
> Too much trust in a person I lack of segregation of duties
> Non adherence to company policy, directs subordinates to bend/break rules
> High incidence of social contact between employee and vendor
> Exclusive/preferred treatment - often under the guise of a sole source contract
> Evergreen contracts (no end date or review)
> Extravagant lifestyle (house/holidays/children's education)
> Several previous allegations & concerns made by staff over employee's
conduct

> Never taking holidays I working excessive hours I working weekends
> Increased customer complaints
> Low employee morale
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Detection: Data analytics continuum
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Governance requirements include:
Public Administration Act 2004, especially Part 2 section 7 (public sector values), & Part 3
Division 4 section 22 (Dealing with misconduct - incl. reduction in salary or classification or
both, suspension or dismissal), & Part 3 Division 8 section 33-35 (Termination incl. of nonexecutives, executives, & no compensation on termination of employment, etc. )

Financial Management Act 2004, especially the Standing Directions of the Minister for
Finance which includes a requirements that public sector agencies establish a system of
internal controls which are adequate for the safeguarding of assets, including the prevention
and detection of fraud, and theft and losses reporting rules (4.5.4)
Public Sector Management and Employment A ct I 998
>

Independent Broad-based Anti-corruption Commission (IBAC) Act 2011

>

Protected Disclosure A ct 20 12

.

Code of Conduct for Victorian Public Sector Employees

>

Victorian Auditor General Office (VAGO) and their annual reports reviewing government

organisations with the consistent conclusion that all public sector agencies should review the
adequacy of their fraud management practices (with a reference to the leading practice of
the Australian Standard As 8001-2008 Fraud and Corruption Control).

DTF Financial Management Compliance Framework (esp. re thefts and losses)
Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006
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IBAC : Relevance

ANU and IBAC September 2013 findings from
a survey of more than 800 senior public

servants on their perceptions of corruption in
the VPS:

>.
>

Majority of respondents either did not know or
preferred not to identify any emerging corruption
risks for their organisation
20% did not know where to report corruption
50% said they would not feel protected if they
reported corruption
I7% thought that corruption had increased in the
past 5 years

One-third thought there were opportunities for
bribery
Bribery was thought to be the most damaging
act of corruption
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IBAC : Key legislation, regulatory framework &
responsibility
The Independent Broad-based Anti-corruption Commission Act
2017 empowers IBAC to:
Provide for the identification, investigation and exposure of serious corrupt
conduct, and police personnel misconduct

> Assist in the prevention of corrupt conduct, and police personnel misconduct
> Facilitate the education of the public sector and the community about the
derrimental effects of corrupt conduct and police personnel misconduct on public
administration and the community

Assist in improving the capacity of the public sector to prevent corrupt conduct
and police personnel misconduct

In effect, IBAC covers some 3,600 Victorian public sector agencies and

bodies, employing some 267,000 public servants (or 8.7% of Victoria's
labour force), along with 79 local government councils employing more than
38,000 people. IBAC also inherited the former OPl jurisdiction over the
Victoria Police.
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IBAC : Key legislation and regulatory framework
Under the Protected Disclosure Act 2072, IBAC has a key role in:
"... receiving, assessing andinvestigating disclosures about corrupt or
improper conduct and police personnel conduct as well as responsibility
for preparing and publishing guidelines to assist public bodies to
interpret and comply with the new protected disclosures regime. "
The victoriar, Inspectorate Act 2071:

". .. creates the Victorian Inspectorate and vests it with functions to
monitor IBACls. compliance with relevant laws, access IBACls policies
and procedures and investigate and assess complaints against IBAC
and IBA C personnel. "
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PTV fraud & corruption control relevant
policies & procedures
PTV Fraud and Corruption Control Plan (policy & procedure) 2014
- pending approval
PTV Fraud and Corruption Response Procedure 2014 - pending
approval
> Code of Conduct Policy and Principles
> Financial Code of Practice

> Making Protected Disclosures
> Protected Disclosure Welfare Management Policy
> Conflict of Interest Policy
> Gifts, Benefits and Hospitality Policy
> Procurement Procedures and Approval
> Financial Authorisations

> Risk Management Policy and Framework
> Management of Misconduct (Procedures)
Managing Unsatisfactory Work Performance
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Fraud/corruption control roles & responsibilities
Specific fraud & corruption control responsibilities

Chief Executive Officer ('CEO')
PT\/ Board of Directors ('Board' )
PT\/'Audit and Risk Committee ('Committee')
Executive Director, Corporate Services *
Fraud and Corruption Control Officer (' FCCO') who is the Director,
Finance who ina dele. ate tasks as a. .ro. riate *

Director, Finance *

Director, Governance and Legal *
Director, Human Resources *

Chief Information Officer ('CIO') *

Internal Auditor I Manager, Audit and Assurance *
Fraud and Corruption Response Team ('FCRT')
Line Management

All employees, contractors and consultants
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Fraud/corruption control roles & responsibilities
Role/Individual

Responsibilities
Has a basic understanding of fraud and corruption and be aware of
the red flags

Line Management

Understand their role within the internal control framework. PT\/

employees should understand how their job procedures are
designed to manage fraud and corruption risks when noncompliance may create an opportunity for fraud or corruption to
occur or go undetected
Read and understand policies and procedures (e. g. , the FCCP,
Code of Conduct Policy and Principles, etc. )

Participate in the process of creating an effective internal control
environment and designing and implementing fraud and corruption
control activities, as well as participate in monitoring activities
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Report suspicions or incidents of fraud and corruption' to. the FCCO

.
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Fraud/corruption control roles & responsibilities
Role/Individual

All employees,
contractors and
consultants

Responsibilities
Required to embrace public sector values and contribute to an
ethical workplace culture

Understand the ramifications for improper conduct
Recognise the value and importance of personally contributing to
fraud and corruption control
Have an understanding of good work practices, systems and
controls

Understand the different types of fraud and corruption that can
occur in the workplace and how to detect and report activities that
a . . ear irre. ular or sus . icious
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What is your role, and where to report any
suspicions, allegations or concerns
Any PTV employee may receive reports of suspicions or observations
(allegations) of fraudulent or corrupt conduct provided that they are
riot protected disclosures (which can only be made to IBAC).
This may be received from within or outside of PTV and must be
reported immediately by the employee, their line manager or director
or any manager or director to:
The Fraud and Corruption Control Officer ('FCCO') pirector, Finance,
or designatel ; or
> The Director, Governance and Legal; or
> The Board of Directors ('Board'), if the alleged fraudulent or corrupt
activity involves the CEO or a member of the senior management
team.

A report can be made at any time directly to :
IBAC (, 300 735.35 or visit WWW. ibac. vic. ov. au )
Page 34

A 'protected disclosure'
A protected disclosure is a report made by a person about improper
conduct of public bodies or public officials, or about detrimental action

against a person by public bodies or public officials in reprisal for the
making of a protected disclosure by any person. A complaint or
allegation that is already in the public domain will not normally be a
protected disclosure

(Refer to the Protected Disclosure Act 2012, Section 3 for the full
definition of protected disclosure)
As mentioned, a protected disclosure can only be made to IBAC, and
N OT to PTV
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Some do's upon discovery of suspected
fraud or corruption
If you are approached by someone who wishes to report an
allegation or suspicion of fraud or corruption :
Take comprehensive notes concerning the issue (nature of incident,

persons involved, date, time, potential losses, details of witnesses,

sources of potential evidence, etc. ) and retain those notes

If documentary evidence is produced, retain documents and seek to

identify the location of any other documents or exhibits
Report the matter to those specified in this training (unless a

^;^:^^::^^,^';^:^',^'^^^,^^^i^^^^,:^^;^11:^:^^!^:,^^'i'
[Director, Finance, or designate], or the Director, Governance and
Legal

Do not conduct an investigation Yourself because you may
inadvertently alert people (including the person against whom the
allegations relate, compromise evidential integrity, etc. )
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Some do's upon discovery of suspected
fraud or corruption
> Do not ignore, or treat as trivial, a person's allegations/suspicions
>

Do not risk the confidentiality and protection of a person providing
information, and always obey the law including any requirements
under the Independent Broad-based Anti-corruption Commission
(IBAC) Act 2011 and the Protected Disclosure Act 2012, and also

PTV's policies and procedures
Do not start digging around for electronic or computer stored
information because you may inadvertently modify potential evidence
which may make it in admissible
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Training evaluation and feedback form
Location:

Time:

Date:

Overall for this PTV fraud and corruption control awareness training, on a scale of I (needs improvement) to 5
(better than expectations), please circle one for each of the following :

How would you rate the usefulness of the training content to your daily work at PTV?
2

3

4

How would you rate the quality of training delivery?
2

3

Which part of the training was most useful?
--.--....--------------.....----------......-------------....----------------....-------------------

---------------"..-.------------....--------------...---------------------------------...-.-------------------

Are there any parts of the training content that you would change? If so, what?
-....------------------.....--------------.....--------------....----------------.------------------

------------.
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Thank you and Q&A
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Fraud and Corruption Prevention
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